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ABSTRACT 
An abstract of the thesis of Normen Giesecke for the Master of Science in Electrical 
and Computer Engineering presented March 10, 2006. 
Title: Ternary Quantum Logic. 
The application of Moore's Law would not be feasible by using the computing 
systems fabrication principles that are prevalent today. Fundamental changes in the 
field of computing are needed to keep Moore's Law operational. Different quantum 
technologies are available to take the advancement of computing into the future. Logic 
in quantum technology uses gates that are very different from those used in 
contemporary technology. Limiting itself to reversible operations, this thesis presents 
different methods to realize these logic gates. Two methods using Generalized Ternary 
Gates and Muthukrishnan Stroud Gates are presented for synthesis of ternary logic 
gates. Realizations of well-known quantum gates like the Feynman gate, Toffoli Gate, 
2-qudit and 3-qudit SW AP gates are shown. In addition a new gate, the Inverse SW AP 
gate, is proposed and its realization is also presented. 
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Quantum computing is a very attractive and promising research area. In times 
where the steady march of technology goes on day by day, it leads to different 
methods of computation. Continuing application of Moore's Law would not be 
feasible by using the computing systems fabrication principles that are prevalent 
today. Fundamental changes in the field of computing are needed to keep Moore's 
Law operational. The possibilities of further shrinking transistors and circuits are 
already quite limited today. An example is the photolithography etching process. 
Structures, that are smaller than the wavelength of light, are projected. Even now 
engineers are more concerned about effects that occur when creating the ever-
shrinking transistors within larger circuits, like the Hall effect, tunneling or other 
quantum effects. Consequently, there is a possibility that logic states in the circuits 
would be undistinguishable. Different approaches have been undertaken by scientists 
in various fields, i.e. bio and quantum computing. Since the classical transistor cannot 
be used with further technology scaling anymore, the new approaches discard the use 
of transistors. In fact, quantum computing fundamentally changes logic 
implementation by replacing physical logic gates by quantum pulses. 
Quantum computing inherits properties from different science domains, 
including quantum mechanics, computer science and electrical engineering. Using the 
algorithms available in quantum computing allows one to solve computational 
problems more effectively than using standard logic by many orders of magnitude. 
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By the early 1990's, people knew that a quantum computer could be faster then 
a classical one, but there was not much motivation for people to spend money and time 
on the research to build a quantum computer. Peter Shor, a scientist from Bell Labs, 
devised a polynomial time algorithm for factoring large numbers on quantum 
computer in 1994 [6]. His algorithm achieved with "n" qubits a near exponential 
increase in computational power. This discovery drew great attention to the field of 
quantum computing. A classical system would take 2° computations separately to 
compute 2° states. The aforementioned algorithm achieves the same 2° computations 
in exponentially less time. The algorithm was viewed as important because the 
difficulty of factoring large natural numbers is relied upon for most cryptography 
systems. If an efficient method of factoring large numbers is implemented most of the 
current encryption schemes would be worthless. Factoring large numbers on a 
classical computer in polynomial time has not been proved. The fastest algorithm 
publicly available for factoring a large number n (whose representation has llogn l 
c(log n)1 13 •(1og log n)213 bits) runs in O(e ) , or exponential time. In contrast Shor's algorithm 
runs in O((logn) 2 *log log n) on a quantum computer and then performs O(logn) 
steps on post processing on a classical computer. This time is overall polynomial, 
which helped to push the study of quantum computer forward. 
The key to this result is the power of the quantum computer that derives from 
its superposition of quantum states. While the physics of superposition is not simple at 
all, mathematically it is not difficult to characterize. It is known that computing 
2 
machines perform logical functions. Logical functions that do not have a single-valued 
inverse are called irreversible and are associated with a physical irreversibility. This 
physical irreversibility leads to a minimal heat generation, in each cycle the 
irreversible function is executed. Landauer [2] observed this heat generation due to the 
irreversible logical functions and his principle is often regarded as the foundation of 
the thermodynamics of information processing. The irreversible function is not only 
accompanied by the heat generation, but with a corresponding entropy increase in non-
information bearing degrees of freedom of the information processing apparatus or its 
environment. In binary quantum computing the machine cycle maps the 2 N possible 
initial states of the machine onto the same space of 2 N states, rather than just a 
subspace thereof. N is the number of binary qubits used in the system. A device is 
called reversible if there is a unique, one-to-one mapping (function) between the 
inputs of the device and its outputs. Figure I.I and Figure I.2 show two well-known 
gates in binary logic. 






















Figure 1.2.: Feynman Gate; example for reversibility 
Truth table for binary Feynman gate 
A ------A A B A B 
0 0 0 0 








The well known AND (Figure 1.1) gate in classical standard logic is 
irreversible. Given the output, one can not obtain the definite input states. The input 
variables A and B can be 00, 01 or 10 and produce an output R of 0. Therefore a 
reproduction of the inputs is not feasible. The Feynman gate in Figure 1.2 preserves 
all information from the input to the output. Checking the truth tables in Figure 1.2 it 
can be observed that the input can be constructed uniquely from the output values. 
A reversible computer can utilize only those functions whose truth table 
exhibits equal number of ones and zeros, for the binary case. However, to generate a 
complete set of quantum functions, both types, reversible and irreversible logic are 
needed and used in this thesis. Other representatives for irreversible gates are the MIN 
and MAX gates. As shown in Table 1.1 for the MIN gate, two inputs are given and the 
smallest input is transferred to the output. The MAX works similar, but gives always 
the highest input to the output. 
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Table 1.1: Truth tables of MIN and MAX Gate; examples for irreversibility in binary quantum 
MIN - Gate MAX - Gate 
A/B o I 1 I 2 A/B 01112 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 
2 0 1 2 2 1 2 2 
1. 1 Practical Implementations 
There are many approaches to the physical realization of quantum computing. 
Some of them are cavity quantum electrodynamics (cavity QED), quantum dots, 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) and ion trap. Other technologies have been 
examined in [7]. All these technologies are so different that it is difficult to find a 
unified description from the physical standpoint or to develop general methods which 
are suitable for all technologies. Among the above mentioned, NMR is currently one 
of the promising technologies and it has been the most investigated. Because of 
various problems, including an effective procedure of initial state preparation, it is still 
impossible to construct large NMR quantum computers. Although considered not well 
scalable, NMR technology is still the main quantum computing implementation 
technology and a source of practical technical challenges including those in logic 
synthesis of quantum circuits, which is of interest in the present research. Approaches 
have been made to reduce the number of qudits and considering multi-valued logic 
(MVL) computations [3]. When changing to the MVL domain, less qudits are 
required. For example for a domain size with 1000 instances at least log 2 I 000 = I 0 
qudits should be used in the binary case. However in ternary for this domain size only 
5 
log 3 1000 = 7 qudits are required. The practical number of qudits used in NMR 
technology is 7 [8]. At this time, predictions of the scalability of NMR technology are 
pessimistic. Moreover, an 8 qubit computer has been built just recently in ion trap 
technology which is considered the first scalable quantum computer [11]. It should be 
noted, however, that the methods discussed below are equally applicable to both NMR 
and ion trap computing. As mentioned in [12] they are also applicable approximately 
to several other technologies proposed for realization of quantum computers. 
Besides the popular NMR computers, Ion trap computers have become 
increasingly an attractive alternative [10]. For instance, Stroud and Muthukrishnan 
propose a promising multiple-valued gate implementation using ion-trap technology 
[ 4]. A limitation on the number of qudits is not known yet, but is currently predicted to 
be much higher than in NMR [10]. Both NMR and ion trap allow realizing the so-
called "Controlled Quantum Gates". The gate functionality is similar to that of a 
multiplexer. Additionally, it is not the input that the multiplexer selects (as there is 
only one input besides the select), but the function applied to this input. 
This thesis derives a universal set of multiple-valued gates by using the 
practically realizable Muthukrishnan-Stroud gates with all permutations of the input-
select. In addition a set of gates which uses functions on each input of the multiplexer 
structure is derived. Through the intrinsic reversibility mentioned above, gates in 
quantum computing are simply some permutation of the input values (provided no 
constant inputs are used). It arises, that quantum circuits can simply be seen as 
6 
permutation matrices. The thesis contains both, the Muthukrishnan-Stroud (M-S) gates 
and the multiplexer-like ones with functions for each quantum qudit state of the 
multiplexer. Figure 1.3 and 1.4 show the multiplexer structures of Muthukrishnan-
Stroud and for gates with one function (f 0 , f 1 and f 2 ) on each input of the 
multiplexer. In chapter 2 the structures will be treated in more detail. 
Figure 1.3.: Structure of a binary (a) and ternary (b) Muthukrishnan-Stroud gate 
A A A ~~~~~~....-~~~ A 
B B B B 
a) b) 
Figure 1.4.: Structure of multiplexer with functions for each quantum qudit state 
A ~~~~~~-.--~~~- A 
B B 
Besides the excitement, generated by recent results in quantum information 
theory, there are also skeptics. Dyakonov, for example, argues that there are still 
enormous problems posed by the actual physical realization of a quantum computing 
devices [9]. When talking about the universal quantum gate, which is able to transform 
7 
an arbitrary state of the quantum computing engine into another state via a unitary 
transformation, Dyakonov comes up with an old joke. "During the first months of 
World War II, an inventor kept telling anybody willing to listen to him, that he had an 
idea of extreme military value. Eventually, the rumor reached Stalin who decided to 
listen to the inventor. Inventor: I propose that you should have three buttons on your 
desk, colored green, blue, and white. When you push the green button, all enemy 
ground forces shall disappear; when you push the blue button, all enemy U-boats 
shall sink to the bottom of the oceans; and, when you push the white button, all 
airplanes shall blow up in smoke. 
Stalin: How will it work? 
Inventor: Well, it is up to your scientists and engineers to figure that out. I just 
gave you the idea. " 
The current feeling among informed researchers is very optimistic, that it is possible to 
build a quantum computer. Is not easy, however, to determine which technology will 
emerge and become the "standard" quantum computer technology. Nature magazine 
[10] recently published an article where scientists (C. Monroe et al.) fabricated a 
micrometer-scale ion trap on a monolithic chip using semiconductor micro-
electromechanical systems (MEMS) technology. They confined a single 111 Cd+ ion in 
an integrated radiofrequency trap etched from a doped gallium-arsenide hetero 
structure. If this steady progress marches on, then even skeptics will be convinced 
about this new way of doing computation. 
8 
The thesis is structured as follows. In the chapter 2, based on literature, the 
mathematical aspects, notations like the Dirac and Heisenberg and the fundamentals of 
multi-valued logic along with some key definitions will be introduced. A brief 
introduction to physical quantum computation is presented in Chapter 3 in order to 
help the reader find the link between the mathematical, physical and engineering 
aspects of universal gate set designs and minimization issues. The original research is 
presented in chapters 4 and 5. The main focus will be the exploration made with an 
exhaustive search and a genetic search approach for ternary quantum gates with a 
given number of qudits. Furthermore, the details of the code and programming will be 
also shown in chapters 4 and 5. Chapter 6 will be a comparison of the results made 
with the exhaustive algorithm and genetic algorithm. The final chapter will provide 
conclusions and indications for further research. 
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2. Background 
During the first decades of the twentieth century it became obvious that a more 
refined model of the physical world was needed. The classical theory was not able to 
explain some of the phenomena involving light, atomic and subatomic particles. 
Quantum mechanics represents a mathematical model of the physical world able to 
explain phenomena, such as interference, which classical mechanics fails to explain. 
The predictions of quantum mechanics have been confirmed by considerable 
experimental evidence. 
Basic definitions and concepts that are necessary to understand the 
mathematical apparatus of quantum mechanics will be introduced here. Linear algebra, 
vector fields, Hermitian operators, Hilbert spaces, as well as tensor products and outer 
products of vectors in a Hilbert space are presented. Then some notations are 
explained, as there are 3 notations commonly used in quantum mechanics. They are 




In quantum computing mostly Dirac and Heisenberg notations are used. The 
Schroedinger notation is often used to explain the physical implementation of a given 
quantum computer. Hence the Schroedinger notation is not further carried out here. 
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2. 1. Matrices and Permutation matrices 
A rectangular array of elements of a field F with m rows and n columns, A, is 
called a matrix 
/ 
a11 a12 ... aln 
I a11 a12 ... a~, I (1) A= . ... 
am! am2 ... amn 
Matrix A can be interpreted as a linear map from the vector space of dimension n, F n , 
to the vector space of dimension m, Fm equipped with the canonical base. If n = m, 
then A is a linear map from F n to itself. 
In the case n = m the identity matrix A= [alf] is the matrix with a;; = 1 and alf = 0, if 
i * j . For example, the identity matrix in a vector space of dimension 8 is 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
1
s =I o o o o 1 o o o 1 (2) 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
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A permutation matrix P is an identity matrix with rows and columns permuted. That 
means that there is only one "1" per row and column and all other cells are filled with 
zeros. 
The general formula to calculate a determinant for an n x n matrix was defined by 
Leibniz. 
det(A) = J,:,( sgn(a)U a,,.,,, J (3) 
The sgn( cr) specifies the sign of the permutation cr. If the sgn( cr) is "+ 1 '', then the 
permutation is even and if the sgn(cr) is "-1" then the permutation is odd. If we 
permute two rows of A then the sign of the determinant IAI changes. The determinant 
of the transpose of a matrix is equal to the determinant of the original matrix: 
IATl=IAI. (4) 
If two rows of A are identical then: 
IAl=O. (5) 
A square matrix (n x n) is triangular if all entries below the diagonal are zero. The 
determinant of a triangular matrix is the product of its diagonal elements. 
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2.2. Kronecker and Outer Products 
The Kronecker product is a mathematical operation on two matrices of arbitrary size 
and is a special case of the tensor product. The product is different from the usual 
matrix multiplication. The symbol of the Kronecker Product is ®. The following 




(A+B)®C = A®C+B®C 
• not commutative 
A®B*B®A 
For examples if the matrix A is an m x n matrix and B is a k x l matrix then we have 
Figure 2.1.: Example of the Kronecker product for a 2x2 and 3x3 matrix 
b2 b,l [bl b2 b, l 
::] ®[:: 
b2 
b5 b6 a2 b4 b5 b6 
A®B=[a1 b5 
b, = [~' 
bg bg b7 bg 
:: l ' (6) a3 b2 
b, l [bl b2 b7 bg b I 
9 a3 b4 b5 b6 a4 b4 b5 b6 
b7 bg bg b7 bg b9 
The result of the Kronecker product is a sub-matrix whose entries are the product of 
elements of matrix B multiplied by a1 ••• a 4 • The size of the resulting matrix is mk x nl. 
The Kronecker product of I 0) and I I) E H 2 is 
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Figure 2.2.: Example of the Kronecker product for 10> and 11> 
0 
IO)®II)=(~)®(~)= ~ (7) 
0 
The result of two vectors in H 2 is a vector in a 4-dimensional Hilbert space, H 4 • The 
outer product of a ket and a bra vector I 'Pa )('Pb I is a linear operator, which is a matrix. 
For a 3-dimensional Hilbert space H 3 we have 
Figure 2.3.: Outer product of a ket and bra vector 
l'P")('P, I= [ :}: 












A Hermitian matrix is a square matrix with complex entries which is equal to 
its own conjugate transpose. The diagonal elements of a Hermitian matrix are all real 
numbers. By the finite-dimensional spectral theorem such operators have an 
orthonormal basis in which the operator can be represented as a diagonal matrix. The 
Hermitian is also called self-adjoint matrix. A linear operator A on a Hilbert space is 
called self-adjoint if it is equal to its own adjoint A* (conjugate transpose). In 
quantum mechanics their importance lies in the fact that in the Dirac-von Neumann 
formulation of quantum mechanics, physical observables such as position, momentum, 
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angular momentum and spin are represented by self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert 
space. The current state of a physically quantum system can be described by vectors in 
a Hilbert space. Of particular significance is the Hamiltonian which as an observable 
corresponds to the total energy and is defined as self-adjoint operator. The energy is 
always a real number and the eigenvectors of H provide that orthonormal basis of the 
Hilbert space. 
At= (A*f (9) 
Examples of a matrix and its adjoint matrix are shown in (10): 
A=[ 2~j 
2+j 3-2j] 
-1 -1~4j =At 
3+2j l.4j 
[I 0 OJ [I 0 OJ A= 0 1 0 At= 0 1 0 (10) 
0 0 1 0 0 1 
-
a b c d a e i m 
B=I 
e f g h Bt= b f J n 
l J k l c g k 0 
m n 0 p d h l p 
An operator A is called normal if 
AAt=AtA (11) 
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If an operator A is a Hermitian or self adjoint operator then it is a normal operator as 
well. The product of a matrix B and its Hermitian matrix Bt results in the identity 
matrix if the matrix Bis a unitary matrix 
BtB=l 
n (12) 
2.4. Dirac Notation and n-dimensional Hilbert Spaces 
An· infinite-dimensional vector space with an inner product and a norm is 
called a Hilbert Space H n • The elements of H n are n-dimensional vectors. Those 
vectors can be added together and multiplied by scalars and their results are also 
elements of the Hilbert space. N-dimensional Hilbert spaces are also unitary spaces. 
To get an orthonormal basis within the Hilbert space, a set of vectors 
{e0 , ew .. e n-i } E H n is required. The inner product of any two of them is 
zero,ei · ej = 0, V(i, j) E {O,n-1} and the inner product of any of these vectors with 
themselves is one, ei ·ei =1,ViE {O,n-1}. A set of orthonormal vectors form an 
orthonormal basis. 
The general notation of quantum logic states was introduced by Dirac. The 
orthonormal vectors are presented as kets. 
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Figure 2.4.: Dirac notation in kets and bras 
10),II), ... ,Ii) ... 1 n -I), 
and bras 
(Ol,(II, ... ,(ii, ... (n-II 
A vector Ii) in the ket notation can be viewed as a column vector with a "1" in the i th 
position, where all other position are filled with O's. 






IO)= : ... ,In-I)= 
0 0 l I 
The bra notation is similar to the ket notation, only the vectors are row vectors. 
e.g. (ol =(I o o) (II= (o I o), 
(n - II= (o o . . . I) 
To form an n-dimensional vectorl'F), all orthonormal ket vectors IO), ... ln-I) are 
added up as a linear combination 
Figure 2.6.: n-dimensional vector 'I' as linear combination 
l'F) = a 0 IO)+a1II)+ ... +an_1ln-I). 
The ket notation can be converted to the bra notation via a Hermitian conjugation. 
Figure 2.7.: Conversion between ket and bra notation 
l'F) = C('Fl)t, ('Fl= Cl'F))t 
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The bra vector ('PI itself can also be expressed by a linear combination of 
orthonormal bra vectors. 
('Pl= a0• (OI +a1• (II+ ... + an_1• (n-II (13) 
* * * a0 , a1 , ... an-I are the complex conjugates of a0, a1, ... an-I from the ket notation. 
Examples of the ket representation for the state of single qubits and qutrits, 
respectively, are shown below: 
Figure 2.8.: Representation of a qudit in binary and ternary logic 
a.) 'P = alO) + PII) b.) 'P=alo)+PII)+rl2) 
The binary Dirac representation is shown in a) and has two different basic 
orthonormal states 10> and 11> whereas the ternary representation is displayed in b) 
with three different basic states 10>, 11> and 12>. The superposition states are created 
by weighting the basis states by complex coefficients. Each basic state is weighted by 
complex numbers a, p and y, where lal2, IPI 2 and lyl 2 are the probabilities of 
measurements leading to basic quantum states 10> and 11> in binary quantum logic. 
lai2 + IPI 2 = 1 (14) 
Where lal
2 
=a· a· which means that la12 is multiplied by its conjugate. 
The same applies to the ternary quantum logic, where then a measurement leads with 









The length of a vector is conventionally assumed to be normalized, i.e. the inner 
product is 1. 
(w I w) = 1 (16) 
A general definition for the probabilities of an n-dimensional quantum logic system 
can be expressed as follows: 
~]aJ =1 (17) 
The ket and bra vectors are only defined as direction, and their length is defined with a 
factor. Usually the length is defined to be one. But still the vector has the length of 
one; the vector is undetermined because it can be multiplied by a phase factor. The 
phase factor is a quantity of modulus 1, such as the complex number of e;r where y is 
a real number. e;r represents the relative phase. A normalized vector I W) (length is 
equal to 1) and the vectore;r ·I W), where le;rl = 1 describe the same physical state. 
Given two states I \}la) and I \Jib) another state can be formed as a superposition of 
I \Jla) and I \Jib), I We)= al \Jla) +bl \Jib). The relative phase of this new state is 
expressed as e;r and is physically important. 
A normal unitary basis, in a 3-dimensional vector space is a set of 3 unit vectors. This 
applies to the ternary logic representation. Therefore, the unit vector are I 0), 11) and I 2) 
where 
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lo)=(~}1)=rn md l2)=m (18) 
The presentation of qudit in the matrix notation is also referred as Heisenberg notation. 





2.5. Bloch Sphere 
Name Type 
"Wavefunction" Math function 
Column matrix Matrix 






I some label) 
Ix) I a) 
A graphical representation of quantum states (both basic and superposition 
states) is the Bloch sphere. The Bloch sphere can be used to visualize what quantum 
states are possible and how they are located one with respect to another. It helps also 
to visualize operations on states. There are three angles denoted by <p at the x - axis, r 
at the y - axis and (} at the z - axis. In the binary Bloch sphere a change of theta is 
sufficient to change from the state 10> to 11> and vice versa. The other angles <p and 
r can be neglected. Being in the initial state of 10> one needs to apply a 180 degrees 
rotation to reach the state 11>. If <p and r are changed when manipulating (} by 180 
degrees then the probability of the vector being in state 11> decreases when a 
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measurement is taken. For the ternary logic it is quite similar, unless the angles to shift 
from one basic state to another are different. When we follow the Bloch sphere given 
in figure 2.10 (b) then we see that by starting again at state 10> a shift by B = 120° 
effects the vector to be in the basic state 11>. If we apply then another phase shift with 
8=120°being constant the vector results in 12>. The other angles <p and y are 
assumed to be unchanged. 
Figure 2.10.: Bloch sphere in a) binary basic states and b) ternary basic states 
z z 
10> 
.J--,__--+-----4---11>- y [ I --- : J } I I .. l II> y 
X "'- '- I I / X 
11> 
a) b) 
Physical aspects of a single electron (e.g dipole spin) can be changed to point 
up, down or somewhere else in the sphere. The phase must be shifted (theta and/or 
phi) to achieve this. In Figure 2.10 the Bloch Sphere is shown in a coordinate system 
with x, y, and z axis. Figure 2.10 a) shows the binary case which represents the basic 
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states zero and one along the z- axis with 10> and 11>. Figure 2.10 b) displays the 
ternary representation with the basis-states zero, one and two. 
To display a vector within the binary Bloch sphere the following presentation can be 
used. 
IW) =cos 8 io)+ei¢ sin 8 II) withO::;; B < K, 0::;; </J < 2K. (19) 
2 2 2 
The equivalent representation for the ternary quantum logic in the Bloch sphere is 
given by 
lqs) = sin(~}o{~)o) + e;"' sin(~}in( ~)II)+ e'"' co{~) 2) (20) 
Again, B and </J determine the magnitudes of the components ofl W), while </J01 can be 
seen as a phase of I 0) relative to I I) and the phase ¢12 of I I) relative to I 2) , 
respectively [12]. 
Recall that a classical bit can store either a 0 or a 1, and when measured, the 
value observed will always be the value which is stored. In quantum logic, the 
measured qubit state is determined to be in the 0 or 1 state. In this manner the classical 
bit is not different from the quantum bit. The differences between the qubit and the bit 
come from what sort of information a qubit can store when it is not being measured. 
To enhance the signal-to-noise ratio the phase shift between the states is 
chosen to be maximum possible. For the binary case the phase shift therefore is 180 
degrees, however the phase shift will be 120 degrees in ternary logic representation. 
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Barry C. Sanders used 4 level of information to produce a quantum fingerprint for 
quantum communication [21]. With 4 levels of information one would think, all basis 
are state are separated by a phase shift of 90 degrees. This applies only, if the states 
are viewed in a single 2-dimensional space. Sanders referred to the four basis states as 
"tetrahedral states" and they form the vertices of a tetrahedron. The lines between the 
center of the tetrahedron and two vertices enclose an angle of 109.47 degrees. 
Compared to the 90 degrees phase shift in a single 2-dimension space, is it an increase 
of the distinguishability. Thereby the signal-to-noise ratio is increased by using a 
tetrahedron representation of the basis states in 3-dimensional space. Ninety degrees of 
phase shift is the optimal value for 6-valued logic; figure 2.11. 
Figure 2.11.: Bloch sphere visualizing 6 logic basis states 
z 
11> 
13> t I ,...,... I t 11ro Y 
x 
12> 
It is important to understand that the number of values of the logic is formally 
related to the measurement process and not to what happens in Hilbert space. One 
could increase the number of logic states at the measurement to 0>, 11>, 12> and 13> 
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with a phase shift angle of 90 degrees. There is no conflict with the principles of 
quantum mechanics, but the more logic states exist in the system, the smaller the 
probability of measuring accurately any particular base state becomes. Therefore it is a 
challenge to create such multi-valued measurement systems (for the ternary case in 
[16, 3] and quaternary case in [17]). 
The approach of this thesis uses only permutative matrices and so all of the 
measurements would be deterministic in the ideal case and not probabilistic as it 
results from the basic qudit equations. With this approach we will continue from now 
on without referring to Hilbert space and measurements. This will allow treating the 
manipulations and operations in the Hilbert space as operators in binary and ternary 
algebras. 
2. 6. Introduction to Quantum Computation 
We will now explain briefly the basics of quantum computing, regardless of 
the specific quantum realization technology. A classical bit is an abstraction of a 
physical system capable to express two states, zero and one. A computation made on a 
classical system includes the following operations: 
a. Store the information in the physical system 
b. Fetch the information (data) from the system 
c. Process the information of the physical system 
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These operations are also needed to build a quantum computer. A sufficient amount of 
bits are needed also for the capability to fetch and process the bits fast. The unit that 
stores the information in quantum computer is called a quantum bit (qubit). This refers 
to the carrier of information with two different states. The logical aspects of the 
quantum computer are described as a mathematical abstraction. Physical 
implementation will be discussed later. The qubit is 'I' is a vector in a two dimensional 
complex vector space. On that point the qubit has two components and the projections 
of the vector on the basis are complex numbers. Written in the Dirac notation, 
introduced in section 2.4., the vector includes the complex numbers a1 and a 2 and the 
computational basis states I 0) and I I) . The complex numbers a1 and a 2 are the 
coefficients of the linear expression describing the actual state the qubit is in. Entering 
the multivalued scope, the carrier of information is referred as qudit, which is the 
quantum versions of d-ary digits where d can be any integer 2: 2 [l]. For the ternary 
logic, dis equal to 3. The probability for qudit being in state IO)isla1!
2 
, for II) and 





1'1') = a 1IO) + a 1 ll) + a 312) (21) 
The sum of the probabilities should also be 1. For a qudit in state 
1 1 1 
1'1')= .J31o)+ .J311)+ .J312) (22) 
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we get I 0) with probability _!_, I 1) with probability _!_ and I 2) with probability _!_. 
3 3 3 
Another state could be 
l'l')=~lo)+ '711)+ ~12), (23) 




for the states IO),ll)andl2). The computational 
9 9 3 
basis states I 0) , I 1) and I 2) in their superposition, as well as the measurement applied 
to the quantum state mean that there is a preserved hidden information within the 
qubit. The information is revealed only on measurement. 
With the introduction of the Bloch sphere in section 2.4 and the quantum bit 
presentation, we will now show a projection from Dirac notation to Bloch sphere. 
Recalling from section 2.4 that a qubit can be expressed with three numbers 
B,qJandy 
'F=cos 8 +eirsin 8 =a,lo)+a2 l1). 2 2 
The qubit is given by 
1 
l'F) = ~o)+l1))· J2, 
therefore a1 = a2 = 1 I J2 . Then we see that 
e 1 
a1 =cos2= J2 
e 







_ ir sin-= r;; a1 -e 2 v2 :::::> 
1 iy __ 
e - J2 :::::> r=0° (27) 
Figure 2.12.: Conversion from Dirac notation to Bloch sphere representation 
z 
10> 
.-' I I Ill> Y 
x 
11> 
The figure 2.12 shows that a qubit is a continuum of states represented as 
points in the Bloch sphere. The state space contains two (binary) or three (ternary) 
"basis" or logical states IO) andll) or IO) ,11) andl2). 
Table 2.1.: Classical, Binary and Ternary Quantum Logic States 
Binary Classical 0or1 
Binary Quantum 'I'=alO> +Bil> 
Ternary Quantum 'I'=alO> + ~11> + yl2> 
Table 2.1 gives an overview about classical binary states, binary and ternary quantum 
states (for 3-valued systems the qudits are also called qutrits). For example, if we 
assume a logical function with two binary input variables. In binary and even ternary 
quantum logic the superposition of the states can be used to solve it in single 
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computation step simultaneously. Unlike in classical computation one need to permute 
all different inputs and it would take 2 n calculations, where n is the number of bits. 
For example the quantum input could be applied so that the two qudits give: 
'Pa+ 'Pb= y.J9~oo) +IOI)+lo2)+!1o)+lll)+II2)+120)+!21)+!22)) (28) 
The probabilities are assumed to be equal for a1 ••• a3 and b, ... b3 • 
Table 2.2.: Classical vs. Quantum Computational (binary and ternary) Efficiency 
F(OO) 
Binary Classical 
F(Ol) 2 n Computations 
F(lO) (here n=2) 
F(ll) 
Binary Quantum F(j.J4 (100>+101>+110>+111>)) 1 Computation 
Ternary Quantum 
F(j._19(100>+101> +102> +110> +Ill> 
+112> +120> +121> +122>)) 
1 Computation 
In the classical computation one would get only one result by applying the 
function F on the two input values. In quantum computing all inputs are evaluated at a 
time, but the output that is measured is not deterministic. If the weights of the 
superposition states are equal, then the probability for each input to be measured at the 
output is equal. The measurement always collapses to one of the basic state 
(IO) ,II) andl2) ) however the qubit state is for a given logic. 
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2. 7. Generalized Multi-valued Gate 
An elementary conceptual module of quantum computing (a macro - not a 
physical gate) in our approach is the generalized multi-valued gate. Figure 2.13 shows 
the universal structure of the generalized multi-valued gates. 





The gate has two inputs, A and B respectively. R and Q represent the two 
outputs of the gate. Input A performs as control qudit, whereas B performs as data 
qudit. Assuming to have an n valued logic ( n ~ 2 ) and the input A has the value of 
"1" then function f 1 is applied to Band results are send to the output Q. This way of 
working goes continuously until the value of A is n-1. In that case a single qubit 
function f n-l will be applied to B and returned as output Q. Input A is passed through 
and R will be equal to A in every case. 
In ternary quantum logic the multi-valued gate will look as in Figure 2.14. 
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Figure 2.14.: Ternary generalized Gate 
A R 
B Q 
In figure 2.14, the generalized ternary gate is presented. Because of its ternary nature 
there are three operations f 0 , J; and f 2 that will be applied to B if signal A is in state 
zero, one and two, respectively. The terms operations or functions at a multiplexer are 
used interchangeably throughout the literature, we will use only operation in this 
thesis. The various (permutative) single-qubit operations that operate on B are shown 
in Table 2.3. 
Table 2.3.: All possible single qudit operations 
Name Symbol Visualization Input-Output-List 
10> --> 10> 
Quantum Wire +O 11> --> \1> 
\2> --> \2> 
-GI]- \0> --> \1> Single Shift +1 \1> --> \2> 
\2> --> \0> 
~ 
10> --> \2> 
Double Shift +2 \1> --> \0> 
\2> --> 11> 
Swap- Function ---QI]- \0> --> \1> 01 \1> --> \0> 
0<->1 \2> --> \2> 
Swap- Function ~ 
10> --> \2> 
0<->2 
02 11> --> 11> 
12> --> 10> 
Swap- Function ~ 
JO>--> 10> 
12 11> --> 12> 
1<->2 12> --> 11> 
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The quantum wire in Table 2.3 maps the input straight to the output of the 
function. Instead of mapping the input to the output, Single and Double Shift adds one 
or two to the input state. The last three functions are called Swap-Functions. Function 
'OJ' permutes the input state zero and one, function '02' permutes the input state zero 
and two and function 12 permutes the input one and two. It was shown recently that all 
these functions can be practically implemented in various quantum realization 
technologies [ 4]. 
2.8. Muthukrishnan-Stroud Gates 
Muthukrishnan and Stroud proposed a practical implementation of the ternary 
quantum gates, realized in ion trap quantum realization technology [4]. We will view 
the mathematical aspects later in the thesis. The structure of the gate looks quite 
similar to the ternary universal multiplexer. In fact there is only one difference 
between the universal ternary gate noted above and the Muthukrishnan-Stroud-Gate 
(M-S-gate). Muthukrishnan and Stroud proved that if the control input A is in the 
highest state then the function f 2 is applied to B and results to Q. Otherwise, if A is in 
the state 0, ... , n-2 then B will be mapped to the output Q and can be viewed as a 
quantum wire. The truth table of the ternary M-S-gate is presented in figure 2.15. 
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Figure 2.15.: Truth table for the ternary Muthukrishnan-Stroud-Gate 
Output 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 ~I Input 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
1 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 !2 
2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A B 
Figure 2.15 reveals again the nature of the M-S-gate in ternary logic, where if 
A is 0, ... ,n-2 , in our case n is equal three, so if A is zero or one the output state is 
equal to the corresponding input state. Only if the input A is n-1, two for ternary logic, 
then function / 2 is applied to Band returned as Q. 
Figure 2.16.: Structure of a Muthukrishnan-Stroud-Gate 
A R 
B Q 
Any function fn can be viewed as a shift in phi and/or theta on the Bloch 
Sphere that was introduced in section 2.4. If we go back to Figure 2.10 a) and assume 
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that the initial state is zero, 10> and we would perform a 90 degree phase shift in theta 
the resulting state will be perpendicular to 10>, the initial state. The vector of the 
resulting state will be situated in the x-y-plane. If a measurement takes place, there 
will be a probability of 50% that the shifted vector collapses to state 10> and with 50% 
probability that it collapses to state 11>. All this was considered to take place in binary 
quantum logic. 
From now on we will limit ourselves to functions of particular phase shifts. We 
take those phase shifts in consideration that won't collapse in any non-basis-states. 
That means in details that only phase shifts of theta by 120° and 240° will be 
permitted and carried out. We will stay therefore in the x-z-plane. The result of this 
limitation will be the existence of only logic functions that are not probabilistic in their 
outcomes. In binary quantum logic, we would have only functions that shift from state 
10> to 11> and vice versa. The shifting angle would be 180 degree on the Bloch Sphere 
for binary quantum logic. 
In the multi-valued logic with multiple quantized basic-states, functions can be 
created to shift between various basic states on the Bloch Sphere. The ternary logic 
application would result in a shift angle of 120° in theta. Few gates of this type have 
been realized and tested and are intrinsically reversible [4]. 
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2.9. Galois Field 3 Logic 
Starting from classical binary logic, EXOR and logic AND are very well 
known operations. Their extension to ternary or higher radix leads to the Galois Field 
logic. 
Table 2.4.: Binary EXOR and AND 
Ee 0 1 • 0 1 
0 0 1 0 0 0 
1 1 0 1 0 1 
Binary logic is the simplest information carrying system. Yet, it does not 
provide a deep insight into logics with more values. The ternary logic provides a first 
insight into higher radix logic. Going to higher radix logic it is possible to generalize 
ideas to multi-valued logic. Usually there are many ways in which binary gates can be 
generalized to ternary gates, so this gives a better insight into the nature of arbitrary 
multiple-valued gates than looking only into binary gates. Similarly quaternary 
systems are also considered important for this generalization systems. Galois field 
(GF) is a fundamental algebraic structure in the theory of algebras. It has proven to be 
highly efficient in various applications of logic synthesis among others, especially in 
the design for test [ 19]. 
Galois Field 3 (GF3) consists of the set of elements T = {O, 1, 2} and two basic 
binary operations - addition (denoted by EB) and multiplication (denoted by · or 
absence of any operator) as defined in Table 2.5. 
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Table 2.5.: Galois Field 3 addition (a) and multiplication (b) 
EE> 0 1 2 • 0 1 2 
0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 
1 1 2 0 1 0 1 2 
2 2 0 1 2 0 2 1 
a) b) 
Those operations replace the EXOR and logic AND in the classical binary 
domain, and it is possible to build circuits based on. The structure of such a circuit is 
similar to the PLA structure used in electrical-mechanical and Programmable Logic 
Device systems. In general, the attractive properties of GF-based circuits, such as the 
high testability of such circuits, are due to the fact that the GF operators exhibit the 
Cyclic Group (Latin Square) Property. This characteristic is useful in detecting faults, 
for instance, because any single change in the inputs of the gate will cause a change in 
the output (s). This property can simply be explained on the three-valued (ternary) GF 
operators shown in Table 2.5. It should be noted that in any row and column of the 
addition table (Table 2.5. a) the elements are all different, which is cyclic, and that the 
elements have a different order in each row and column. The same property can be 
observed in the multiplication table (Table 2.5.b ). If one removes all zero elements 
then the remaining table forms a cyclic group. This property can be viewed in any 
radix higher logic as well, if a Galois Field exists for this radix. 
Table 2.6.: Galois Field 4 addition and multiplication 
E9 0 1 2 3 • 0 1 2 3 
0 0 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 2 3 0 1 0 1 2 3 
2 2 3 0 1 2 0 2 3 1 
3 3 0 1 2 3 0 3 1 2 
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2. 10. Balanced functions 
A gate is with n inputs and m outputs can be called n*m gate. A reversible gate 
has the same number of inputs and outputs. The output rows of the truth table can be 
obtained by permutation of the input rows. Thus, there are equal numbers of all values 
in the function vector for each output function of a reversible gate. Functions having 
this property can be called balanced functions [42]. The number of balanced functions 
can be seen as permutation with repetition. 
Prerequisites for a permutation with repetition: 
1. At least 2 elements of a given set are identical, which means the elements of 
the given set do not differ from on another. 
2. All (N) elements need to be selected 
3. An individual element can not be selected repeatedly, but an element with the 
same attribute can be selected. For example, if there are 2 red balls within the 
set, each of them must be selected (repetition), a third red ball can not be 
selected 
A = Number of possibilities 
N = Number of elements 
k1 ... kn= number of elements with same attributes 
A= N! 
k,!* ... * k ' n.
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(29) 




Table 2.7 shows the number of balanced ternary functions for given number of qudits, 
the total number of ternary functions and the ratio between them. 
Table 2.7.: Number of ternary balanced functions for 2 and 3 qudits 
Number of qudits 2 3 
Total number of ternary functions 19683 7.6256E+12 
Number of ternary balanced functions 1680 2.27873E+ 11 
Ratio of ternary balanced functions 8.54% 2.99% 
2. 11. Binary, Ternary or higher radix logic 
The reader may ask the question, which logic is now the right one, or does the 
trend go to always higher radix logic when it is possible? For a Hilbert space of N 
dimension, a binary quantum system requires n2 = log2 N qubits [20]. When 
generalizing to them-valued logic, a system needs nm = logm N qudits. Therefore we 
have 





The equation (31) shows that the m-valued quantum systems requires 
n = log2 m times memory of the respective binary system. The main advantage 
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compared to binary system is the reduction of number of qudits. For the multivalued 
system the amount of level (m) information is interesting. Within the N-dimensional 
Hilbert space the total number of quantum information levels (l) is 
l=m·nm =m·logmN=lnNC:m) (32) 
When differentiating equation (32) with respect to m to determine the minimum of 
information levels, we have 
dl l-lnm 
dm = (lnm}2 
(33) 
If the equation (33) is set to zero, then m = e=2.7182818. By rounding up m the level 
of quantum information is 3. Therefore the ternary logic is chosen to be favorable in 
this thesis. 
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3. Practical Approach by Stroud and Muthukrishnan 
3. 1. Introduction of Stroud and Muthukrishnan Gates 
Quantum computers in multilevel systems are ideally described usmg a 
multivalued basis for their logic [4]. Multivalued basis means that we store the 
information in ad-level quantum system. There is no need for an entanglement within 
a single qudit. By contrast, the entanglement between two different d-level systems, 
means two qudits, and enables conditional two-qudit logic gates, which are the 
elementary operations of multivalued quantum computing. The use of a correlated 
photon pair to represent the ternary analogs of universal binary gates was investigated 
by [23]. The sets of one- and two-qudit gates that are logically universal will be 
presented, and each of them is proved to be sufficient for universal multivalued 
computing. 
The ternary universal gates are derived from their binary universal counterpart. 
Binary universal gates are members of unitary transforms. The unitary binary gates 
can be described by three parameters A, V and¢ [ 14]. Any two-dimensional unitary 
matrix can be written as: 
[ 
cos A.. - ei·v sin A] 
Y2 (A,V,¢)= ei<?-vlsinA ei?cosA (34) 
Usually the parameters A, V and¢ are taken to be irrational multiples of phi and of 
each other. Through Y2 , a single-qudit-gate can generate all single-qudit-transforms 
asymptotically by repeated application. Stroud and Muthukrishnan assume that the 
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parameters A, v and¢ are arbitrary variables, so the parameters are then chosen as three 
controls. Muthukrishnan and Stroud propose two different gates named Z 2 and X 2 • 
Their multiple-valued implementations are called Z d and X d later on, where d is a 
positive integer: the number of information levels. The first transformation, Z 2 , is a 
qubit transformation and changes any known state to the highest binary basis state, 
11>. The coefficients are significant for the state being transformed. 






C0 I 0) + c1 11) --7 I l) (36) 
c0 and c1 are complex coefficients which indicate the probability for a certain state. 
2 2 
I c0 I +I c1 I= 1. (37) 
The other transformation is labeled by X 2 and is a phase gate. It advances the phase of 
state II> without changing state 10>, 
[
1 O ] {I 0) --710) } 
X2(¢)=Y2(0,0,¢)= 0 eir/J: ll)--7eir/Jll) 
The matrix in equation 38 can be viewed as in Figure 3.1. 
Figure 3.1.: Gate presentation in matrix notation 
Q_JJ +- Input 
Output-+ (01[ 1 0 ] L1J O eir/J 
(38) 
If the Input is in state lo) then its output is defined, where a "1" occurs within the row 
of the input. The input I 0) is multiplied with the "1" and results at the Output, I 0) . 
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Thus it can be said, thatl0)-7 IO). The same implies for the input II), it is multiplied 
with e;,p and results therefore in a phase shift by <jJ • 
The form of the logic two-qudit-gate is displayed in equation (39). The 
transformations X 2 and Z 2 , described in equation (35) and (38), replace the Y2 • 
[
12 r1 [Y2] = O 
1 0 0 0 
OJ= 0 1 0 0 
y 0 0 
2 y 
0 0 2 
(39) 
The gates are acting on the four-dimensional basis of the 2-qubits. Equation 
(39) indicates that the two-dimensional identity acts affect the states I 00) and I 01) , 
whereas the transformation Y2 affect the states 110) andl 11). The family f'2 [Y2 ] 
illustrates that the transformation Y2 is applied to the second qudit, conditioned on the 
first qudit being in state J 1) orJ d -1). The gates are universal, if they are applied 
repetitively on no more than two qudits at a time. 
3.2. Stroud and Muthukrishnan Gates for ternary logic 
The binary quantum transformations X 2 and Z 2 have been introduced in the 
last section. Now their counterparts in ternary logic will be observed. Muthukrishnan 
and Stroud proposed a family cr2 ) of 2-qudit multiple-valued gates and showed their 
ion trap realization. The family, 12 , of such 2-qudit ternary gates can be expressed as 
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I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
r,[Y,] = [Id~-d 
0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 
;]= 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 01 (40) 
d 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 y3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
and acts on the 9-dimensional basis of two qudits, where Y3 represents the 3-
dimensional transforms. Now the identity I d1 -d = 16 (for d=3) acts on the states 
jOO), ... ,jI2)and the Y3 acts on the remaining qudit statesj20), ... ,j22). So the ternary 
transformation on the second qudit is applied, conditioned on the first qudit being in 
statej2). For the equation (40) dis considered to be 3. Now we are concerned with Z 3 
and X 3 • Z 3 maps the current state to state Id - I) in general and state j 2) with respect 
to the ternary case. 
Z3 (c0 ,cpc2 ): c0 jO)+c1jl)+c2 j2) ~ j2) (41) 
A symbol for this transformation is shown in Figure 3.2. 
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B z3 1------ {Z transforms of B if A = 2} 
B otherwise 
Z E [+l,+2,01,02,12] 
The M-S gates are similar to the controlled 2-qudit De Vos gates [24] and their 
extensions used by Miller et al. [16, 3], namely CCl, CN, CC2, CD, and CE gates. 
The only difference is that in the M-S gates the controlling value is 2 and in the De 
Vos gates (including the extensions) the controlling value is 1. In [3], the controlled 2-
qudit gates CCI, CN, and CC2 are considered as elementary gates and their cost is 
assumed to be 1. Using the similar reasoning, we assign the cost of M-S gates to be 1. 
The second gate proposed by Muthukrishnan and Stroud is the phase gate X 3 • 
It advances the phase of state j 2) without affecting any other state in the qudit. It was 
shown in [4] that X 3 and Z 3 are sufficient to simulate all single-qudit unitary 
transforms. 
{
jo) ~ jo) } 
X 3(¢)=Y3 (0,0,¢): jl)~il) 
12) ~ e;9!2) 
(42) 
In addition to that, only 6 real parameters are needed instead of 8 according to 
equation 34, which would thus greatly simplify the realization of single-qudit gates. 
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Furthermore Muthukrishnan and Stroud define an N-dimensional unitary 
transformation U. U acts on n = logd N qudits. d indicates the number of level of 
information. Regarding the computational Hilbert space, each state can be written as a 
tensor product of these n qudits. 
The eigenstates of the unitary transform U are denoted by \JI m and their 
eigenvalues aree''Pm. mis defined to be 1,2, .. . N. 
I k) =I k1) I k2 ) I k3 ) I k4 ) ••• I kJ (43) 
k= 0,1, .... ,N-1, k; = O,l, ... d -1 for all I (44) 
I k) indicates the dimension within the Hilbert space and k; represents the eigenstate 
of the i-th qudit. The transform U acts on 2 qudits in 9 dimensions, for the 2-qudit 
ternary case. The eigenstates are defined as 
I \Jim)= c0 I 0 ... 0 > +c1 I 0 .. .1>+ ... +cN-I12 ... 2 >. (45) 
Deutsch proposed in [25] that it is possible to write the unitary transformation as a 
product of N unitary transforms. The eigenstates and eigenvalues are the same as that 
ofU. 
N 
U = Ie''Pm I \J'm)(\J'm I= WiW2W3 ••• WN, (46) 
m=I 
Wm can be decomposed into the transforms that we reviewed earlier and are easier to 
simulate using elementary gates. 
W =Z-1X Z m m m m (47) 
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Z m and X m are the analogues of Z d and X d • Z m maps the mth eigenstates to the 
eigenstate of IN-1 > and X m advances the phase of IN-1 > by the mth eigenphase. All 
other computational states are not affected and are left unchanged. 
Zm(C0 ,Cl' ... ,CN-I) :I 'Pm) HI N-1), 
Xm('l'm):{ IN-l)He''I'm IN-1) } 
Im') HI m') form';:/:. N-1 · 
(48) 
(49) 
In [ 4] the proof that Z m and X mare sufficient to simulate U is shown. Since these 
transformations are sufficient, for N = d shows that Z d and X d are sufficient as well 
for implementing the unitary transformations. 
3.3. Circuits on the base of Muthukrishnan and Stroud gates 
The family of transforms for n qudits denoted by f'n [Y3 ] can be built using 
two-qudit-gatesr2 [Y3 ]. A structure which is implementing an n-qudit circuit out of 2-
qudit gates is shown in Figure 3.3. 
Figure 3.3.: Construction of rn [Y3 ] from 12 [Y3 ] 
2 ~-+--.~~~~-r--~--.~~~~~ 
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The horizontal lines denote the qudits, with solid lines denoting the n computational 
qudits and dashed lines denoting additional auxiliary qudits that have been initialized 
to 10>. This simulation uses r = [(n-2)/(d -2)] auxiliary qudits ([x] means the 
smallest integer greater than x), where (n-2)/(d -2) has been assumed for 
simplicity to be an integer in the Figure 3.3. The vertical lines represent the two-qudit 
conditional gates, originating from the control qudit (which is required to be in state 
12> for the gate to apply) and terminating in a box on the target qudit. The boxes with 
two rows p and q representf'2 [P3 (p,q)], the conditional permutation of Ip> and lq>. 
The box containing Y3 represents r2 [Y3 ] , for Y3 = Z 3 or X 3 • We want the 
combination of all these gates to implement ['n [Y3 ] , applying Y3 to qudit n if and only 
if the qudits b and c are in 12>. Reading from left to right in Figure 3.3, the first 
permutation 12 [P3 (0,1)] increments auxiliary qudit a from 10> to 11> if and only if 
qudit 1 is in 12>. The second permutation, 12 [Pi (1,2)], increments qudit a from 11 > to 
12> if and only if qudit 2 is in 12>, and so on. Continuing this way, we see that qudit c 
reaches 12> if and only if all of the first 2 computational qudits are in 12>. This 
information is then transferred to the second auxiliary qudit b by the gatef'
2
[I':i(O,l)], 
which increments qudit b from 10> to 11> provided qudit a is in 12>. This procedure is 
carried out sequentially through all of the computational states, until finally we have 
the auxiliary qudit c reaching the state 12> [in the case where (n-2)/(d-2) is an integer] 
if and only if all of the first computational qudits (a,b) are in 12>. Controlled by this 
last qudit, r 2 [Y3 ] then acts on qudit a, completing the simulation of['n [Y3 ]. Although 
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not shown in the Figure, the two-qudit permutation gates f'z(P3 (p,q)] are reapplied to 
the auxiliary qudits at the end to disentangle them from the computational basis and 
restore them to 10> for reuse. This completes the proof that two-qudit gates of the form 
f'JX 3 ] andf'JZ3 ], together with the one-qudit gates X 3 andZ3 , are universal for 
quantum computing. 
3.4. Overview of well-known quantum gates 
After the basics have been presented in chapter 2 and a practical realization 
using the ion trap technology discovered by Muthukrishnan and Stroud, a few well 
known quantum gates are presented. The SWAP gate, Controlled-Not (Feynman Gate) 
and Controlled-Controlled-NOT (Toffoli) were proved to be universal to build up a 
quantum computer [33]. Muzio and Dubrova [34] invented a logic using MINIMAX 
and Modulo-Sum to build up entire multiple-valued (non-reversible and non-quantum) 
circuits using these gates. These gates are introduced and viewed in more detail, as 
they are possible candidates to be used as components in reversible quantum gates. 
Building reversible multiple-valued gates on the base on MIN and MAX and 
MODSUM gates would allow one to partially reuse the logic synthesis algorithms for 
MIN, MAX and MODSUM non-reversible gates. 
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3.4.1. MIN and MAX quantum Gates 
In classical binary logic AND and OR are well known gates. In the multivalued 
logic domain AND is replaced by the MIN gate and OR is replaced by the MAX gate. 
The Kamaugh maps of the multivalued MIN and MAX gates are shown in Figure 3.4. 
Figure 3.4.: Karnaugh map of the Min gate and the Max gate 
a\b 0 1 2 a\b 0 1 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 
2 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 
a) b) 
A binary logic function can be expressed as 
f(a,b,c,d) =A+ B = abc + acd. (50) 
A and B can be viewed as Cubes. A Cube is a product of literal. Another way to write 
the function (50) is 
A= a{o} h{1}c{o}d{o,i} and B = a{i} h{o.i}c{o}d{1}. (51) 
An example for ternary logic is 
A= a{o}.b{i.z}c{o}d{2} and B = a{l}.b{0}c{o.z}d{1,2}. (52) 
Assume that one wants to implement the Kamaugh map shown in Figure 3.5 
with the function! shown in Equation 53. 
f = aO,lb0,1 +bO,lcl,2 + l.aO,I + l.bO,I. (53) 
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Figure 3.5.: Karnaugh map for an example circuit 
ab 0 1 2 c ab 0 1 2 c 
00 2 2 2 00 2 2 2 
01 - - 0,2 01 - - 0,2 
02 1 1 0, 1 02 1 1 0, 1 
10 2 2 - 10 2 2 -
11 2 2 - 11 2 2 -
12 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 
20 1 2 2 20 1 2 2 
21 - - 2 21 - - 2 
22 0 0 - 22 0 0 -
The"-" in the Kamaugh map indicates cells with a "Don't care" and the fields 
with "1,2" for example indicate a restricted "Don't care". The encircled squares 
indicate all cells with a "2". The sub-function for this selection can be expressed 
asf = b 0•1c 1•2 • To include all cells with the value "2" another sub-function needs to be 
specified!= a 0·'b0·', shown in Figure 3.6. 
Figure 3.6.: Karnaugh map for the sub function f=a6•1b6•1 
ab 0 1 2 c 
00 2 2 2 
01 - - 0,2 
02 1 1 0,1 
10 2 2 -
11 2 2 -
12 0 0 0 
20 1 2 2 
21 - - 2 
22 0 0 -
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In the next step only the cells which include a "1" need to be expressed. This is done 
with the following subfunction f = I .a 0•1 + l .h 0•1 
Figure 3.7.: Karnaugh maps to cover the cells with value "1" 
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h f . f 0 lhO I ho I I 2 1 0 I 1 ho I • . T e unction = a ' ' + · c ' + .a ' + . · m this example can be 
implemented with the circuit shown in Figure 3.8. 
Figure 3.8.: Circuit build with MIN and MAX gates 
a 0,1 MIN 
0,1 MIN n .____ b 





The above circuit shows an example how to realize a function by using MIN 
and MAX gates. It can be seen as the multivalued version of the binary PLA structure. 
The MINIMAX gates are non reversible. It requires in general many ancilla qudits to 
make these gates reversible. Each MIN/MAX gate needs one ancilla qudits to become 
reversible. 
Figure 3.9.: Abstract structure of the reversible MIN gate 











10> -t-1 Mm I--+- MIN(A,B) 
The only advantage creating circuits using MIN/MAX gates in quantum logic 
is that well known algorithm and software for example layout optimization can be 
reused. This would only be possible if we would ignore the amount of the required 
ancillary qudits. It can be a starting point from classical logic structures, but each 
ancilla qudits (garbage qudit) is an additional cost in each quantum technology. Thus a 
reduction of ancilla qudits is needed. By using this MIN/MAX structure one could 
design more complex circuits. Of course, MIN/MAX with Post Literals, as above, is 
not the best universal base for all functions; for instance, the MIN and MAX functions 
can be built with one gate each if variables rather than Post Literals or Generalized 
Post Literals are used in the first level inputs. There are many synthesis methods for 
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multiple-valued logic but there is still no synthesis method (other than evolutionary, 
simulated annealing or similar search algorithms) that would lead to efficient solutions 
in mixed bases of universal gates. Assuming any universal multiple-valued base, the 
next task could be to write a CAD program which would use such blocks to design 
large circuits. The MIN/MAX structure looks auspicious and might become the 
counter-part for the quantum PLA structure. However one of the key points is the 
reversibility inherited from the quantum mechanics. The one-to-one mapping between 
input and output is not given for the MIN and for the MAX gate. This property 
decreased the attractiveness to build quantum circuits upon MIN/MAX structure and 
therefore is not further examined here. There exists an interesting logic invented by 
Muzio and Dubrova and independently by Dueck. This logic uses MIN and 
MODULO-SUM gates without literals. Some work has been also done on using MIN, 
MODSUM and Generalized Post Literals but results remain unpublished. This would 
be a good further research topic, but it is beyond the scope of this thesis. In any case, 
realization of this logic would require ancilla bits, as with binary ESOP or MV 
GFSOP. 
3.4.2 Feynman gate 
Another quantum gate proven to be universal is the Feynman gate. It was first 
discovered as a binary quantum gate. The binary Feynman gate, also referred as 
Controlled-NOT, is the same as the EXOR gate with one of its inputs given as an 
output as well, thus making it reversible. Therefore its ternary counterpart is very 
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interesting, in part because the results regarding synthesis using MODSUM can be 
partially reused. The quantum gate proposed by Feynman is a permutation quantum 
gate. Looking to the truth table one would recognize that there is only one "l" per row 
and column. All other cells within the truth table are filled with zeros. Figure 3.10 
shows a 2*2 ternary Feynman gate. Here A is the controlling input and B is the 
controlled input. The output S is equal to the input A and the output R is the Galois 
Field 3 (GF3) sum of A and B. If B=O, then R=A and the ternary Feynman gate acts as 
it would copy the input A to output R. A practical realization was shown by [3]. 
Figure 3.10.: Feynman gate; a) symbol and b) Karnaugh map 
A ~ S-A 
B ~ R=-Aff7B 
A\B 0 1 2 
0 0 1 2 
1 1 2 0 
2 2 0 1 
R 
a) b) 
At a closer look, the Kamaugh map of the Feynman gate has the properties of a 
Latin square. A Latin square is an n x n table filled with n different symbols in such a 
way that each symbol occurs exactly once in each row and exactly once in each 
column. Here are two other examples for Latin squares. 
Figure 3.11.: Examples for Latin squares (a) 4x4 Latin squares; (b) 5x5 Latin square 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 4 3 
2 3 5 1 4 
2 3 1 4 
3 5 4 2 1 
3 4 2 1 
4 1 2 5 3 
4 1 3 2 
5 4 1 3 2 
L 
a) 4x4 Latin square b) 5x5 Latin square 
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Latin squares can also define binary operations on groups, fields, rings, and other 
algebraic systems [26]. They are also very common in experimental design. It is used 
where the researcher desires to control the variation in an experiment that is related to 
rows and columns in the field [27]. Latin square is not yet full investigated. There is 
no formula to calculate the total number of variations of an n x n matrix. The 
realization of the Feynman gate using M-S gates was presented in [28] and can be 
displayed as: 
Figure 3.12.: Feynman realization on base of M-S gates 
A s 
B R 
The realization requires two M-S gates and two single qudit gates ("+ 1" and "+2"). 
The second single qudit operation "+2" at qudit A is used to "reset" the qudit and thus 
A is mapped always to the output S. If A is zero, then A and B are mapped to the 
output unchanged. For A=l, B is not modified at the first multiplexer. By reaching the 
second multiplexer, A is equal to "2" and therefore it add "l" to the qudit B, 
R = 1 EBB. Being A equal to two, the first multiplexer adds "+2" to qudit B, 
R = 2 EBB. No operation is applied to B at the second multiplexer, since A is equal to 
"1". 
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3.4.3 Toffoli Gate 
The binary Toffoli was invented by T. Toffoli [29]. It is a 3*3 quantum gate 
and is, like the Feynman gate, a universal permutation quantum gate. The symbol of 
the ternary Toffoli gate is displayed in Figure 3.13. The Ternary Toffoli gate was 
described by several authors, but their definitions differ from one another, so we will 
discuss the possible generalizations of Toffoli in more detail. 







NOT C,if A= 2AB = 2 
Q= 
C otherwise 
The inputs A and B are the controlling qudits and C is the controlled qudit. The 
Toffoli Gate can be viewed as Controlled-Controlled-NOT. If the two controlling 
input values A and B are 2, then NOT is applied on the controlled input C, otherwise 
the controlled input is passed unchanged. A realization using M-S gates was published 
in [32] and is illustrated in Figure 3.14. 
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c z 1+-~~~~~~~~~- Q 
whereZE {+1,+2,01,02,12} 
The constant input I 0) is changed to "2" by using two "+ 1" transforms controlled 
from the two controlling inputs A and B, being in state 2. The resultant constant "2" is 
used to control the input C. The right most two multiplexers behind the dashed line are 
the inverse operations of the first two multiplexers and restore the required ancilla 
qudit. The truth table of the Toffoli gate as 2-Controlled-Not is depicted in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1.: Truth table of Controlled-Controlled-NOT 
A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
B 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 
A B C 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o o ol o 1 o 
2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o o o I o o 1 
2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 oool100 
The Toffoli gate can also be created using Galois Field multiplication and 
addition. Figure 3.15 shows the different variant of the Toffoli gate. We will call it the 
Toffoli-Galois (ternary) gate. 
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The structure is the same then of the Controlled-Controlled-NOT in Figure 3.13 but 
the truth table is different. The two controlling qudits A and B are multiplied via 
Galois multiplication and the result is added up to the controlled qudit C. Table 3.2 
depicts the truth table of a ternary Toffoli gate. 
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Table 3.2.: Truth table of the ternary Toffoli gate 
A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
B 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 
A B C O 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Table 3.3.: Truth tables of Galois addition (a) and multiplication (b) 
Ei1 0 1 2 • 0 1 2 
0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 
1 1 2 0 1 0 1 2 
2 2 0 1 2 0 2 1 
a) b) 
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Table 3.3 is shown only to recall the two Galois operations for comparison with the 
truth table in Table 3.2. 
3.4.4 SWAP Gate 
The SWAP gate is 2*2 quantum gate and exchanges a pair of inputs to the 
output. It has no counterpart in the classical binary logic. The crossing of electrical 
wires, for instance within 2 layers of metallization, is applied wherever it is needed 
and no special gate is required for this action. There are no "real" wires for e.g. 
crossing in quantum mechanics, therefore copying or cloning of quantum states would 
be another variant to achieve the exchanging of two inputs. An exact cloning of 
quantum states in quantum mechanics is not possible [31] and thus a quantum gate is 
required. The SW AP gate belongs also to the family of permutation gates. A 
realization was shown in [30] and is depicted in Figure 3.16. 




A\B 0 1 2 A\B 0 1 2 A\B 0 1 2 A\B 0 1 2 
0 0 1 2 0 2 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 
lo 1 2 1 I 1 2 0 1 lo 1 2 1 I 1 1 1 
2 0 1 2 2 0 1 2 2 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 
B B A B 
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3.4.5 Inverse SWAP Gate 
In section 3.4.4 the 2-qudit SWAP was introduced. Our research led us to another 
possible quantum gate, which we will call 2-qudit-Inverse-SW AP gate. The truth 
tables of the 2-qudit SW AP and the 2-qudit-Inverse-SW AP are given in Figure 3.17. 
Figure 3.17.: Truth tables of2-qudit SWAP (a) and 2-qudit-Inverse-SWAP (b) 
2-qudit SWAP (a) Inverse SWAP gate (b) 
0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 
0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 
0 0 ,I r&-~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (\ ~) 0 0 0 0 0 J).. ..fr" IJ 
0 1 ~ 0 0 1 1)-- --Q... J) 0 0 0 1 0 0 o_ w-f-(f" 1 0 0 {j 
0 2 C\ 0 0 0 0 0 1 \0 0 0 2 0 OJ 1 0 0 0 0 0 /J 
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 1 0 0 r/ 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
1 1 0 ~) 0 0 1 0 0 G\ () 1 1 0 /J 0 0 1 0 {) C/ 0 
1 2 0 C\ 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 r j 0 (J 0 
2 0 0 O' 1 0 0 0 0 ~ 2 0 Cl 0 r; \,• 0 0 0 1 to 0 
2 1 0 0 u re-- ..Q. 1 0 0 t\ 2 1 /J 0 0 1 LO- h':r' 1J 0 0 
2 2 0 0 0 0 0 c l lJ"" --Q... J.' 2 2 '1. l.g- rcr 0 0 0 () 0 0 
We found no detailed description of this gate and therefore we treat it as a new 
quantum gate. Similar to the 2-qudit SW AP gate, the inputs are exchanged with one 
another and additional the order of the output is flipped around. The Input/Output 
table is printed in Figure 3.18. 
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Figure 3.18.: Input/Output table of the 2-quclit Inverse SW AP gate 
Input Output 
A B A B A B 
0 0 0 0 2 2 
0 1 
Swapping i 0 Flipping 1 2 
0 2 2 0 ... 0 2 
1 0 
... 
0 i 2 1 
1 1 ·i· ·~· .. rj 1 1 
1 2 2 1 0 1 
2 0 0 2 2 0 
2 1 1 2 1 0 
2 2 2 2 0 0 
The 2-qudit Inverse SW AP gate is a reversible gate, but it was not proven yet if it is 
universal. The 2-qudit SW AP gate was proven to be universal in [33] and therefore it 
is expected that the 2-qudit Inverse SW AP gate is universal as well. 
3.4.6 De Vos Gates 
In ternary logic, a universal set of two 1-qubit and two 2-qubit reversible gates has 
been created by De Vos et al. [24]. They have considered the cycle and negation 
operations in Table 3.1, denoted Cl and N respectively, and the controlled versions of 
those gates, denoted CCI and CN, given in Table 3.2, as generators of the group of all 
2x2 3-valued reversible logic functions. The notation used here is that symbols such as 
x and y denote the line values on one side of a reversible gate while x + and y + denote 
the corresponding values on the other side of the gate. 
Table 3.4.: Single - quclit cycle and negation operation by De Vos 
x C1 x+ N x+ 
0 1 2 
1 2 1 
2 0 0 
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Table 3.5.: Two - qudit De Vos operations: Control Cycle (CC) and Control Negation (CN) 
CC1 CN 
+ + + + x y x y x y 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 1 0 1 
0 2 0 2 0 2 
1 0 1 0 1 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 2 1 2 1 2 
2 0 2 1 2 2 
2 1 2 2 2 1 
2 2 2 0 2 0 
De Vos proved that the cyclic inversion C 1 and the controlled negation CN in 
sequence are able to perform all ternary 2*2 qudit gates [24]. The realization with only 
these two gates can be quite long and therefore the other De Vos gates (CCl and N) 
are used to shorten the realizations. 
3.4.7 Miller Extension to De Vos gates 
De Vos made use of four single and two qudit gates to realize all 2*2 quantum 
gates. Miller et al. proposed extensions to the gates by De Vos. First another single-
qudit gate C2 was added, which performed two cycle operations at a time. The 
controlled version of C2 was added as well. 
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Table 3.6.: Miller extension C2 and CC2 
CC2 
x C2y+ v + + x x y 
0 2 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 0 1 
2 1 0 2 0 2 
1 0 1 0 
1 1 1 1 
1 2 1 2 
2 0 2 2 
2 1 2 0 
2 2 2 1 
Additionally, the single qudit gates D and E were introduced to perform the last 
outstanding quantum operations. Both gates are swap gates, where D swaps 
1 ~ 2 and gate E swaps the states 0 ~ 1 . 
Table 3.7.: Miller extension D and E 
x Dx+ x Ex+ 
0 0 0 1 
1 2 1 0 
2 1 2 2 
3.5. Conclusions 
In this chapter, it was shown that certain multiple-valued quantum gates for an ion 
trap implementation are already discovered and usable for practical realization. Based 
on the work of Muthukrishnan and Stroud, who have been pioneers in the research of 
quantum computation implementation of non-binary quantum logic, the mathematicaJ 
background was presented. The second part of this chapter introduced some popular 
multivalued gates and their properties. These may be useful in multi-input multi-
output synthesis algorithms for quantum circuits. 
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4. Exhaustive Search Algorithm for Synthesis of Ternary Quantum 
Gates and Quantum Circuits 
4. 1. Quantum Gates and Circuits built from cascaded ternary 
quantum Multiplexers 
The research area of ternary quantum circuit synthesis is very new and no 
popularly accepted and systematic methods have been found yet. To discover good 
sets of universal gates, several approaches were used and new approaches, standard to 
all kinds of logic circuits, may be tried. One approach is the use of exhaustive search. 
There are several ways to apply the general idea of the exhaustive search to a 
particular ternary quantum circuit structure. A second approach would be to use an 
Evolutionary Programming method and particularly the Genetic Algorithm. This 
approach will be described later in the thesis. One could also use any number of well-
known methods for solving combinatorial problems: a) simulated annealing, b) 
bacteria foraging, c) probabilistic generation, d) A* search and similar search 
algorithms, e) scattered search, f) Tabu Search, g) Particle Swarm Optimization 
(PSO), etc. This chapter focuses on exhaustive search. 
There exist several different more or less regular structures that describe how 
gates can be cascaded. We will use the gates introduced in Chapter 3. The exhaustive 
search starts from input signals of the function and next uses the sequences of quantum 
gates with various controls to create the logic outputs of the cascades. The first 
practical goal of the exhaustive search approach proposed here is to find the 
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realizations of all 2-qudit-gates and determine their minimum costs and the best 
efficiencies. Efficiency can be defined in terms of how many ancilla qudits are used to 
realize a function. 
The optimally designed gates described in chapter 3 are next used as the 
building blocks in systematic synthesis methods which are extensions and 
generalizations of the previous logic synthesis methods used in classical, reversible 
and quantum circuits. Alternately, one can use the exhaustive method to synthesize 
small circuits. The method searches exhaustively until the given function is found or it 
is proven that within given constraints (like size and gate types) it is not possible to 
find a better realization of the given function F. Exhaustive methods can be also used 
to find useful solutions with no assurance of the circuit's minimality, but with taking 
into account important practical constraints such as a limited number of ancilla bits. 
The initial results from an exhaustive search of minimum cascade circuits 
developed here are available only for two-variable cases, as the number of possible 
output functions for three-variable cases grow prohibitively large. For more then two 
variables, other search algorithms, like the ones mentioned above, are needed. 
Figure 4.1.: Different implementations of structures based on cascaded multiplexers 
:~: 













10> ~I R 
e) 
Figure 4.1 shows different cascade implementations with two ternary 
multiplexers. Figure 4.1 (a) is a cascade of two multiplexers where A is the controlling 
qudit and is passed through without any change to R. B is the controlled data qudit on 
which the functions are applied. In the case of the given Figure, B would be 
manipulated always in pairs of f 0 and f 3 , f 1andf4 or f 2 and f 5 • Therefore this 
implementation is not very useful, because the manipulations could be restricted to 
one multiplexer; e.g. assuming f 0 = + 1 and f 3 = + 1 could be realized by only 
using f 0 = +2. 
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In Figure 4.1 (b) let us look at the first multiplexer. Variable A is again the 
control qudit and B is the data qudit. On the second multiplexer bit A is used as data 
input and bit B is the control input. 






fs = 12 
The circuit and the resulting Kamaugh map are shown in Figure 4.2. 




A\B 0 1 2 A\ff1 0 
0 1 2 0 0 2 
1 1 0 2 1 1 










It should be noticed that the ratio of symbols "O'', "1" and "2" in both 
Kamaugh maps are 1: 1: 1. If we would continue the cascade using this structure we 
would only get result with always the same amounts of symbols zero, one and two. 
Therefore this structure is also not sufficient to scale up a complete quantum computer 
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based on this kind of circuit. Attempts to build arbitrary functions in this kind of 
cascade reveal that the gate which is very useful and often necessary to build a circuit 
is the Swap gate. The Swap gate was proven to be in the minimum set of universal 
gates (Guowu Yang) and can be easily built from other sets of universal gates. Why is 
such a gate of paramount importance? Observe that while a crossing of wires in classic 
electrical engineering is relatively simple, realization of wire crossing is a gate and 
realization of this gate is a challenge in quantum computing. And it is the hypothetical 
crossing of wires that allows one to realize many small gates that are unrealizable 
without it. A realization was shown in [30] and is represented in Figure 4.3. 
Figure 4.3.: Structure of the SW AP gate 
A B 
-1 A 
A\B O 1 2 A\B I 0 1 2 A\B I 0 1 2 A\B 0 1 2 
0 0 1 2 o I 2 o 1 o Io 1 2 0 0 0 0 
lo 1 2 1 I 1 2 0 1 I o 1 2 1 I 1 1 
2 Io 1 2 2 I o 1 2 2 Io 1 2 2 2 2 2 
B B A B 
The next realization of a quantum circuit using the structure in Figure 4.1 ( c) is 
more promising than the previous two. Now we have two control qudits A and Band 
an additional static input (ancilla qudit) with the state 10>. The control qudits alternate /' 
in their application on the static input qudit. Otherwise we would have the same result 
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as it was shown in Figure 4.1 (a), where we were able to realize the function of two 
multiplexers in series with the same control qudit by only using one multiplexer. At 
the end, both of the control qudits are unchanged and the result of the calculation is at 
the static input. 
However, in this structure, constant ancilla inputs are introduced, and the 
number of ancilla qudits depends on the number of variables N. Ancilla qudits, also 
referred to as garbage bits, are constant or otherwise predefined inputs that do not 
influence the logic of the output, but only facilitate the implementation. These ancilla 
bits are, for the realization of many functions, unnecessary, and introduce extra qudit 
implementation overhead. The problems of minimizing the number of ancilla bits have 
been discussed in [48]. The motivation for the approach presented here is the 
realization of an arbitrary logic function through a series of cascaded gates, with the 
goal of minimizing the number of ancilla lines, while introducing greater freedom in 
the number of necessary time stages required for evaluation. The amount of ancilla 
lines can only be hypothesized and depends always on the function to be realized. 
Muthukrishnan and Stroud formulated a relation between the amount of data qudits 
and number of ancilla qudits for M-S gates only. To reuse the ancilla bits one 
implements mirror gates. The implementation of mirror gates has the goal to restore 
the ancilla qudit to the initial state, 0, 1 or 2. The mirror gates use always the inverse 
operations. The table 4.1 shows the corresponding inverse function to the functions 
presented in chapter 2. 
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Table 4.1: Inverse functions for each single qudit function 
single gudit functions I inverse single gudit functions 
+1 --> +2 
+2 --> +1 
01 --> 01 
02 --> 02 
12 --> 12 
An example of the structure shown in Figure 4.1 by assuming A = _Q_£!nd B = 2 is 
-~----- ·- ~----- , 
"' 
shown in Figure 4.4. 









A\B 0 1 2 A\B 0 1 2 A\B 0 1 2 
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 2 
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 2 
2 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 
The result is not limited to the ratio 1: 1: 1 of symbols zero, one and two anymore. 
Therefore, functions that are not balanced [42] can be also built. The tables in Figure 
4.4 are not balanced. The last table has two "O", four" 1" and three "2 ". That leads to 
an assumption that all combinations of the 2-qudits gates can be realized using this 
structure, given a finite number of multiplexers. The generalization of this structure to 
a given number (>2) of qudits and ancilla qudits means it has potential to feasibly 
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realize all n-qudit functions. But the proof of the last assumption exceeds the scope of 
this thesis. The reader is referred to [33] for more information. 
The structure given in Figure 4.1 (d) contains only a little change to the 
structure of Figure 4.1 ( c ). There we have again two control qudits A and B and the 
static input qudits in state 10>. The difference is that now the control inputs and the 
static data input can be manipulated by applying single-qudit-functions like +1, +2, 01, 
02 and 12. The application of these functions is only favorable when there are more 
than two multiplexers in the series. 







At a closer look, the single-qudit-gate + 1 applied to input A shifts down the 
functions 01, 02 and +2 by one at the last multiplexer in the circuit. The same result 
can be achieved by selecting the order +2, 01 and 02. Therefore the single qudit 
function, + 1 in this case, can be left out. The resulting circuit would look like: 
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The last circuit structure is introduced in Figure 4.1 ( e ). This structure is derived from 
the structure in Figure 4.1 (c) and is the most universal of the five general structures 
depicted in Figure 4.1. The number of qudits is free to choose, as well as the number 
of ancilla qudits. Inputs A to Z are qudits that control the multiplexer at the static 
qudit, and can also be manipulated by other qudits. 
The structures shown in Figure 4.1 ( c) and Figure 4.1 ( e) seem to be the most 
desirable and capable to build quantum circuits based on such multiplexers. The 
drawback is the need to employ additional ancilla qudits. In the two variable case it is 
possible to create every possible logic function with at most one constant-input 10>,11> 
or 12> [20]. To reuse the ancilla qudit, a mirror circuit with inverse operations is 
required. The structure in Figure 4.1 ( d) is capable to create every two-qudit ternary 
gate. Building upon this, we can generalize the structure to use more than two-qudit 
circuit, e.g. to use three variables. The extension to three variables can be proved as 
shown in Figure 4.7 and described shortly. 
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Figure 4.7.: Convergence from two to three variables 
ab\c 0 1 2 
00 1 
a\b 0 1 2 01 2 
0 1 2 3 02 3 
1 4 5 6 10 4 





The first Karnaugh map is a two ternary qudit map with 9 ( = 3 2 ) cells presenting all 
combinations of two ternary variables. By converting it to three ternary variables the 
Karnaugh map is extended to 27 ( = 3 3 ) cells. The content of the first Karnaugh map 
with 9 cells is now the contents of the first column in the second Karnaugh map. One 
can see if we want to change cell containing 9, the function should only operate on 
a=2 and b=2, and will impact only the values in the last row. 
4.2 Explanation of the current Exhaustive Algorithm 
The algorithm uses the structure shown in Figure 4.1 (c). It seems to be most attractive 
to achieve good results, if one is looking for quantum functions that are not balanced 
and therefore an additional ancilla qudit is needed. The algorithm can be explained 
with the following pseudo code in Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8.: Pseudo Code of Exhaustive Algorithm 
//Initialization 
Insert number of multiplexer 
Insert gate to search for 
//Main Program 
For i=O to i=number of multiplexer { 
For j=O to j=216 { //1-qudit operations 
Equip multiplexer with operations (+0,+1,+2,01,12,02) 




If( gate is the gate to search for) 
Save gate and its operations}} 
If(operation is equal to 216 of current multiplexer) { 
Set operation to O; 
Go back to previous multiplexer 
Operation++; 
First the number of multiplexers used in sequence is set by the user and the gate that is 
searched will be inserted by the user. The algorithm goes from the first multiplexer to 
the last one. The first multiplexer is equipped with the operations "+O", "+O'', "+O". 
Then the algorithm checks if the current multiplexer is the last one. If it is not the last 
one, the algorithm continues with the second multiplexer, equips it with the operations 
and checks if it is the last multiplexer. If not, it continues with the next multiplexer in 
the same way it did with the second and the first one. If it is the last multiplexer the 
algorithm permutes all combinations of the operations "+O", "+O", "+O"; 
"+O","+O","+l"; "+0","+0","+2"; "+0","+0","01"; ... ,and "12","12","12". 
Operation "12","12","12" represents the 216th combination. Afterwards the previous 
multiplexer operations are set from "+O", "+O'', "+O" to the next combination 
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"+O", "+O'', "+ l" and then the operations on the last multiplexer will be permuted. 
Over time all possible permutations of operations will be applied on the multiplexer 
sequence as in Figure 4.9. 

















A data structure within the algorithm saves the solution with the minimum number of 
operation used per gate (see Figure 4.10). 





int gate [3] [3]; 
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After calculating all permutations, a file is created where all solutions having 
minimum cost are stored including their operations and cost. 
4.3. Experimental Results 
The goal of the exhaustive search approach was to find a set of the best 
realizations for 2-qudit-gates by using the multiplexer implementation shown in the 
previous section. At the beginning, the number of multiplexers in series was set to one. -
For one multiplexer the algorithm found only 27 unique results. This is clearly not 
enough. This was, in fact, expected because only 216 functions can be realized with 
one multiplexer. 
The second trial was made with two ternary multiplexers in series. There are 3 
out of 6 possible operations on each multiplexer. This results in 216 (=63) 
combinations per multiplexer. By connecting 2 multiplexers in sequence, 46656 
(=2162) results can be calculated. The exhaustive search algorithm permuted all 
operations (+O, +1, +2, 01, 12, 20) on two multiplexers. The control variables were 
chosen to be "A" for the first and "B" for the second multiplexer. The result showed 
that only 891 unique results were found out of 19683 ( = 39 , for ternary logic and 9 
cells within the Karnaugh map) possible unique solutions, as shown in the second bar 
in Figure 4.11. 
The detailed distribution can be found in appendix A.1. To find more solutions, 
the number of multiplexers was set to three and the order of control variables was 
"A''," B" and "A". A total number of 10,077 ,696 results could be calculated but it was 
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still not sufficient to generate all 19683 unique solutions. The total number of unique 
results found was 14013, as shown in the third bar in Figure 4.11. 
Figure 4.11.: Number of unique solutions found for 1, 2 and 3 multiplexers in series 














0 •Missing solutions 
111 Number of unique solutions 2 3 
Number of multiplexers 
But still, realizations of over 25% of the gates are missing. Therefore the circuit was 
extended by another multiplexer or segment. The structure was again chosen to be the 
same in Figure 4.1 ( c) and the order of the control variables is "ABAB ". It was found 
that the structure in Figure 4.1 ( c) with four multiplexers is able to realize all unique 
solutions for a 2-qudit gate. 
The detailed distributions for three and four multiplexers are also shown in appendix 
A.1. The total number of single-qudit-operations on each multiplexer was counted and 
the solution with the minimum amount of single qudit operations for each circuit was 
saved. The maximum number of operations used was found to be 6 for all 2-qudit 
gates. Only the operation functions ( + 1, +2, 01, 02 and 12) were taken into account. 
The "wire" or "+O'' gate does not produce any cost. 
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Figure 4.12.: Histogram, distribution of operations (+1, +2, 01, 02 and 12) used to implement a 
gate 
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4.4. Usage of the Exhaustive Search Algorithm 
Besides the statistics, the explorations made with the exhaustive algorithm are 
also important. The building blocks of a quantum circuit are quantum gates. Therefore, 
a few interesting gates to build a quantum circuit will be presented and their properties 
will be discussed here. Every quantum circuit is reversible and therefore made of 
reversible quantum gates. A reversible circuit is one that has the same number of 
inputs and outputs and is a one-to-one mapping, or so called onto function (bijection), 
between vectors of input and output values. Such circuits are operationally the same as 
"permutative" quantum circuits; every quantum circuit is reversible [37, 38], and 
subclasses of quantum circuits are binary and ternary reversible circuits. 
Another general property of quantum gates is universality. That means that in 
order to build an arbitrary quantum circuit, the used gates need to be universal. 
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Examples of universal gates are Feynman, Toffoli, NOT and Controlled-NOT. It was 
recently shown in [33] that the following ternary gates: SWAP, NOT and 1-
Controlled-NOT are universal for the realization of arbitrary ternary n-qudit reversible 
circuits without ancilla qudits. 
In classical binary logic AND and OR are well known gates. As a standard, in 
multiple-valued logic domain AND is replaced by the MIN gate and OR is replaced by 
the MAX gate. The Karnaugh maps of the multivalued MIN and MAX gates were 
depicted in chapter 3. When the K-Maps were entered into the exhaustive search 
algorithm the results were that both quantum gates need 6 single-qudit operations. The 
algorithm found these solutions with the order "ABAB" of the control variables. An 
interesting fact to notice is that the order can also be switched to "BABA" and no 
changes are made on the single-qudit operations and the gate outputs the same result. 
This results from symmetry of tables (order of arguments can be changed) and from 
reversibility. 
Figure 4.13.: Realization of the Min gate with control order of "ABAB" 
A B A B 
c c 




Figure 4.14.: Realization of the Min gate with control order of ''BABA" 
B A B A 
c c 
I I I I I 
D D 
10> "T
0 +---I R 




A circuit realization using the MIN and MAX gates was depicted in Figure 3.7. 
Any unitary matrix represents a quantum gate. If a unitary matrix has only one 
"1" in every column and the remaining elements are "O"'s, then such a matrix is 
called a permutation matrix. The set of output vectors of such a permutation gate is 
simply certain permutation of the set of input vectors. 
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Figure 4.16.: Example for truth table of a permutation gate (Feynman gate) 
I o o o 1 1 2 2 2 A 
A B 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 B 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
1 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
A quantum gate represented by a permutation matrix is called a permutation 
quantum gate. The quantum gate proposed by Feynman is such a permutation quantum 
gate. Figure 4.17 shows a 2*2 ternary Feynman gate. Here A is the controlling input 
and B is the controlled input. The output S is equal to the input A and the output R is 
the Galois Field 3 (GF3) sum of A and B. If B=O, then R=A and the ternary Feynman 
gate acts as it would copy the input A to output R. A practical realization was shown 
by [4]. The exhaustive algorithm found minimal realizations based on the multiplexer 
structure for 2-qudits ( + 1 ancilla qudit) gates. The cost function was defined by the 
number of operations used at every gate. It was shown above that at most 6 operations 
are needed to implement all 2 qudit gates. Therefore the maximum occurring cost is 6. 
Coming back to the Feynman gate, the cascaded multiplexers are equipped by 
the functions (+1, +2, 01, 02 and 12) as in Figure 4.17. 
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A\B 0 1 2 A\B 0 1 
0 1 1 1 0 a 1 
1 2 2 2 1 1 2 










For the Feynman realization only two segments and 4 single-qudit-functions 
are needed. The first result using the exhaustive search algorithm required one ancilla 
qudit. Since the Feynman gate is a permutation gate, based on results from Guowu 
Yang et al [33] the algorithm was used to search for a solution without an ancilla 
qudit. Figure 4.18 illustrates the solution without an ancilla qudit. Instead of using 2 
multiplexers and 4 single-qudit operations, only one segments and 2 single-qudit 
operations ( + 1 and + 2) are required. 
Figure 4.18.: Feynman realization using 1-segment and 2 single qudit operations 
A ~~~~~~--~~~~-A 
B +1 AEBB 
+2 
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The Feynman gate can be viewed as Galois Field 3 Addition whereas both 
inputs A and B are added up. Ternary Galois Field (TGF) consists of the set of 
elements T = {O, 1, 2} and two basic operations - addition (denoted by +) and 
multiplication (denoted by· or absence of any operator) as defined in Table 4.2. 
Table 4.2.: Galois Field 3 Addition and Multiplication 
Galois Multiplication Galois Addition 
A/B 0 1 2 A/B 0 1 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 
1 0 1 2 1 1 2 0 
2 0 2 1 2 2 0 1 
GF3 addition and multiplication are closed, i.e., for 
x, y E T , x + y E T with xy E T . (56) 
GF3 addition and multiplication are also commutative and associative, i. e., 
x + y = y + x and xy = yx (commutative), and (57) 
x + (y + z) = (z + y) + z = z + y + z and x(yz) = (xy)z = xyz (associative). (58) 
GF3 multiplication is distributive over addition, i.e., x(y + z) = xy + xz. (59) 
Muthukrishnan and Stroud [4] found a relation between the number of qudits 
and the number of required ancilla qudits (equation 60). This formula is based in the 
M-S-Gates, which are different from the universal multiplexer used in the present 
research. 
r = [(n-2)/(d -2)] (d > 2) (60) 
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The number of ancilla qudits is r, whereas n is the number of data qudits and d is the 
order of the logic. For ternary logic dis 3. For example, a system with 7 qudits needs 5 
ancilla qudits to perform its logic function. In terms of the MIN/MAX architecture, the 
approach needed 1 ancilla qudit. The formula by M-S would result with r = 0, means 
no ancilla qudits are needed for a 2 qudit gate realization. The formula proposed by M-
S is only valid for an n-qudit circuit using Muthukrishnan and Stroud gates. It is not 
possible to formulate a general formula of how many ancilla qudits are needed. This is 
always dependent on the functions that are being realized. 
However, efficient methods for representing and minimizing Ternary Galois 
Field Sum of Products (TGFSOP) expressions are very important, as they can lead to 
first practical synthesis methods of MV quantum circuits with more than 3 qudits. 
Such expressions can be either realized directly in quantum cascades or become a 
starting point of factorization processes leading to factorized cascades [39]. These 
methods are not a subject of this thesis and can be studied for example in [ 40, 18]. It 
should be stressed however, that this thesis can contribute to finding efficient 
realizations of gates to be used in Galois Field Sum of Product (GFSOP) and 
factorized GFSOP cascades. 
The other GF3 operation is the Galois Multiplication. Where Galois addition 
replaces EXOR, the Galois multiplication can replace Boolean AND in the 
multivalued domain [30] and is therefore a very important part of quantum logic but it 
is only one method of replacement and not a universal approach. 
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Figure 4.19.: Galois multiplication; a) symbol b) Karnaugh map 
A S=A 
B d) R=A®B 
A\B 0 1 2 
0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 2 
2 0 2 1 
R 
If input A = 2 and B = 2 then the output R yields to R = 2 ® 2 = 1 as the result 
of modulo 3 product. The realization of the Galois multiplication in our approach can 
be viewed in Figure 4.20. 




A\B 0 1 2 A\B 0 1 2 A\B 0 1 2 
0 1 0 0 0 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 2 1 
2 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 2 0 2 1 
R R R 
For the realization of the Galois Field multiplication operation 4 multiplexers 
with 6 single-qudit operations are needed. The Kamaugh maps of the outputs of the 
multiplexer one to three are given in Figure 4.20. The result R that is provided at the 
end of the gate is presented as the K-map in Figure 4.19 (b ). 
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Another challenging quantum gate is the SW AP gate. The 2-qudit SW AP gate 
exchanges two qudits. It has no counterpart in the classic electrical domain, because it 
is simply done by crossing wires within two layers of metallization. In the domain of 
quantum computing a "crossing" of wires is not possible. Symbols of the SW AP gate 
are illustrated in Figure 4.21. 
Figure 4.21.: Symbols for the SW AP gate 
A B A 
I 
B 
B A B A 
If the prototype of a SW AP gate for 2 qudits is developed, it can be used for 
circuit with n-qudits. The swapping is then just performed between 2 qudits within this 
circuit. A general approach to swap a given number of qudits might be interesting. 
There are, for example, 6 possible input/output combinations for a 3-qudit SWAP. 
Only 2 combinations are real 3-qudit SW AP gates (Figure 4.22). 3 out of the 6 
input/output permutations are only 2-qudit SW AP as shown in Figure 4.23. The last 
combination, which is not shown, is a simple mapping between input and output, 
without any swapping. 
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Figure 4.23.: 3 variants of 3-qudit SWAP, that are in reality only 2-qudit-SWAP gates 
A -I. , c A 
~:----- --_~[ 
A A ] -~ B ' ' , ' , ' , ' , ' , , ' , ' ,, ' , ,, , , ' ' , ' ' , , ' B ' , B B c B ,' ...... ~ A , ' , ' ' ' , , , ' ' , , ' ,, , ' , ,, ' , ' , ' __,,,' ', , , ' ' c A c , '~ B c ---!-----------~ c 
From the current knowledge no general model for an n-qudit SW AP was 
published. It can at least be derived that for N q number of qudits, 
Ns=Nq-l (61) 
real SW AP gates exist. 
The new version of the exhaustive search algorithm includes the possibility to search 
for the SW AP gate for a given number of qudits. The algorithm is able to generate 
only the input/ output permutations that are real SW AP gates between all given qudits. 
But up until now, there are no results of SWAP realizations for more then 2 qudits. 
A new gate was introduced in Chapter 3, called the 2-qudit Inverse SW AP 
gate. For the 2-qudit SW AP gate, the exhaustive search found a realization that 
requires 3-segments and 7 single qudit operations. Therefore we expected to find a 
solution using 3 segments as well. The realization found by the algorithm is illustrated 
in Figure 4.24. It is the minimum cost solution of the 2-qudit Inverse SW AP gate. 
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Figure 4.24.: Realization of the 2-qudit ternary Inverse SW AP gate using 3 multiplexers 
A A 
B B 
Table 4.3.: Overview of Quantum gates realizations, number of multiplexers and their costs 
Gate Multi~lexer Cost 
Min 4 6 
Max 4 6 
Feynman 1 2 
Galois multiplication 4 6 
We have found an efficient way to realize and implement all two-qudit ternary 
quantum gates by having at most one ancilla qudit. The ancilla qudit is the only 
drawback of this type of synthesis. On some functions that are not reversible the 
ancilla qudit is needed in any case, and thus should not be viewed as a total 
disadvantage. 
One could derive from the structure of the Toffoli gate that it might not require an 
ancilla qudit. But because the first version of algorithm was restricted to two-qudit 
gates the 3*3 Toffoli gate could not be realized. A newer version of the algorithm is 
currently tested and provides results with quantum gates that are not restricted to only 
two qudits and one ancilla qudit. With this version an implementation of the Toffoli as 
Controlled-Controlled-NOT gate with 3 data qudits and without any ancilla qudits is 
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possible. Toffoli is viewed as universal [33] and therefore another important gate. 
Yang et al. [33] show that SWAP, Not and Controlled-Not are universal for the 
realization of arbitrary ternary n-qudit reversible circuits without an ancilla qudit. 
From the Toffoli gate, which is a 2 - controlled-Not, it is possible to build up an n-
qudit - controlled-Not. The Toffoli gate is a controlled-controlled-NOT gate and its 
diagrammatic representation is as follows: 







NOT C, if A = 2 /\ B = 2 
Q= 
C otherwise 
This gate flips the qudit C, if and only if the qudits A and Bare both "2" and 
leaves C alone if they aren't. The controlling qudits "A" and "B" remain unchanged 
and are simply mapped to the output. The algorithm found 7128 ways to realize the 
Toffoli gate. One of the minimal solutions is shown below. The cost of this realization 
is 4; meaning only four single qudit operations are needed. 
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Figure 4.26.: Toffoli (2-controlled-NOT) gate; minimal solution using multiplexers 
A A 
B B 
c -----1 c 
A B c A B c A B c 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 
0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 
0 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 
0 2 1 0 2 1 0 2 1 
0 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 
1 0 2 1 0 2 1 0 2 
1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 
1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 
1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 
1 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 
2 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 0 
2 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 1 
2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 2 
2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 0 
2 1 0 2 1 0 2 1 1 
2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 
2 2 0 2 2 1 2 2 2 
2 2 1 2 2 0 2 2 1 
The new version of the algorithm is capable to calculate quantum gates for any 
given number of qudits, ancilla qudits and structure of multiplexers. 
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The 2-qudit Swap gate was illustrated in Figure 4.21 and a realization was 
shown in Figure 4.3. Another gate which performs the SW AP operation but adds the 
feature to control the SW AP is the Controlled-Swap or sometimes referred as Fredkin 
gate [29]. The binary Fredkin Gate is also suitable for reversible quantum computing 
and was invented by Ed Fredkin in 1982 [29]. The binary Controlled-SWAP is 
universal, which means that any binary logical or arithmetic operation can be 
constructed entirely of Fredkin Gates. The binary and ternary Fredkin Gate or 
Controlled-SW AP gate maps the qudit data inputs A, B and C to the output. Input A is 
mapped directly to the output, whereas B and C are only mapped unchanged to the 
output if and only if A is unequal to "1" for binary or "2 "for ternary. If A is in state 
"I "(binary) or "2" (ternary) the inputs B and C are swapped with each other, so that B 
maps to C and C maps to the output of B. 







A generalized n X n Fredkin Gate passes its first n-2 inputs to the corresponding 
outputs, and swaps its last two outputs, if and only if the first n-2 qudit inputs are all 
"2". This character was observed before at the Toffoli Gate where the first two input 
were passed and the last qudit where changed if and only if the first two inputs where 
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"2". A realization of the Fredkin gate was shown in different approaches and even 
used different methods than ion trap [1, 44]. Chau and Wilczek showed a construction 
of the binary Fredkin gate with six specific gates [45]. Another binary realization was 
shown by DiVicenzo and Smolin [46]. They used only five two qudit gates to 
implement it. The latter mentioned examples where using Nuclear Magnetic 
Resonance (NMR) as technology. Xu-Bo Zou, Jaewan Kim and Hai-Woong Lee [47] 
showed a binary realization of the Fredkin gate using ion trap. A practical realization 
of the ternary Fredkin gate was not published yet. 
The new version of the exhaustive search algorithm tried to find a realization 
of the Controlled-Swap using ternary quantum multiplexers. The Fredkin Gate is a 
permutative circuit and therefore, circuits without ancilla qudits were expected. The 
SW AP acts similar as the Fredkin gate, and a realization for the SW AP gate required 3 
segments. Therefore the exhaustive search was started with 3 segments and 4 
segments without ancilla qudits. The multiplexers in Figure 4.28 where used, each 
equipped with all 216 combinations of single qudit operations. The multiplexer were 
cascaded in all possible variants. 









D E F 
Both runs returned unfortunately no results. We extended the search to 5 segments and 
hoped to find a solution. Time increases exponentially when adding another segment 
and therefore only a well chosen set of multiplexer combination were used. They are 
depicted in Figure 4.29. 




A B D F 
Since only the last 2 qudits are exchanged, we chose to use only the multiplexers A, B, 
D and F. Unfortunately; we obtained no results within the 5 segment without ancilla 
qudit. At this point other search algorithms, like the Genetic Algorithm, are required. 
Quantum gates that need more then 5 segments seem to be the upper boundary on this 
approach, if one wants to achieve results within reasonable time. 
4.5. "2-Qudit-Gate-Viewer" an MFG - Program 
"2-Qudit-Gate-Viewer" is a program that searches the file created by the 
exhaustive search algorithm and displays it in a user friendly way. There is neither 
logic manipulation in it nor any calculation; it is used only for display purposes. 
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Figure 4.30.: The 2-Qudit-Gate-Viewer Front-end 
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The front-end of the "2-Qudit-Gate-Viewer" includes 4 main parts. The first 
main part contains 9 input boxes where the user can enter the 2-qudit gate he wants to 
search for. The second main part includes 3 buttons to search for the gate 
("Search ... "), reset the Karnaugh ("Reset Kmap") or exit the program ("End"). The 
third main part of the viewer shows the gate structure based on four multiplexers. 
When the user enters a K-Map on the top of the viewer and presses the "Search ... " -
Button, the structure in part three will be filled with the required operations to receive 
the requested gate. The last main part presents the K-Map of every single multiplexer 
after applying the operations. The cost (number of gates) of the requested gate is 
displayed close to part three. 
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Figure 4.31.: The 2-Qudit-Gate-Viewer Front-end 2 
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Figure 4.31 shows the front-end of the viewer when a Kamaugh map was entered and 
the solution is displayed. Here the Kamaugh of the Galois multiplication was entered. 
For the ternary 2-qudit logic, Kemtopf [43] found that there are 1680 reversible 
functions. The rest (18003) out of the 19683 functions are non reversible. That means 
for the majority of the 2-qudit gates realizations using an additional ancilla qudit are 
needed. This algorithm calculates and displays all possible 2-qudit quantum gates with 
minimum cost and can therefore be a foundation on which to build larger quantum 
circuits. There is currently no general Computer Aided Design (CAD) tool available to 
build up complete circuits for a (non-binary) quantum computer, so this tool offers a 
useful starting point. Even for binary quantum computers, the tools are very limited 
terms of the scope, approach and size of circuits they can be applied to. There is no 
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popular system with a good interface good and statistics. In this sense, the presented 
approach combining synthesis algorithms with a user interface is unique. 
4.6. Comparison to a different approach 
Huiping Jiang [36] presented solutions using a similar or perhaps even the same 
structure. The structure she used is displayed in Figure 4.32. 
Figure 4.32.: Gate structure used by Huiping Jiang 
ctr I ctrl ctrl 
data 
output1 output2 outputs 
The multiplexer (ternary gates) are connected in series and the output of a gate is the 
input of the following gate. There are two control variable "a" and "b" which are 
indicated as "ctrl" in the Figure 4.32. The control variables are used in all possible 
ways. For example, for two gates, there exists four variants to control the multiplexers 
"aa", "ab", "ba" and "bb". There is no optimization on the order of the control 
variables in the approach implemented by Huiping Jiang. The data input was always 
chosen to be constant and for the two ternary qudit case a total number of 19683 
different solutions exist. H.J. showed in 4 examples that it was not possible to realize 
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all 19683 variants. She also used a "mix mode". That means the control variable is a 
combination of "a" and "b" e.g. the product of "a" and "b" or modulo three addition 
of "a" and "b". 
She concluded that it is not possible to generate all matrices for 2 variables with this 
approach. 
The results of the exhaustive search program showed that it is possible to 
realize all 2-qudit gates with at the most four multiplexers. The control variables are 
only "a" and "b" and no combination is used. In addition, the combination of "a" 
and "b" would also increase the number of multiplexers, because one would need to 
realize this combination with an additional circuit. 
4. 7. Conclusion 
Designing a cascade of reversible "permutative" gates is one of the 
fundamental problems in quantum computing. Various Ternary permutative gates are 
a starting point to create such cascade. The gates and their realization are thus of a 
basic importance in multi-valued quantum logic synthesis. This chapter introduced a 
new way to synthesize multiple-valued functions and gates. Using an exhaustive 
search algorithm, it has been shown possible to generate all possible ternary two-
variable output functions using, at worst, one ancilla qudit and only four segments. By 
comparison, eight levels were proposed by Huiping Jiang in [36l Results have been 
provided in particular for the MIN, MAX gate structure. An example of a circuit built 
from MIN and MAX gates was shown. Implementations of the Feynman gate (Galois 
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Addition) and Galois Multiplication were also presented. Lastly, a realization of the 
new introduced ternary quantum gate, called 2-qudit Inverse-Swap gate, was presented 
and thus published the first time. 
It is plausible to assume that further computation would show that, for more 
variables, a larger number of segments and ancilla qudits would be necessary to 
achieve practical universality. By practical universality we mean the set of gates and 
structural conditions necessary to realize circuits of reasonable length. For instance, a 
circuit without ancilla bits may be theoretically realizable but would likely be much 
longer than a circuit with one ancilla bit. This question is a difficult one and open to 
future research. For instance, in [33] Yang et al. proved that ternary SWAP, NOT and 
I-Controlled-NOT gates are universal for realization of arbitrary ternary n-qudit 
reversible circuits without ancilla qudits. They also demonstrated that all even ternary 
n-qudit reversible circuits can be constructed by ternary NOT and ternary 1-
Controlled-NOT. Moreover their method is constructive, which means that it can be 
programmed to obtain the circuit for any number of qudits. However, their circuits 
seem to be unnecessarily long. Therefore, in the next chapter we will introduce a 
genetic algorithm as another method to further investigate the area of quantum gates 
and their realization. In the future, the (as of now unpublished) algorithm from [33] 
should be programmed and compared to both approaches introduced in this thesis. 
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5. Genetic Algorithm for Synthesis of Ternary 
Quantum Gates and Quantum Circuits 
5. 1. Introduction 
This Chapter begins with a brief introduction to the idea of Genetic Algorithms (GA). 
The second section covers the implementation and properties of our version of GA. 
The third section presents the application for synthesizing ternary quantum gates along 
with the experimental results. The Chapter closes with conclusions and future work. 
5.1.1. Introduction to Genetic Algorithms 
Genetic Algorithms (GA) are computer-based search techniques used in 
various fields e.g. computer science, economy (to model the development of bidding 
strategies), ecology (to model ecological phenomena such as biological arms races) 
[57], which utilize computational models of natural, evolutionary processes as their 
key element [49]. The idea came from J. H. Holland [50] in the seventies and was 
enhanced by many, including Goldberg [51], De Jong und Michalewicz [52]. Genetic 
algorithms are based on biological metaphors. The learning is understood as a 
competition between developing candidate solutions in a population. A fitness 
function evaluates every solution and determines if it takes part in the next population 
and the following generation. For the creation of a new population of candidates, 
operations like recombination and mutation are used. Genetic algorithms are a good 
choice for many different types of complex optimization tasks: 
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• no fundamental constraints regarding the function to optimize (like e.g. 
continuity) are required 
• no specific information about the space to search are needed (like e.g. 
dimensionality or derivatives) 
• they are primarily usable for problems with large, complex search spaces, 
where an optimum search by enumeration is not possible any more 
• the global maximum is soughts, versus a nearby local maximum 
• they are known to be able to locate an optimal solution (or an approximate 
solution), but finding the exact optimum (minimum or maximum) solution can 
not be guaranteed 
5.1.2. The Encoding 
The vocabulary for the genetic algorithm was borrowed from the genetics: 
• The population consist of a fixed number of problem solutions, called 
individuals 
• Every individual represents a point in the search space and contains the 
parameters for a potential solution. 
• For the encoding of an individual a string, consisting of genes, is used. This 
string is often called a chromosome, according to the Nature 
• Every gene can hold a discrete value of a discrete value set. 
In the classical genetic algorithm of J.H. Holland [50], the optimizing variables were 
binary encoded and were concatenated to form a binary string. It is not always 
favorable to use a binary encoding; therefore representations with strings of characters 
or other data structures are often used as well. 
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5.1.3. Structure of a Genetic Algorithm (GA) 
Genetic algorithms are directed random processes that make probabilistic 
decisions. Figure 5.1 shows the general structure of a GA. At first the initial 
population is generated and evaluated. Via selection a new population 
P(t) = {S11 , ... , S1N} is created, as long as the termination-condition is not satisfied. 
The individuals S,; of the new population are subject to genetic operations like 
recombination (crossover) and mutation. Through this transformation a population of 
new solutions is created. The new population is evaluated, and if the termination-
condition is satisfied, a sufficiently good solution has been found; otherwise this 
process is repeated, and the current population serves as parents of the next generation, 
and so forth. 
Figure 5.1.: Structure of a Genetic Algorithm 
01: t ~ O; 
02: initialize(P(t)); /*initial population*/ 
03: evaluate(P(t)); 
04: while (not termination-condition) do 
05: t ~ t + l; 
06: Qs (t) ~select (P(t - 1)); /* selection operator */ 
07: Q, (t) ~ recombine(Qs (t) ); /*crossover operator*/ 
08: P ( t) ~ mutate ( Q, ( t)); /* mutation operator *I 
09: evaluate(P(t)); /*evaluate fitness*/ 
10: end while 
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5.1.4. Initialization 
Initially several individuals are randomly generated to form the first initial population. 
The user of the algorithm may seed the gene pool with "hints" to form an initial 
population of possible solutions. The individuals can be valid solutions or invalid with 
respect to the given problem. 
5.1.5. Evaluation 
During each successive generation, each individual is evaluated, and a value of 
fitness is returned by a fitness function. The pool may be sorted, with those having 
better fitness (representing better solutions to the problem) ranked at the top. The 
fitness function f (Si) has the following properties ( P = {S1 , ••• ,SN}): 
• f (S;) is calculable for all possible individuals Si 
• f (S;) '?. 0 
• from f (Si) > f (S j) follows that the individual Si a better solution then S j 
The fitness function is used for evaluation of all individuals of a population. It 
determines which individuals "survive" and which will not survive. The evaluation 
function (raw fitness) provides the quality of a solution (the co-domain is adapted to 
the problem). The evaluation function evaluates how close the individual is to the 
optimal solution. The evaluation function e(S) for an individual S is calculated with 
the fitness function and a penalty function. If an individual hits the boundary 
constraints, the penalty function is used to grad down the invalid individual compared 
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to the valid ones (more in section 5.10). The general layout of an evaluation function 
e(S) under consideration of the penalty function p(S) is given in equation 62. 
e(S) = f (S) + p(S) (62) 
A simple penalty function is equal to zero for valid individuals ( p(S) = 0, VS E F) 
and strongly non zero for invalid individuals. There are several variants of penalty 
functions e.g. Death Penalty, Static Penalties, Dynamic Penalties, Annealing Penalties, 
Adaptive Penalties, Segregated GA and Co-evolutionary Penalties [58]. The penalty 
functions are not further carried out, since an application of a penalty function is not 
used in the implemented GA. 
5.1.6. The Selection 
The selection process selects the best individuals for reproduction. Out of the 
current population two (or more) parent individuals for the next population are chosen. 
The selection is often made randomly but still under the principle of the natural 
selection. Individuals with higher fitness are chosen more often or with a higher 
probability than those with lower fitness. It is useful to normalize the fitness function. 
There are different types for normalization. It can depend directly on the fitness value 
itself or on the rank of the particular individual within the population. The fitness 
based standardization is executed in scale routines (section 5.1.6.2.1), which need to 
be done before the actual selection takes place. 
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5.1.6.1 The Selection pressure 
A genetic algorithm describes a parallel search mostly in a very big search 
space. Every individual might be a potential solution (without a rating). To achieve 
good solutions in a short time the algorithm needs to overlook a preferably big part of 
the search space. Above all it is important that the initial population has a high variety, 
which means that the different solution candidates should differ as much as possible. 
The selection pressure determines the degree to which the "good" individuals are 
preferred to the "bad" individuals. With a high selection pressure, good individuals 
are preferred too much, which causes disappearance of individuals with lower values 
of fitness functions from the population: 
• fast propagation of the so-called super individuals 
• lower variety of the population 
• the GA often converged too early towards only a local optimum 
At a low selection pressure the good individuals are barely preferred: 
• good individuals do propagate, but slowly 
• bad individuals stay within the population 
• the procedure can degenerate to a random search 
• the GA may not converge or converge very slowly 
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There are different types of selections mechanism. They differ in their selection type; 
for example Rank based or Fitness proportional selection. More details will be 
presented in the next section. 
5. 1.6.2 Fitness proportional Selection 
The fitness proportional selection is a method where the selection probability is 
proportional to their fitness f (Si) . 
p.(S) = f (S) . n "n with "J L..j=I f (S.) L.. (S) > 0 
1 1=1 
(63) 
p s (Si) is the probability with which an individual Si is chosen at the selection, n 
refers to the population size. This method is also known as the Roulette Wheel 
selection (figure 5.2 [53]). 
Figure 5.2.: Fitness proportional Selection 
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Every individual obtains a section, which size is dependent on the selection 
probability p s (S;). Normal probability rules apply (Equ. 64). 
L;=1 P s (S) = 1. (64) 
The "ball" inside the roulette wheel corresponds to a random number within the 
interval [O, 1). The individual, which section is "hit" by the roulette ball is selected. 
Another fitness proportional selection method is Stochastic Universal 
Sampling. It is similar to the Roulette Wheel selection method. Every individual 
obtains again a section on the roulette wheel. The size, of which is dependent on the 
fitness value. Another wheel is divided by the number of child individuals that should 
be the subject of recombination. Let us assume the number of individuals for 
recombination is 4. The two wheels are superimposed and the second wheel is spun by 
a random value in (0,1). To clarify the functioning see figure 5.3. 
Figure 5.3.: Superimposing the Roulette Wheel with another wheel (a) and spin that wheel (b) 
a) b) 
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After the spinning of the second wheel the individuals that are hit by the dividers are 
selected. The individuals S7, SS, S4 and Sl in figure 5.4 are selected for 
recombination. 
5.1.6.2.1 Tournament Selection 
The tournament selection is a selection method that is efficient and simple to 
implement. To select an individual S, one chooses randomly k individuals (uniformly 
distributed) from the population and takes the best individual (highest fitness). The 
parameter k controls thus the selection pressure. Is k increased, the selection pressure 
will be raised as well. 
( ( l)kJ ( i)k-I Ps(S)= 1- 1- n · 1- n (65) 
5. 1. 6.2.2 Fitness based standardization 
The following scaling functions are often used: 
• Direct: f (S) = g(S) (66) 
There is no distinction between the evaluation function and the fitness 
function. It is only valid for positive values of the objective function (incl. 
zero) and is therefore applicable for maximization. This scaling function is not 
applicable for the fitness proportional selection, because of the resulting 
selection pressure which is unsuitable because of the missing scaling. If all 
solutions have nearly the same fitness, the better individuals won't be 
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emphasized -7 Random search. If some individuals have a very high fitness 
compared to the bad individuals, they will be preferred too much -7 Super 
individuals. 
• Linear: f (SJ = a · g (SJ+ b (67) 
The ratio between the maximum amount of fitness and the average can be 
controlled using two constant variables a ( a>O) and b. If a > 1 the fitness of 
"good" individuals, which are higher evaluated, is enhanced. This means that 
the distance between minimum value and maximum value is amplified. When 
a < 1 the distance is getting lower. 
• Geometric: f (S) = g(SJP (68) 
Depending on the problem, larger fitness values are weighted stronger (p> 1) or 
weaker. 
5.1.6.3 Rank-based Standardization 
The rank based scaling is defined as follows: f ( S;) = a · r( S;) . This method is 
applicable where it is difficult to formulate a concrete evaluation function or where the 
distribution of the values of the evaluation function can not be solved through simple 
scaling. At the rank-based scaling, the population is sorted by the values of the 
objective function. The fitness that is allocated to every individual depends on the rank 
position and not on the value of the objective function (the selection probability is 
computed by the rank of the individual). 
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5.1.7 Recombination (Crossover) 
The recombination is the primary operator of a GA, which inserts new 
information into the population. With the recombination, new individuals are produced 
out of selected parents. Via recombination, information (genes) is exchanged between 
potential solutions. When crossing-over is applied, fragments of the chromosomes are 
exchanged. The recombination is applied either to all selected individuals or random 
controlled for the biggest part thereof. The pairing is made, as well as the choice of the 
crossover points, through random choice. There are various types of crossover 
operators; two of them are shown in Figure 5.4 and 5.5. [53]. The chromosomes in 
Figure 5.4 and 5.5 are chosen to be in binary notation for presentation purpose only. 





Figure S.S.: Uniform Crossover 
lololololololol 
-------: ___ :~::~~~~~~~~~Ii~~~~~~~~::=:~: __ 




The choice where the crossover point is placed, for the I-Point Crossover, is made 
randomly. For a 2-Point Crossover, two uniform distributed random numbers are 
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generated. They indicate those genes on the chromosomes, which contain the fragment 
to exchange. At the Uniform Crossover (figure 5.5), for every gene it is decided by 
random choice from which parent-individual it is taken. A random number on the unit 
interval is generated for each gene. If r<0.5 the gene is taken from the first parent 
individual, otherwise it is taken from the second parent individual. 
5.1.8 Mutation 
The mutation is the secondary operator and serves to insert new or lost gene 
material into the population. It is performed randomly and very seldom. If it is 
performed too much, the search process is degenerated to a complete random search. 
Several variants of the mutation operator are available [53]. The choice of the 
mutating gene could be made randomly for the flip mutation (figure 5.6). For a bit 
string the chosen bit (gene) is simply negated. By using the Swap Mutation (figure 
5. 7), also called Exchange-Based Mutation, the content of the random selected genes 
is exchanged. 





Figure 5.7.: Swap mutation 
lol1 lol1 l1 lol1 lolol 
>< 
Q11 010 
5.1.9 Replacement strategies 
5. 1.9. 1 Generational GA 
A genetic algorithm where during a generation the complete population is replaced by 
an offspring generation is called generational GA. With this approach the fitness 
developing function is not monotonic (correspond to the algorithm in figure 5.1.). 
5. 1.9.2 Elitism 
The elitism option was introduced by Goldberg [51], for not losing in the next 
generations the best solution(s) found so far. Loosing best candidates may happen if 
the population gets completely replaced. The elitism option may prove useful when 
the best individual of the current generation has a worst fitness value than the best 
individual of the parent generation. If this is the case, the individual of the predecessor 
population is "saved" into the current population. The development of the fitness 
function of the best individual respectively is then monotone over time. Elitism may 
lead however to less exploration and being stuck in local minima. 
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5.1.9.3 Steady State GA 
A Steady-State GA generates and replaces only a certain number of individuals 
in each generation. The most frequently used methods to replace only the worst 
solutions within the population and for those the new solutions are inserted into the 
population. It works on the base of overlapping populations from generation to 
generation. A replacement parameter is set, which indicates the number of individuals 
that are erased to make room for the individuals of the offspring generation. But 
instead of erasing the worst individuals in the parent population without examination, 
all individuals of the parent population and all individuals of the offspring population 
are compared with each other and only the fittest of all individuals are taken into the 
next population. The Steady-State GA has the benefit that less memory is needed for 
the overall GA. Furthermore, the newly found individuals with very high fitness 
values can already be used as parents for the next individuals. Genetic algorithms, 
which are based on this strategy, tend to converge faster. Higher mutation and 
crossover probabilities can be used with the Steady-State-GA, because good 
population members are protected through the selected replacement strategy 
(replacement of individual with lower fitness). 
5.1.10 Boundary Constraints 
Boundary constraints impose certain restriction on the model parameters. 
These can be simple bounds (specification of minimum and maximum), linear 
coupling of parameter values or non-linear functions. A genetic algorithm achieves the 
best solution, if the encoding, the initialization and the operators of a problem are 
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chosen, that all possible individuals are valid solution. That means that all boundary 
constraints are always satisfied. In some cases it may not be possible or be very 
difficult to assure that the boundary constraints are kept, so invalid solutions can arise. 
Therefore, these invalid individuals should get a worse evaluation, so that they won't 
spawn. It should be possible to distinguish between heavy and lighter violation and to 
consider the heaviness of the violation of the boundary condition. For a violated 
boundary constraint, a scaled penalty is subtracted from the fitness [52]. The penalty 
function contains the violated boundary conditions of the optimization problem. 
Voilation of boundary conditions can be integrated into the objective function using 
penalty functions. The penalty function p(S) defines a penalty term for leaving the 
tolerable range of the boundary condition. Within the tolerable range, the term is 
chosen to be 0, beyond this range it is greater than 0 (relatively to the violation of the 
auxiliary condition). Instead of penalizing the invalid individuals it might be 
reasonable to instead "fix" those individuals with a problem specific repair function 
(repair-algorithm). 
5.1.11 Termination condition 
The termination condition or termination criterion is a rule that defines when a 
numerical optimization should be terminated. Termination criteria includes, a) 
reaching a pre-specified maximum iteration number, b) verification of a found 
optimum solution, or c) stagnation of the search process. The simplest appraoch is to 
stop when a given number of generations (absolute termination). Another approach is 
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focus on convergence (relative termination). The GA terminates, when after a given 
number of generations, no improvement has been. 
5.2. Implementation and properties of the programmed GA 
This section will provide information how the GA is implemented and detailed 
information about, for example, the used fitness function and crossover methods are 
pointed out. 
,. 
5.2.1 Starting the Genetic Algorithm 
The GA requires an input file where the initial quantum gates, like the M-S 
gates and single qudit operations, which are the building blocks of the ternary 
quantum, are available. The quantum gates are represented as truth tables and the cost 
is specified for each gate. At the end of this file the quantum gate that that is searched 
is also written as truth table. The input file contains also all parameters to control the 
GA. Figure 5.8 shows the beginning of the input file. 
Figure 5.8.: Beginning of input file for the GA 
01: Population Size: 80 
02: Crossover Probability: 85 
03: Mutation Probability: 10 
04: Alpha: 99 
05: Beta: 1 
06: Maximum Cost: 10 
07: Type of GA (normal=O; Baldwinian=l) :0 
08: Type of Mutation (normal=O; bitwise=l) :1 
09: Type of Crossover (1-point = 0;2-point=l) :0 
10: Replication (0 - Roulette Wheel, 1 - Stochastic Universal Sampling, 2 - Tournament) : 1 
11: Type of Fitness (0-simple linear only error, 1 - simple square only error, 3 - complex) :0 
12: Type of fitness calculation (0 - individual, 1 - grouped) :0 
13: Pareto optimization (0 - no, 1 - yes) :0 
14: Threshold replication (0 - no, other - threshold) :0 
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15: Elitism (0-disabled, I -enabled) :0 
16: Tournament parameter( amount ef individuals chosen randomly) :5 
17: Mutation ratio (replace-erase-add):2: 1 :2 
18: 15 
19: 1 +1: 
20: 1 
21: 0 1 0 
22: 0 0 1 
23: 100 
44: 2 -- cm +1: 
45: 1 
46: 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
47:010000000 
48: 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
49: 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
50: 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
51: 000001000 
52: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
53: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
54: 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
The first lines (01-17) within the file show the parameters such as the population size, 
the probability with which a crossover is applied, probability with which the algorithm 
does a mutation, and so on. In line 18 the number of gates ("15") within the file is 
given. Then the truth tables of the gates, their number of in/output and their cost are 
given. From line 19 to 23 the truth table of the single qudit operation "+ 1" is 
presented. Another quantum gates is depicted as truth table from line 44 to 54. This 
gate is a 2*2 Muthukrishnan and Stroud gate with a single shift, if the first input is in 
state "12) ". 
5.2.2 The Encoding 
After the Read-In of the quantum gates, all gates are associated with a single letter 
starting at "B". This letter identifies the gates uniquely. The gates are saved in an array 
of the data structure in figure 5.9. 
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char representation, parentA, parentB; //using a 
character to represent it, 
int numIO; // number of input 
wires 
int Cost; II cost of this gate 
//matrix representing this qGate 




The gate with the character "A" is generated within the initialization and is always the 
1*1 wire gate. A quantum gate consists of a cascade of segments and is called an 
individual. Each segment contains principal quantum gates (M-S gates and single 
quantum operations) in parallel. The segments are separated by the lowercase letter 
"p" (figure 5.11). Since the amount of principle gates in the input file can be chosen on 
each run, there is no rule saying "B" is always the "+ 1" operation. 
Figure 5.10.: Example of an Individual 
"pAlppDCFppJAppHDppBKppRppSp" 
5.2.3 Initialization 
The initialization produces randomly the initial population. The number of 
individuals that are generated is written in the input file. The length (number of 
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segments) of each individual is created randomly. The initial maximum length of an 
individual was chosen to be 50 segments. 
5.2.4 Evaluation and Fitness functions 
The Evaluation takes place after the initialization. The fitness value for each single 
individual is calculated here. It can be chosen between a single and a group fitness 
calculation. The single fitness computation takes an individual and goes through every 
segment. If there are principal quantum gates in parallel within the segment the 
algorithm caries out a Kronecker Product to calculate the truth table. All segments are 
multiplied using normal matrix multiplication and the cost is counted throughout the 
segments. After the truth table of the individual is calculated it is compared with the 
truth table of the gate that is searched. The fitness value for the individual is computed 
using the Error which is the difference between individual and searched gate. 
Four different fitness functions are implemented and can be chosen at the beginning of 
the GA. The first fitness function is written in equation (69) 
f 
_ Error 
1 , - + 
maximum Error 
It is a linear fitness function and the maximum error is calculated through 
E = 3 number of qudits * 2 m 














number of Errors 
The second fitness function can be described by equation (71). 
1 
(71) 
The fitness function has an exponential character and its graph is shown infigure 5.12. 









1 4 7 10 13 16 19 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 61 64 67 70 
number of Errors 
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The next two fitness functions are weighted functions. These functions do not only 
express the fitness by the error of the gate with respect to the gate we are looking for, 
but also add the cost as an important value to the fitness value. The ratio on which the 
error and the cost influence the fitness can be adjusted by the values of Alpha and Beta 
(line 4+5 in figure 5.8). The formulas for the two fitness function are given in equation 
(72) and (73). 
( 
-Error J f 3 =a· . + 1 + /3 · Cost maximum Error (72) 
f 4 = a· ( 
1 J + /3 · Cost 
1+ Error 
(73) 
The fitness function 1 and 3 are shown in figure 5.13. The values for Alpha and Beta 
assume to be a= 0.99 and /3 = 0.01. The cost was chosen to be 20. 


















The fitness function 2 and 4 are illustrated in figure 5.14. The values for Alpha, Beta 
and the cost are the same as in figure 5.13. 
Figure 5.14.: Fitness function 2 and 4 
1,4 
1,2 
:I 0,8 --fitness 2 
Q) 
c 




9 17 25 33 41 49 57 65 73 81 89 97 105 113 
number of Errors 
The term ~*cost raises the fitness functions 3 and 4 by a constant number m 
comparison the fitness function 1 and 2. 
5.2.5 Selection 
The selection of two individuals out of the current population is a random based 
choice. There are three different selection method implemented. All three of them are 
fitness proportional selection methods. 
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5.2.5. 1 Fitness proportional Selection 
5.2.5. 1. 1 Roulette Wheel 
The functioning of the Roulette Wheel selection was described in section 
5.1.6.2. Two random numbers (a and b) between 0 and 1 are generated and multiplied 
by the sum of the population fitness. The fitness of each individual is added together 
one after another. During the adding, the current sum is checked if it is higher or equal 
than a and b, then those individuals are selected for the recombination. 
5.2.5. 1.2 Stochastic universal sampling 
This selection method is similar to the roulette wheel selection. The number of 
individual that should be selected is 2. Therefore a random number in (0, 1) is 
produced and multiplied by the fitness sum of all individuals. Since only 2 individuals 
should be combined, the second individual is simply the subtraction of the fitness sum 
by the first generated number. 
5.2.5.1.3 Tournament Selection 
The Tournament selection is the last selection method that is implemented 
within the GA. The theory was explained in section 5.1.6.3.1. The number of 
individuals, which are randomly chosen, can be controlled via the input file. In figure 
5.8 line 16 the number of tournament participants was set to 5. · The number can be 
within the range of 1 and the maximum number of all individuals. 
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5.2.6 Recombination (Crossover) 
The primary operator of the GA is the crossover of individuals. The algorithm contains 
two types of crossover. 
5.2.6.1 1-point Crossover 
The first crossover method is the I-point crossover and was programmed as it 
was described in figure 5.5. After the selection, a random number is generated 
according to the length of the first individual. This random number marks the position 
where the crossover should take place. The same is done on the second individual. 
After that, the genes are exchanged on the position mentioned before. 
5.2.6.2 2-point Crossover 
The 2-point crossover is the second crossover method. At the beginning, two 
random numbers are created. They select the two positions within the first individual 
where the recombination is applied. Both numbers may not exceed the length of the 
first individual. The same is done for the second individual. Figure 5.15 illustrates the 
2-point crossover. 





As it is depicted in figure 5.15 the genes are exchanged the given positions. 
5.2. 7 Mutation 
After the Evaluation, Selection and Crossover a mutation is applied on a given 
probability (figure 5.8 in line 3). If a random number is below the mutation 
probability, then a mutation is applied. Three different forms of mutations are 
available and applied on a given ratio. The first mutation type is a replacement of a 
segment; this was described by so called.flip mutation in figure 5.6. A random number 
selects a position within the individual and the chosen segment will be replaced (figure 
5.16). 
Figure 5.16.: Replacement of a segment; first mutation method 
pBGppBOpRAHRpNFppJEppTppEKppOFppUppANppRp 
pBGppBOpr:iJBppNFppJEppTppEKppOFppUppANppRp 
The second mutation performs an erasure of one segment somewhere within the 
individual on a given random position (figure 5.17). 
Figure 5.17.: Erasure of a segment; second mutation method 
pBGppBOppAHppNFppJEppT!l:>~K8pOFppUppANppRp 
pBGppBOppAHppNFppJEppTppOFppUppANppRp 
The last mutation type adds one segment to the end of an individual (figure 5.18). 
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The ratio of how often each of these types are applied can be adjusted by entering the 
ratio to the input file (line 17 infigure 5.8), considering that a mutation takes place. It 
is also possible to force a specific mutation type or to disable one of these types. 
5.2.8 Replacement strategies 
The replacement strategy constitutes the last step of a generation. There is only one 
replacement strategy, out of the two mentioned, implemented. The algorithm replaces 
the whole parent generation with a new offspring generation. Thus the Genetic 
Algorithm is a Generational GA. Because the whole generation is replaced, it may 
occur that the best individual of the offspring generation is worse with respect to the 
best parent individual. To avoid this, the researcher may activate the "Elitism" option. 
It saves the best parent individual to the next generation, if the best offspring 
individual is not as good the one before. The Elitism option can be enabled by setting 
it to one in line 15 of figure 5.8. 
5.2.9 Termination condition 
The termination condition is reached if one of the individuals of the population 
has no error with respect to the specified gate. If this is reached the algorithm exits the 
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life cycle and the found results are printed into a file. The used principle quantum 
gates with all information (truth table etc.) are printed as well as the result with truth 
table, cost and genotype of the individual. Since there is no guarantee to find a 
solution, another termination condition is implemented. This exits the GA after 10000 
generation. 
5.3. Application of the GA and Experimental Results 
The exhaustive search approach was discussed in chapter 4 and can be viewed 
as a straightforward approach. The genetic algorithm is a more complex attempt. 
There are in total seventeen parameters plus the amount and the selection of the 
principle quantum gates opens a wide area of results and also a good chance to find no 
result. There will be no discussion about every single parameter and its influence of 
the GA. This would be outside of the scope of this thesis. The interested reader is 
referred to [54,55] for more information. 
Interesting quantum gates and their realization were presented in chapter 3. Some 
realizations of these gates were already presented in chapter 4. One gate that is of 
interest for us was the Feynman gate. There are two version of this gate. The first one 
is the 2*2 Controlled-NOT, where the second input was negated, if and only if the first 
input is in statel2). The second version is the ternary Feynman-Galois gate and can be 
viewed as in figure 5.19. 
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Figure 5.19.: Feynman-Galois (ternary) gate 
A S=A 
----ld)J---- R = AE9 3 B B 
The input A is added to input B, using modulo-three addition. The resulting truth table 
is depicted in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1.: Truth table of the Feynman-Galois (ternary) gate 
A 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 
A B 012012012 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
1 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
The genetic algorithm found the following solution after 105 life cycles. 
Figure 5.20.: Feynman-Galois (ternary) gate solution found by the GA 
Genotype of the Gate: pGppECppHppECp 
Cost: 6 
Fitness: 1 
The genotype of the gate shows 4 segments and uses 6 gates. The fitness is one and 
means that there is no error in comparison to the Feynman specifications. The 
resulting phenotype of this gate is shown in Figure 5.22. 
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Figure 5.21.: Phenotype of the found circuit in Figure 5.20. 
A ~~~--~~-021--~~~---.~~~ S=A 
B R =A ffi 3 B 
The solution in Figure 5.20 uses only M-S gates and the two single qudit operation 
"+2" and "O <==> 2". 
The first version of the Feynman Gate (Controlled-Not) was also found by the GA and 
the result is illustrated in Figure 5.22. 
Figure 5.22.: Feynman gate (Controlled-NOT) solution found by the GA 
Genotype of the Gate: pHppHp 
Cost: 2 
Fitness: 1 
The result requires two M-S gates and the cost of this gate is 2. The Controlled-Not 
negates the second input qudit if the first input is in state and I 2). The minimal 
solution was found by the exhaustive search algorithm and needed only one M-S gate 
equipped with a "+ 1" operation (Figure 5.24). Figure 5.23 shows the results found by 
the Genetic Algorithm. 
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Figure 5.23.: Phenotype of the solution shown in Figure 5.22 
A S=A 
B {
NOT B,if A= 2 
R= 
B otherwise 
Figure 5.24.: Minimal solution of Controlled-NOT 
A S=A 
B ,, R={NOT B,if A=2 
B otherwise 
Another interesting gate was the 2*2 SW AP gate. Its properties were discussed in 
Figure 4.24 and in Figure 4.3 the minimal implementation was shown. The genetic 
Algorithm found the following solutions in Figures 5.25 to Figure 5.28. The detailed 
parameters as well as the principle gates of these solutions can be found in the 
Appendix B.l. 




End of run: 2194 
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Figure 5.26.: Genotype of the 2-qudit SW AP gate (2) 
Gate: 
pMppSppDBppPppFFppRppVppAppRppNppHppOppHppDCppBDpp\ppADppGppAFppZp 
pDBppABppDBppOpp T ppQppE EppZppMppQpp ]pp YppAF pp ]ppJppADppJpp[ppOppJp 
Cost: 61 
Fitness: 1 
End of run: 1 
Figure 5.27.: Genotype of the 2-qudit SWAP gate (3) 
Gate: pQpplpp T ppEAppUppRppQppJppJppKppRppNppQp 
Cost: 22 
Fitness: 1 
:-En~f run: 48 




End of run: 1415 
Figures 5.25 to Figure 5.28 show the found results of the 2-qudit SWAP gate. All 
realizations are not minimal but they perform the SW AP operation. The cost reaches 
from 16 to 61 single qudit operations. It is also interesting that the number of runs 
required differed considerabely. 
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It was found that there exist only two real 3-qudit SW AP gates (Figure 4.22). The 
exhaustice search did not find a solution for a 3-qudit SW AP in a reasonable time. The 
genetic algorithm found a solution shown in Figure 5.29. 
Figure 5.29: Symbol of the 3-qudit SWAP realization found by the GA (a) and realization (b) 
A ---! ,~ B 
' , ' , 
, 




B ---I-, ', -~ c 
' 
, 






The result of the 3-qudit SW AP gate indicates the ability of the GA. The realization 
requires 16 cascaded multiplexers and 19 single qudit operations. Also the Fredkin 
gate and the Toffoli gate were of interest. The Genetic Algorithm did not find any 
solutions for these gates. The Author expected more results by using the genetic 
algorithm, but as it was stated at the outset, there is no guarantee that a genetic 
algorithm will be able to find solutions within the large search space. The detailed 
results of testing and running of the GA are presented in Appendix B. 
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5.4. Conclusion 
An overview of a general structure of a Genetic Algorithm was presented in section 1. 
The practical programming and implementation regarding our genetic algorithm were 
explained in section two. The properties of the used fitness functions were discussed 
and a closer look at the majority of the GA parameters was provided. The last section 
showed the results of using the GA. It takes considerable time to test the different 
settings of the GA and make runs. Thus, unfortunately not all the expected results 
were found. This is not an interent limitation of GA's, but rather a practical one. The 
present work, therefore serves as good starting point for future research using Genetic 
Algorithms. 
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6. Discussion and Comparison of Results 
Chapters four and five illustrated two different approaches to design reversible 
universal quantum gates and circuits. This chapter will summarize the results and 
discoveries were made during this research. The results of the exhaustive search as 
well as the Genetic Algorithm will be presented, analyzed and compared with each 
other. 
6. 1. Results of the Exhaustive Search 
The exhaustive search algorithm formed the starting point of our research. First 
we found out that all 2-qudit gates can be realized within 4 segments ( 4 quantum 
multiplexers). The majority of the 2-qudit gates need an additional ancilla qudit to be 
realized. In opposition to the calculations that were made by H. Jiang who stated that 
at most 8 segments are required to build all 2-qudit quantum gates, we proved that 
only 4 segments are sufficient. It was also found out that the number of single qudit 
operations at the multiplexers is not higher than 6 for all of the 2-qudit gates. Every 
single qudit operation has a cost and therefore knowing that only 6 operations are 
sufficient marks another step to design whole quantum circuits. The exhaustive 
algorithm produced a library containing all 2-qudit gates, their structure and the single 
qudit operations that are needed. The following Figures present results that were made 
with the exhaustive search program. 
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Figure 6.2.: Realization of the Feynman gate (Controlled-NOT) 
A ---------1~----R 
B {
NOT B,if A=2 
~I S= 
B otherwise 




The minimum result for the SW AP gate regarding the number of single qudit 
operation is depicted in Figure 6.4. More realizations of the SW AP gate can be viewed 
in Appendix A. 
Figure 6.4.: Realization of the SW AP gate 
A B 
B A 
M.H.A. Khan and M. Perkowski proposed a ternary 3*3 Toffoli gate in [32]. Their 
realization needed 5 segments and one ancilla qudit to perform the ternary Toffoli. The 
realization found by the exhaustive algorithm needs only 4 segments and no ancilla 
qudit. Thus garbage is avoided and the cost is minimized using this version of the 
Toffoli gate. The realization is illustrated in Figure 6.5. This result alone shows that an 
exhaustive program can be truly useful in research as it found a better solution than 
that found by the "hand and eye" method by two experienced researchers in the field 
and published in an international conference and for the coming journal publication. 





6.2. Results of the Genetic Algorithm 
The second method to design ternary quantum gates was the genetic algorithm. It is a 
stochastic approach where a higher solution space can be searched, but no guarantee 
can be given to find results. Also no guarantee to find a minimal solution can be given. 
We found results for the Feynman gate, Feynman Galois gate and the 2-qudit SW AP 
gate. The Figures 6.6 to 6.8 depict the results found. These results are not minimal. 
Figure 6.6.: Realization of the Feynman gate (Controlled-NOT) using the GA 
A S=A 
B R= {
NOT B,if A= 2 
B otherwise 
Figure 6.7.: Realization of the Feynman (Galois) gate using the GA 
A ~~~___.~~-102t--~~~___.~~-1 S=A 
B R =A EF> 3 B 
In fact comparing the 2-qudit ternary SW AP gate found by the GA (Figure 6.8) with 
the minimal solution (Figure 6.4.), we can see that the GA solution is profoundly non-
optimal. 
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Figure 6.8.: Realization of the 2-qudit SW AP gate using the GA 
1: ' B 
A 
I K w FB v J V lAA! \ H 
Yen et al. [ 48] found 12 ternary gates to be sufficient to build up every quantum gate. 
Those gates and all 5 single qudit gates where used by the GA. The segment indicated 
with "AA", are just two "wire"-gates and are negligible. Khan et al. found a solution 
for the 2- qudit SW AP gate in [ 41 ], our solution made with the exhaustive search 
algorithm (Figure 6.4.) is the same and could not be improved. The Genetic algorithm 
was feasible to find a solution of the 3-qudit SW AP gate. This was not possible with 
the exhaustive search algorithm. The solution is depicted in Figure 6.9. We did not 
find a realization of a 3-qudit SW AP in the literature. 
Figure 6.9.: Realization of the 3-qudit SW AP gate using the GA 
A --...----..-r--1 i--~,__ ____ _,.._ ...... _______________ B 
B t----<o-------+-C 
C T T 1':T1 A 
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6.3. Comparison of the results of the two approaches 
This section provides a comparison between the two approaches. Table 6.1 
gives an overview about the gate realizations found with the genetic algorithm and the 
exhaustive search. 












The Exhaustive search approach delivered more reasonable results and also 
minimal solutions. The drawback of this approach is the number of segments and 
number of qudits. For a given quantum gate structure with 4 segments the algorithm 
needs around eight hours to compute all different combinations 
(2164 = 2,176,782,336) using a computer with a 2,4 Ghz CPU. Adding more 
segments, the time required exponentially to compute the quantum gate increases. A 
five segment quantum gate search needs around 4 days to compute only 6% of all 
solutions. This is not acceptable. At this point the Genetic Algorithm starts to act. It 
provides solutions in its stochastic nature that are not computable with the exhaustive 
search anymore. The drawback is only, that there is neither a guarantee for a solution 
nor a guarantee for a minimal solution. The GA also has only a given number of 
principle gates and does not have all 216 combination of a single multiplexer. This 
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gives the genetic algorithm a bad start which must be taken into account. This 
restriction was imposed due to the increase in the data structure required. A single 
multiplexer with the control in the first input and the multiplexer at the second input 
has 216 combinations. By turning this structure upside-down there are again 216 
combinations. This leads to 432 combinations only for a 2 qudit gate. Extending it to 3 
qudits the total number of different single qudit operations at the multiplexer is 864. 
Therefore the limitation on the 12 sufficient gates found by Yen et al. was very 
welcome. 
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7. Conclusion and Future Research 
This thesis has presented logic synthesis methods for ternary reversible logic 
using gates directly realizable in quantum technologies. Limited mostly to gates that 
are permutative in nature, two different approaches have been presented. 
In the exhaustive search method for ternary-valued reversible gates presented 
in chapter 4, we started with a exhaustive search and found realizations for currently 
well known 2-qudit and 3-qudit quantum gates. Using this method, the ternary Toffoli 
gate can be realized with 4 segments equipped with 4 single qudit operations. This was 
our greatest achievement as well as the fact that all 2-qudits gates can be realized 
within at most 4 segments and only one ancilla qudit. Another new achievement was 
the realization of the 2-qudit Inverse SWAP gate. By extending the search for 3 and 
more qudit as well as more than 5 segments, this method takes too much time. 
The second method, presented in chapter 5, is genetic algorithm based 
synthesis method. It was chosen to support the search for quantum gates in case the 
exhaustive search is not applicable anymore. This method delivered a solution for the 
3-qudit SW AP gate. More quantum gates realizations should be found using the GA. 
Therein lays the greatest room for improvement. A total automation of the genetic 
algorithm which will allow running very many examples and analyzing them 
automatically or semi-automatically might be a next step. This way we will be able to 
investigate much larger space of solutions and approaches. 
It was found useful to adjust the mutation rate if the diversity of the population 
goes down. The next modification regards the ratio of the different mutation type, 
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replacement, erasure and addition of segments. This should handle an approximate 
length of all individuals so that not only short individuals occur. Both adaptations are 
made after every 100 generations. Another approach that was found to be useful was 
to restrict the length of the chromosomes of the individuals. This method matches the 
exhaustive search method but has still the nature of the genetic algorithm. M. Lukac 
and M.Perkowski published an evolutionary algorithm with an integrated exhaustive 
search [56]. Furthermore, a library which includes all minimal 3-qudit quantum gates 
realizations might be one of the next research topics. The next task, which needs much 
work and therefore serves as a guiding, is to implement a CAD system-like algorithm 
for creating circuits of low complexity based on this approach. The last question for 
future research relates to physical implementation. How many operations at a time 
might be possible with respect to the ion trap technology? Maybe if we operate on 
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Appendix A 
An approach to synthesize 2-qudit and 3-qudit quantum gates using an 
exhaustive search algorithm was presented in Chapter 4. We observed how many 2-
qudit quantum gates are realizable using 2, 3 and 4 multiplexers in series. Figure A.1-
A.3 show the detailed distribution of results for 2, 3 and 4 cascaded multiplexers. The 
X-Axis indicates the number of possible 2-qudit quantum gates from 0- 19683 ( =3"9) 
and the Y-Axis shows how often a certain quantum gate was found. In the second 
section, various realizations for the 2-qudit SW AP gate are presented and the last 
section the source code of the exhaustive search algorithm is printed. 
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A.2. Results for the different realization of the 2- qudits SWAP Gate 
The minimum realization needs 7 operations. One realization was shown in 
figure 4.3. The truth tables for the input of A and B are the following: 





























0 ~ I 
The truth tables in the table are displayed in the second from. The following structure 
was chosen. 




Truth table Truth table Truth table 
to +O 000111222 t3 12 012012012 t6 +O 012012012 t1 +1 t4 01 t7 +2 
t2 +2 012120201 t5 02 012120201 tB +1 000111222 
to +O 000111222 t3 +O 012012012 t6 12 012012012 t1 +2 t4 +1 t7 01 
t2 +1 012201120 t5 +2 012201120 t8 02 000111222 
fO +1 000111222 t3 +2 012012012 t6 01 012012012 t1 +O 120012201 t4 +O 120012201 t7 02 000111222 t2 +2 t5 +1 t8 12 
fO +1 000111222 t3 02 012012012 t6 +2 012012012 t1 +2 t4 12 t7 +1 
t2 +O 120201012 t5 01 120201012 t8 +O 000111222 
fO +2 000111222 t3 01 012012012 t6 +1 012012012 t1 +O 201012120 t4 02 201012120 t7 +O 000111222 t2 +1 f5 12 t8 +2 




201120012 t8 01 000111222 
fO 01 000111222 f3 +1 012012012 f6 +2 012012012 f1 02 f4 +O f7 +O 
f2 12 102210021 t5 +2 102210021 f8 +1 000111222 
fO 01 000111222 t3 01 012012012 t6 01 012012012 t1 12 t4 12 f7 12 
f2 02 102021210 f5 02 102021210 t8 02 000111222 
fO 02 000111222 t3 02 012012012 f6 02 012012012 f1 01 f4 01 t7 01 
f2 12 210102021 t5 12 210102021 f8 12 000111222 
fO 02 000111222 f3 +2 012012012 t6 +1 012012012 f1 12 t4 +1 t7 +2 
f2 01 210021102 t5 +O 210021102 f8 +O 000111222 
fO 12 000111222 t3 +O 012012012 t6 +O 012012012 t1 01 t4 +2 t7 +1 
t2 02 021102210 t5 +1 021102210 f8 +2 000111222 
fO 12 000111222 f3 12 012012012 
f6 12 
012012012 f1 02 021210102 t4 02 021210102 f7 02 000111222 
t2 01 f5 01 f8 01 
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A.3. Source Code of the Exhaustive Search Algorithm (C++) 
StdAfx.h 










#define MAX_NO 10 
#define QUANTUM_ TYPE 3113 for ternary quantum 
//GLOBAL VARIABLES 
char Segment_permutation[200000][20]={ 0}; 
int Segment_permutation_cnt =0; 
char Function_permutation[2000] [ 4 ]={ 0}; 










II Structures for linked list -------------------




ROW *prev _item; 
int content; 
ROW *next_item; 
II COLUMNS structure; contains rows, where all states are saved. The first cell in the column is saved 


















II - END -- Structures for linked list -----------








II w-wire; c-control; m-multiplexer 
//int op[QUANTUM_TYPE]; 
} segment_obj[255]; 







CIRCUIT *circ = new CIRCUIT; II create a new circuit 
CIRCUIT *search_circ[lO]; II= new CIRCUIT; //create circuit obj to search for 
int search_cnt = 0; 
II Functions Prototypes 
void print_segments(); 
void print_permutation(); 
int print_linked_list(char[l00],char[50],char[50] ); II prints the whole Circiut 
int print_linked_list_seg(char[100],char[50],char[50],int); II prints only the specified segment 
void print_gates_combination(GATES_COMB ,int, int); 
void print_segment_combination( char[20]); 
void print_optimized_segment_combination(); 
int initial_input(); 
void final_output( char[ 100],char[50] , int); 
void check_output(char[100],char[50] , int); 
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void consol_output(char output[255], bool); 
void consol_output(int output, bool); 
void show _time() 
{ 
time_t rawtime; 
struct tm * timeinfo; 
time ( &rawtime ); 
timeinfo = localtime ( &rawtime ); 
cout <<"Current date and time are: "<< asctime (timeinfo) << endl; 
//printf ("Current date and time are: %s", asctime (timeinfo) ); 
II Single qudit operations -----------------------------------------------
//single shift operation 
int ssh(int in) 
{ 
int out=O; 
out= in+ 1; 
if (out ==3) out= O; 
return out; 
//dual shift operation 
int dsh(int in) 
{ 
int out=O; 
out= in+ 2; 
if (out ==3) out= O; 
if (out ==4) out= l; 
return out; 
//01 swap operation 
int zosw(int in) 
{ 
int out=O; 
if(in == 0) out= 1; 
else if(in == 1) out=O; 
else out= 2; 
return out; 
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//02 swap operation 
int ztsw(int in) 
{ 
int out=O; 
if(in == 0) out=2; 
else if(in == 2) out=O; 
else out= l; 
return out; 
//12 swap operation 
int otsw(int in) 
{ 
int out=O; 
if(in == 1) out=2; 
else if(in == 2) out=l; 
else out= 0; 
return out; 
11 END Single qudit operations -------------------------------------------
II See function listing in Thesis 
int initialize_segments (int no_of_qud,int no_of_contrqud) 
{ 
int multi = O; 









//insert control bit 
segment_obj[Number_of_segment_permutations].structure[k]='c'; 




II insert multiplexer 
segment_obj[Number_of_segment_permutations].structure[k]='m'; 





//insert wire = "w" 
segment_ obj [Number_ of_segment_permutations] .structure[k] ='w'; 
//if the control and the multiplexer are at the same place (multi=O), the 
segment is not counted 
if (multi ==1) 
{ 
segment_obj [Number_of_segment_permutations] .number = 
N umber_of_segment_permutations; 






consol_output("Segments created: ",true); 
consol_ output(N umber_ of_segment_permutations,false); 
//cout <<"Segments created: "<< Number_of_segment_permutations << "." <<endl; 
//Print results in "initialize_segments.txt" 
print_segments(); 
consol_output("initialize_segments complete!" ,false); 




II +O (wire) A 




II 12 F 
JI for a single multiplexer a combination might look like this "BCB" = "+1,+2,+1" 
for (int i=O;i<6;i++) 
{ 
for (int j=O;j<6;j++) 
{ 
for (int k=O;k<6;k++) 
{ 
Function_permutation[Function_permutation_cnt][O]='A' + i; 
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Function_permutation[Function_permutation_cnt][l]='A' + j; 
Function_permutation[Function_permutation_cnt] [2]='A' + k; 
//cout << Function_permutation[Function_permutation_cnt]<< endl; 
Function_permutation_ cnt ++; 
//Status display 
cout << "function_combination complete!"<< endl; 
print_function_combination(); 
return O; 
int build_up_linked_list(int no_of_segments, int number_of_qud, CIRCUIT *cir) 
{ 
int num_of_rows=O; II for 3 qudits are 27 rows needed in the table 
int col_cnt=O; II col_cnt = same as qudits 
int tabl_cnt=O; II contains the number of tables which refers to the number of segments 
int row_cnt=O; II current row in a given table and column 
int content=O; 
int temp =0; 
ROW *row_tmp; II= new ROW; 
linked list 
II to save the pointer of the row to build up a 
II generating the number of rows in the table number_of_qudits"3 
num_of_rows = pow(QUANTUM_TYPE,Number_of_controlqudits); 
II creating table as an image for the circuit 
for(tabl_cnt=O;tabl_cnt< Number_of_segments;tabl_cnt++) 
number as segments 
{ 
cir->tbl[tabl_cnt] =new TABLE; 
for( col_cnt=O;col_cnt<Number_of_qudits;col_cnt ++) 
{ 
II create table = same 
cir->tbl[tabl_cnt]->col[col_cnt] =new COLUMNS; II create column = same 
number as qudits 
for(row _cnt=O;row _cnt<num_of_rows; row _cnt++) 
{ 
cir->tbl[tabl_cnt]->col[col_cnt]->ro = new ROW;// create row = 
same number as permutations in ternary 




>tbl[ tabl_cnt ]->col[ col_cnt]->ro; 
cir->tbl[ tabl_cnt ]->col[ col_ cnt ]-> first_row 
if(row_cnt > 0) 
{ 
II link previous element to the current element 
= cir-
cir->tbl[ tabl_cnt ]->col[ col_cnt ]->ro->prev _item = 
row_tmp; 
II set current element as next_item of the previous element 
row_tmp->next_item = cir->tbl[tabl_cnt]->col[col_cnt]-
>ro; 
if(tabl_cnt == 0 && col_cnt < Number_of_controlqudits) // Nur in 
erste tabelle Daten einfligen 
//fill in content 0, 1 or 2 
temp 
pow(QU ANTUM_ TYPE,(Number_of_controlqudits-( col_cnt + 1)) ); 
//Status display 
if(row_cnt!=O && (row_cnt % temp== 0)) 
content++; 
//if content eq. 3, set back to 0 
if( content== QUANTUM_ TYPE) content=O; 
else content=O; 
cir->tbl[tabl_cnt]->col[col_cnt]->ro->content =content; 
row_tmp = cir->tbl[tabl_cnt]->col[col_cnt]->ro; 
content=O; 
cout << "build_up_linked_list complete!"<< end!; 
fl Test purpose 
ROW *row_l = cir->tbl[O]->col[O]->first_row; 
ROW *row_2 = cir->tbl[O]->col[l]->first_row; 
//ROW *row_3 = cir->tbl[O]->col[2]->first_row; 




cout << row_l->content <<" "<< row_2->content << /*" "<< row_3->content <<"" 
<< */ endl; //row_ 4->content <<end!; 
row_l = row_l ->next_item; 
row_2 = row_2 ->next_item; 
//row_3 = row_3 ->next_item; 
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//row_ 4 =row_ 4 ->next_item; 
} 




long int i=O,tmp=O; 
int cnt[l0]={0}; 
char segment_string[20]={ 0}; 
char ctmp = ''; 
for(i=O;i<Number_of_segments;i++) 
{ 
segment_string[i] = 'A'; 
ctmp = Number_of_segment_permutations +'A'; 
for(i=O;i<pow(Number_of_segment_permutations,Number_of_segments);i++) 
{ 










llcout << i << endl; 
Segment_permutation_cnt = i; 
//Status display 




long int tmp_no_of_seg=O; 
int seg_item=O, seg_cnt=O; 
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II cnt[tmp] 
int good= O; 
char *pdest = NULL; 
int result =0; 
II Segment_permutation[]; 
II Number_of_segment_permutations 
for( seg_cnt=O ;seg_cnt <Segment_permutation_cnt;se g_ cnt ++) 
{ 
for( seg_item=O;seg_item<N umber_ of _segments ;seg_item++) 
{ 
if(Segment_permutation[ seg_ cnt] [ seg_item] 









l*if(good == 0) 
{ 
}*I 
pdest = strchr(Segment_permutation[seg_cnt],'C'); 
result= pdest - Segment_permutation[seg_cnt] + 1; 
if(pdest != NULL) 
good= O; 
else good = 1; 
pdest = NULL; 
pdest = strchr(Segment_permutation[seg_cnt],'F'); 
result= pdest - Segment_permutation[seg_cnt] + l; 
if(pdest != NULL && good == 1) 
good= O; 
pdest = NULL; 
pdest = strchr(Segment_permutation[seg_cnt],'I'); 
result= pdest - Segment_permutation[seg_cnt] + l; 
if(pdest != NULL && good == 1) 
good= O; 
pdest = NULL; 





else good = O; 
} 
//cout << tmp_segment[tmp_no_of_seg] << endl; 
tmp_no_of_seg++; 
for(int i=O;i<tmp_no_of_seg;i++) 
strcpy(Segment_permutation[i], tmp _segment[ i]); 
cout << "Segment permutation: " << Segment_permutation_cnt << " optimized: " << 
tmp_no_of_seg << endl; 
Segment_permutation_cnt=tmp_no_of_seg; 
void copy _table(int source_table, int destination_table ) //copies the content of the source_table to 
the destination_table 
{ 
int num_of_rows = pow(QUANTUM_TYPE,Number_of_controlqudits); 
TABLE *tbll, *tbl2; //pointer to the two tables 
ROW *row_tbll,*row_tbl2; 
tbll = circ->tbl[source_table]; 
tbl2 = circ->tbl[destination_table]; 
II creating table as an image for the circuit 
for(int col_cnt=O;col_cnt<Number_of_qudits;col_cnt++) 
{ 
//cir->tbl[tabl_cnt]->col[col_cnt] =new COLUMNS; 
number as qudits 
row _tbll = tbll->col[ col_cnt]->first_row; 
row_tbl2 = tbl2->col[col_cnt]->first_row; 
for( int row_cnt=O;row _cnt<num_of_rows; row _cnt++) 
{ 
II Test purpose 
I* 
row_tbl2->content = row_tbll->content; 
row _tbl 1 = row _tbl 1->next_item; 
row_tbl2 = row_tbl2->next_item; 
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II create column = same 
ROW *row_l = circ->tbl[O]->col[O]->first_row; 
ROW *row_2 = circ->tbl[O]->col[l]->first_row; 
ROW *row_3 = circ->tbl[O]->col[2]->first_row; 
ROW *row_ 4 = circ->tbl[O]->col[3]->first_row; 
for(int n=O;n<num_of_rows;n++) 
{ 
cout << row_l->content <<" "<< row_2->content <<" "<< row_3->content <<" " 
<<row_ 4->content << endl; 
n=n; 
row_l = row_l ->next_item; 
row_2 = row_2 ->next_item; 
row_3 = row_3 ->next_item; 
row_ 4 =row_ 4 ->next_item; 
row_l = circ->tbl[l]->col[O]->first_row; 
row_2 = circ->tbl[l]->col[l]->first_row; 
row_3 = circ->tbl[l]->col[2]->first_row; 
row_ 4 = circ->tbl[l]->col[3]->first_row; 
cout <<"second table"<< endl; 
for(n=O;n<num_of_rows;n++) 
{ 
cout << row_l->content <<" "<< row_2->content <<" "<< row_3->content <<" " 
<<row_ 4->content << endl; 
n=n; 
*/ 
row_l = row_l ->next_item; 
row_2 = row_2 ->next_item; 
row_3 = row_3 ->next_item; 
row_ 4 =row_ 4 ->next_item; 
II --- TEST Purpose END 
//Structures for the real simulation 
struct SIM_SEGMENT 
{ 
char structure[ IO]; //"cmww" 









void calc_table(int ctrl_qudit, int multi_qudit, int segment, int function) 
{ 
ROW *row _ctrl=NULL, *row _multi=NULL; 
row _ctrl = circ->tbl[ segment ]->col[ ctrl_qudit ]->first_row; 
row_multi = circ->tbl[segment]->col[multi_qudit]->first_row; 
char headline[ 100]={ 0}; 
char tmp[lO]={O}; 
char functions[ 4 ]={ 0}; 
strcpy(functions, Function_permutation[function]); 
int num_of_rows = pow(3,Number_of_controlqudits); 




case 0 :switch(functions[O]) 
break; 
{ 
case 'A' : break; 
case 'B': row_multi->content = ssh(row_multi->content);break; 
case 'C': row_multi->content = dsh(row_multi->content);break; 
case 'D': row_multi->content = zosw(row_multi->content);break; 
case 'E': row_multi->content = ztsw(row_multi->content);break; 
case 'F': row_multi->content = otsw(row_multi->content);break; 
} 
case 1 :switch( functions[ 1]) 
{ 
break; 
case 'A' : break; 
case 'B': row_multi->content = ssh(row_multi->content);break; 
case 'C': row_multi->content = dsh(row_multi->content);break; 
case 'D': row_multi->content = zosw(row_multi->content);break; 
case 'E': row_multi->content = ztsw(row_multi->content);break; 
case 'F': row_multi->content = otsw(row_multi->content);break; 
} 
case 2 :switch(functions[2]) 
{ 
case 'A' : break; 
case 'B': row_multi->content = ssh(row_multi->content);break; 
case 'C': row_multi->content = dsh(row_multi->content);break; 
case 'D': row_multi->content = zosw(row_multi->content);break; 
case 'E': row_multi->content = ztsw(row_multi->content);break; 





default: cout <<"Error!; row_ctrl->content: "<< row_ctrl->content<< endl; 
} 
row_ctrl = row_ctrl->next_item; 
row_multi = row_multi->next_item; 
sprintf(tmp,"%d" ,segment); 
strcpy(headline,tmp ); 
strcat(headline,". Segment - "); 
strcat(headline,"Segment structure: "); 
strcat(headline,sim_segments[ segment]. structure); 
strcat(headline," - Functions:"); 
strcat(headline,functions); 
*I 
//print_linked_list_seg(headline, "calculate_circuit. txt", "a" ,segment); 
void reset_segments() 
{ 




II generating the number of rows in the table number_of_quditsA3 




row_tmp = circ->tbl[O]->col[col_cnt]->first_row; 
for(int row _cnt=O;row _cnt<num_of_rows; row_cnt++) 
{ 
if(col_cnt < Number_of_controlqudits) 
{ 
else 
//fill in content 0,1 or 2 
temp = pow(QUANTUM_TYPE,(Number_of_controlqudits-
if(row_cnt!=O && (row_cnt % temp== 0)) 
content++; 
if( content== QUANTUM_ TYPE) content=O; 
row_tmp->content =content; 
row_tmp->content = 0; 
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char structure[ 10]={ 0}; 
int control_qudit=O,multiplexer=O; 
char functions[4]={0}; 
int next_seg_permutation =0; 
int single_seg_cnt=O; 
II int done[4]; 
int ch=O; 
//Gothroughallcircuitpermutatione.g. "ABA", "AAB", "AAC", "AAD" 




//ch= toupper( ch); 
//if( ch== 'y' ) 
II circuit_permutation_cnt++; 
cout << circuit_permutation_cnt << 




//for(int n=O;n<4;n++) done[n] =0; 
II Go through each single segment, e.g. "AAA"-> "A","A" and "A" 
for( single _seg_ cnt=O;single _seg_ cnt <Number_ of_segments;single_seg_cnt ++) 
{ 
for(int i=O;i< Number_of_segment_permutations;i++) 
{ 
<< 
if(Segment_permutation[ circuit_permutation_ cnt] [single _seg_ cnt] 
== segment_obj[i].symbol) 
control_qudit = segment_obj[i].control_qudit; 
multiplexer= segment_obj[i].multiplexer; 
strcpy( sim_segments [single _seg_cnt]. structure,segment_ obj [ i]. structure); 
break; 
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switch (sim_segments[O] .current_fct) 
{ 
case 14: cout <<" 6,5% done"<< endl;break; 
case 27: cout <<" 12,5% done"<< endl;break; 
case 41: cout <<" 18,0% done"<< endl;break; 
case 54: cout << " 25,0% done" << endl;break; 
case 68: cout <<" 31,0% done"<< endl;break; 
case 81: cout <<" 37,5% done"<< endl;break; 
case 96: cout <<" 43,5% done"<< endl;break; 
case 108: cout << " 50,0% done" << endl;break; 








cout <<" 62,5% done"<< endl;break; 
cout << " 68,5% done" << endl;break; 
cout <<" 75,0% done"<< endl;break; 
cout <<" 81,0% done"<< endl;break; 
cout <<" 87,5% done"<< endl;break; 
cout <<" 94,5% done"<< endl;break; 
cout << "100,0% done"<< endl;break; 
} 
} 
== 54 && single_seg_cnt==O) //done[O]==O) 
cout << "25% done" << endl; 
//done[O] = 1; 
else if(sim_segments[O].current_fct == 108 && done[l]==O) 
{ 
} 
cout << "50% done" << endl; 
done[l] = 1; 
else if(sim_segments[O].current_fct == 162 && done[2]==0) 
{ 
} 
cout << "75% done" << endl; 
done[2] = 1; 
else if(sim_segments[O].current_fct == 215 && done[3]==0) 
{ 
cout << "100% done" << endl; 




fct_cnt=sim_segments[ single _seg_ cnt] .current_fct;fct_cnt <Function_permutation_cnt; fct_ cnt ++) 
{ 
previous table 
//if the current segment is not the first one, copy the data of the 






fi = fopen("results.txt" ,"a"); 
fputs("Copy Table",fi); 
fclose(fi); 
final_ output(" results. txt"," a", circuit_permutation _cnt); 
sim_segments[ single _seg_cnt] .current_fct--; 
*/ 
reset_segments(); II or reset the first segment table 
calc_table( control_qudit, 
sim_segments[ single_seg_cnt] .current_fct); 
multiplexer, single_seg_cnt, 
sim_segments [ single_seg_ cnt] .current_fct ++; 
if(single_seg_cnt != Number_of_segments -1) 
break; 
II Print Out All permutation 
//final_output("all_results.txt", "a", circuit_permutation_cnt); 
check_output("certain_results.txt"," a", circuit_permutation_cnt); 
!/--------------------------------------------------------
//Check and Print Out only certain permutation 
//print_cert_perm(" spec_results.txt"," a", circuit_permutation_cnt); 




if(sim_segments[i].current_fct == 216) 
next_seg_permutation++; 
if(next_seg_permutation == Number_of_segments) break; 
else next_seg_permutation = O; 
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if( single_seg_cnt Number_of_segments-1 
sim_segments[single_seg_cnt].current_fct == 216) 
{ 
for(int k=Number_of_segments-1 ;k>-1 ;k--) 
{ 
if(sim_segments[k].current_fct == 216) 
{ 
&& 
sim_segments[k].current_fct = 0; 
single_seg_cnt = single_seg_cnt--; II To 




if(next_seg_permutation == Number_of_segrnents) 
{ 






II prepare files for writing 
fi= fopen("print_segment_combination.txt" ,"w"); fclose(fi); 
llfi = fopen("calculate_circuit.txt" ,"w"); fclose(fi); 
fi= fopen("print_optirnized_segment_combination.txt" ,"w"); fclose(fi); 
fi= fopen("spec_results.txt" ,"w"); fclose(fi); 
fi = fopen("certain_results.txt" ,"w");fclose(fi); 
fi = fopen("consol_output.txt", "w");fclose(fi); 
fi = fopen("all_results.txt" ,"w"); 
fputs("Number of Qudits: ",fi); 
sprintf(tmp," %d" ,Number_of_qudits ); 
fputs(tmp,fi); 
fputs("\n" ,fi); 
fputs("Number of ControlQudits: ",fi); 
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sprintf( tmp," %d" ,Number_of_controlqudits ); 
fputs(tmp,fi); 
fputs("\n" ,fi); 
fputs("Number of Segments: ",fi); 
sprintf(tmp,"%d",Number_of_segments); 
fputs(tmp,fi); 
fputs( "\n------------------------------------------------------------\n" ,fi); 
fclose(fi); 
void consol_output(char output[255], bool endl) 
{ 
FILE *fi = fopen("consol_output.txt","a"); 
fputs( output,fi); 
if(endl) 
{ fputs(" n ,fi); 
cout <<output<< n "; 
else { 
fputs("\n" ,fi); 
cout << output<< endl; 
} 
fclose(fi); 
void consol_output(int output,bool endl) 
{ 
char tmp[32]; 
FILE *fi = fopen("consol_output.txt","a"); 





fputs(" n ,fi); 
cout <<output<< n "; 
fputs("\n" ,fi); 




II MAIN FUNCTION II 
11---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 11 
int main(int argc, char* argv[]) 
{ 
char tmp[20]={0}; 
Number_of_qudits = 3; 
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//only one truth table is searched 
//coz one truth table is searched> search 
counter is set to 1 





II create all function combinations "+O,+O,+O", "+0,+0,+1" -> "12,12,12" 
function_ combination(); 
II create linked for the given parameters number_of_qudits,number_of_controlqudits and 
number_of_segments 
build_up _linked_list(N umber_ of_segments,N umber_ of_qudits, circ); 
if( swap) 
prepare_search_for_swap(); 
//generate all segment combination 
generate_segment_combination(); 









int start_circuit, end_circuit=O; 
cout <<"Select range (0) or particular circuits (1): "; 
cin >> range;cout <<endl; 
if(range == O){ 




cout << "Start circuit?:"<< endl; /*('-'for standard)*/ 
cin >> Start_segment_number; 
cout << "End segment (incl.) ?:"<< endl; /*('-'for standard)*/ 
cin >> End_segment_number; 
End_segment_number++; 
cout << "Select circuits (e.g. '1,20,30-41 '):"; 
cin >> range_char; 
cout << endl; 
for(int j=O;j<strlen(range_char)+ 1 ;j++) 
{ 
temp[temp_int] = range_char[j]; 
if(range_char[j] =='-'II r==l) { 
if(r==O) { 
} 
temp[temp_int] = '\O'; 
temp_int=O; 
sscanf( temp, "%d", &k ); 
start_circuit = k; 
r=l; 
else if(r==l) { 
if(range_char[j] == ',' II range_char[j] == '\0') { 
temp[temp_int] = '\O'; 
temp_int=O; 
sscanf( temp, "%d", &k ); 
end_circuit = k; 
for(k=start_circuit;k<end_circuit+ 1 ;k++) 
{ 






else if(range_char[j] == ',') { 




sscanf( temp, "%d", &k ); 






//STARTING THE SIMULATION 
calculate_ circuit(); 
cout<<"Main Complete!"<<endl; 
cout << found_results <<"results found."<< endl; 
//print_result_distribution(); //result distribution in *.csv file 
cout<<"PRINT Complete!.. Bye"<<endl; 
show _time(); 
return O; 
//-------- -------------------------- - --------------- -------- -------------------------------- - ---// 
II Sub Functions // 




cout <<"How many qudits should have the circuit? [2-10] \n"; 
cin >> Number_of_qudits; 
cout << "How many control qudits, out of " << Number_of_qudits << " should have the 
circuit? \n"; 
cin >> Number_of_controlqudits; 
cout <<"How many segments, do you wish to search?\n"; 
cin >> Number_of_segments; 
cout <<"Swap gate searched? (0= NO; l=YES)" << endl; 
cin >> tmp; 
if(tmp==l) 
swap= true; 
else swap = false; 
return O; 
11 Print functions -------------------------------------------------------
void flnal_output(char filename[], char flle_access[], int circuit_permutation) 
{ 
int num_of_rows=O; II for 3 qudits are 27 rows needed in the table 
int col_cnt=O; II col_cnt =same number as qudits 
int row_cnt=O; II current row in a given table and column 
int seg_cnt=O; 
char tmp[25] = {O}; 
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FILE *fi = fopen(filename,file_access); 
ROW *row_tmp; 
//------------------COUNT SOLUTIONS FOR DIAGRAM 
int res= O; 
int cell_no[9]; 
for(int i=O;i<9;i++) cell_no[i]=O; 
//------------------COUNT SOLUTIONS FOR DIAGRAM END 
num_of_rows = pow(QUANTUM_TYPE,Number_of_controlqudits); 
fputs("\n" ,fi); 
fputs(Segment_permutation[ circuit_permutation] ,fi); 
for( seg_cnt=O;seg_cnt <Number_ of_segments;seg_ cnt ++) 
{ 
} 
fputs(" +" ,fi); 
sprintf(tmp, "%d" ,sim_segments[seg_cnt] .current_fct-1 ); 
fputs(tmp,fi); 
I /Headline End 
for(seg_cnt=O/*Number_of_segments-1 */;seg_cnt<Number_of_segments;seg_cnt++) 
//seg_cnt=O; to display all segments 
{ 
fputs(" -\n" ,fi); 
for( col_cnt=O/*N umber_of_qudits-1 */;col_cnt<N umber_of_qudits;col_cnt ++) 
//col_cnt=O; to display all qudits 
{ 
} 
row _tmp = circ->tbl[seg_cnt]->col[ col_cnt]->first_row; 
for(row_cnt=O;row _cnt<num_of_rows; row _cnt++) 
{ 
} 
sprintf(tmp, "%d" ,row _tmp->content); 
fputs(tmp,fi); 
//------------------COUNT SOLUTIONS FOR DIAGRAM 
cell_no[row_cnt] = row_tmp->content; 
res+= cell_no[row_cnt]*pow(3,row_cnt); 
//------------------COUNT SOLUTIONS FOR DIAGRAM END 
row_tmp = row_tmp->next_item; 
//------------------COUNT SOLUTIONS FOR DIAGRAM 
sdg[res]++;cout <<res<< " - " << sdg[res]<< endl;res=O; 








II For Swap search for more than 2 qudits (no ancilla bit is needed) 
II It was found that only Number_of_qudits-1 combinations exist for SW AP 
II e.g. for 3 qudits, only 2 combination exist, for 4 only 3 comb. 
v ======================================================================== 
II 
void prepare_search_for_swap() { 
int num_of_rows=pow(QUANTUM_TYPE,Number_of_controlqudits); 
ROW *row _tmp=NULL, *row _circ=NULL; 
int content=O,temp=l, col_circ=O; 
for(search_cnt=O; search_cnt<Number_of_controlqudits-1; search_cnt++) 
{ 
search_circ[search_cnt]= new CIRCUIT; //create circuit obj to search for 
for(int tabl_cnt=Number_of_segments-1 ;tabl_cnt< Number_of_segments;tabl_cnt++) 
II create table = same number as multiplexer 
COLUMNS; 
{ 




II create column = same number as qudits 
col_circ = temp+col_cnt; 
if( col_circ > Number_of_qudits-1) col_circ 
Number_of_qudits; 





new ROW;// create row= same number as permutations in ternary 




>col[col_cnt]->first_row = search_circ[search_cnt]->tbl[tabl_cnt]->col[col_cnt]->ro; 
>col[col_cnt]->ro->prev_item = row_tmp; 
row_circ = circ->tbl[O]->col[ col_circ ]->first_row; 
if(row_cnt > 0) 
{ 
II link previous element to the current element 
search_circ[search_cnt]->tbl[tabl_cnt]-
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II set current element as next_item of the previous 
element 
row_tmp->next_item = search_circ[search_cnt]-
>tbl[ tabl_cnt]->col[ col_cnt ]->ro; 








//consol_output(" combinations created." ,false); 
//OUTPUT 




row _tmp = circ->tbl[O]->col[col_cnt]->first_row; 
//consol_output(col_cnt, true); 
//consol_output(" .column:" ,false); 
cout << col_cnt << " .column: "; 
for(int row_cnt=O; row_cnt<num_of_rows; row_cnt++) 
{ 
} 
//consol_output(row _tmp->content, true); 
cout << row_tmp->content; 
row_tmp = row_tmp->next_item; 
//consol_output("" ,false); 
cout << endl; 
//consol_output("" ,false); 
cout << endl; 
cout <<"searched output combinations"<< endl; 
for(search_cnt=O; search_cnt<Number_of_controlqudits-1; search_cnt++) 
{ 
cout << search_cnt+ 1 << " combination." << endl; 
for(int tabl_cnt=Number_of_segments-1 ;tabl_cnt< Number_of_segments;tabl_cnt++) 







}cout << endl; 
cout << col_cnt <<" .column:"; 
for(int row_cnt=O;row_cnt<num_of_rows; row_cnt++) 
{ 
cout << row_tmp->content; 
row_tmp = row_tmp->next_item; 





int content=O, temp =0; 
search_circ[O]= new CIRCUIT; //create circuit obj to search for 
//*search_circ 
cout <<"Insert gate to search for:"<< endl; 
for(int tabl_cnt=Number_of_segments-1 ;tabl_cnt< Number_of_segments;tabl_cnt++) 
II create table= same number as segments 
{ 
cout << tabl_cnt+ 1 << ". segment " << endl; 
search_circ[O]->tbl[tabl_cnt] =new TABLE; 
for(int col_cnt=O;col_cnt<Number_of_controlqudits;col_cnt++) 
{ 
cout << col_cnt+ 1 << ". qudit " << endl; 
search_circ[O]->tbl[tabl_cnt]->col[col_cnt] =new COLUMNS; II 
create column= same number as qudits 
for(int row _cnt=O;row _cnt<num_of_rows; row _cnt++) 
{ 
search_circ[O]->tbl[tabl_cnt]->col[col_cnt]->ro = new ROW;// 
create row = same number as permutations in ternary 
//save pointer of first row 
if(row_cnt ==0) 
{ 
search_circ[O]->tbl[ tabl_ cnt ]->col[ col_cnt ]->first_row 
search_circ[O]->tbl[ tabl_cnt ]->col[ col_cnt ]->ro; 
} 
if(row_cnt > 0) 
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II link previous element to the current element 
search_circ[O]->tbl[tabl_cnt]->col[col_cnt]->ro->prev_item 
= row_tmp; 
II set current element as next_item of the previous element 
row_tmp->next_item = search_circ[O]->tbl[tabl_cnt]-
>col[ col_cnt]->ro; 
cout << row_cnt+l <<".row to insert:"<< endl; 
cin >> content; 
search_circ[O]->tbl[tabl_cnt]->col[col_cnt]->ro->content =content; 
row _tmp = search_circ[O]->tbl[ tabl_cnt]->col[ col_cnt]->ro; 
content=O; 
void check_output(char filename[], char file_access[], int circuit_permutation) 
{ 
FILE *fi = fopen(filename,file_access); 
ROW *row_tmp, *row_check; 
int temp=O, temp2=0; 
int seg_cnt=O; 
char tmp[25] = {O}; 
int num_of_rows=pow(QUANTUM_TYPE,Number_of_controlqudits); 
II Check only last segment 
for(temp2=0; temp2<search_cnt; temp2++) 
{ 
temp=O; 
for( seg_ cnt=N umber_of_segments-1 ;seg_cnt<N umber_ of_segments;seg_ cnt ++) 
for( int col_cnt=O;col_cnt<Number_of_controlqudits;col_cnt++) 
{ 
row_tmp = circ->tbl[seg_cnt]->col[col_cnt]->first_row; 
row _check= search_circ[ temp2]->tbl[ seg_cnt]->col[ col_cnt ]-
>first_row; 
for(int row_cnt=O;row_cnt<num_of_rows; row_cnt++) 
{ 




row_tmp = row_tmp->next_item; 
row_check = row_check->next_item; 
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} 
if( temp == 1 ) 
break; 
if(temp ==1 ) 
break; 





cout << found_results <<"found result" << endl; 
//PRINT OUT 
fputs( Segment_permutation[ circuit_permutation] ,fi); 
for(seg_cnt=O;seg_cnt<Number_of_segments;seg_cnt++) 
{ 
fputs(" +" ,fi); 
temp= sim_segments[seg_cnt].current_fct-1; 
fputs(Function_permutation[ temp] ,fi ); 





row_tmp = circ->tbl[seg_cnt]->col[col_cnt]->first_row; 
for(int row_cnt=O;row_cnt<num_of_rows; row_cnt++) 
{ 
} 
sprintf( tmp," %d" ,row_ tmp->content); 
fputs(tmp,fi); 




//------------------COUNT SOLUTIONS FOR DIAGRAM 
void print_result_distribution() { 
char tmp[25] = { 0}; 








FILE *fi = fopen(filename,"w"); 








fputs(" ;\n" ,fi); 
} 
fclose(fi); 
//------------------COUNT SOLUTIONS FOR DIAGRAM END 
void print_cert_perm(char filename[], char file_access[], int circuit_permutation) 
{ 
int num_of_rows=O; II for 3 qudits are 27 rows needed in the table 
int col_cnt=O; II col_cnt = same number as qudits 
int row_cnt=O; II current row in a given table and column 
int seg_cnt=O; 
char tmp[25] = {O}; 
FILE *fi = fopen(filename,file_access); 
ROW *row_tmp; 
num_of_rows = pow(QUANTUM_TYPE,Number_of_controlqudits); 
II 3 qudit AND 
//int arr[] = { 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 1,2,0,2, 1,0,0,0,0,2, 1,0, 1,2}; 
II 2 qudit AND 
int arr[]= {0,0,0,0,1,2,0,2,1 }; 
//for(int test=O;test<27;test++) 
II cout << arr[test]; 
//cout << endl; 
for( seg_ cnt=O;seg_cnt <Number_ of_segments;seg_cnt ++) 
{ 
II select the static data qudit for checking equality 
row _tmp = circ->tbl[seg_cnt]->col[Number_of_qudits-1]->first_row; 
for(row _cnt=O;row_cnt<num_of_rows; row _cnt++) 
{ 
if(arr[row_cnt] != row_tmp->content) 
break; 
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row_tmp = row_tmp->next_item; 






cout <<"YES!!"<<" "; 
show_time(); 
fputs(Segment_permutation[ circuit_permutation] ,fi); 
for( seg_cnt=O ;seg_cnt <Number_ of_segments ;se g_ cnt ++) 
{ 
fputs("+",fi); 
sprintf( tmp," %d" ,sim_segments[ seg_cnt ].current_fct-1 ); 
fputs(tmp,fi); 
seg_cnt = Number_of_segments-1; 
fputs("-",fi); 
for( col_cnt=O;col_cnt<Number_ of_qudits;col_cnt ++) 
{ 
} 
row _tmp = circ->tbl[ seg_cnt]->col[col_cnt]->first_row; 
for(row _cnt=O;row _cnt<num_of_rows; row _cnt++) 
{ 
sprintf( tmp," %d" ,row_ tmp->content); 
fputs(tmp,fi); 
row_tmp = row_tmp->next_item; 
fputs("\n" ,fi); 





fputs( tmp,file_handle ); 
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fputs(" ",file_handle); 
tmp[O] = segment_obj[i].symbol; 
tmp[l] = '\O'; 
fputs( tmp,file _handle); 
fputs(" ",file_handle ); 





fputs( tmp,file_handle ); 




II +O (wire) A 
II +l B 
II +2 C 
II Ol D 
1102 E 
II 12 F 
II for a single multiplexer a combination might look like this "BCB" = "+ l,+2,+ l" 
FILE *fi = fopen("function_combination.txt","w"); 
char tmp[20] = {O}; 










case 'A': fputs("+O ",fi);break; 
case 'B': fputs("+l ",fi);break; 
case 'C': fputs("+2 '',fi);break; 
case 'D': fputs("Ol ",fi);break; 
case 'E': fputs("02 ",fi);break; 








FILE *file_handle = fopen( "permutation_output.txt", "w" ); 
char tmp[255]; 





fputs(" ",file_handle ); 
fputs(Segment_permutation[ i] ,file _handle); 
fputs("\n" ,file_handle ); 
fclose(file_handle ); 
int print_linked_list( char headline[], char filename[], char file_access[]) 
{ 
int num_of_rows=O; II for 3 qudits are 27 rows needed in the table 
int col_cnt=O; II col_cnt = same number as qudits 
int tabl_cnt=O; II contains the number of tables which refers to the number of segments 
int row_cnt=O; II current row in a given table and column 
char tmp[25] = { 0}; 
FILE *fi = fopen(filename,file_access); 
II Write Headline to file 
fputs("\n\n\n", fi); 
fputs(headline, fi);fputs("\n--------------------\n", fi); 
ROW *row _tmp; 
















row_tmp = circ->tbl[tabl_cnt]->col[col_cnt]->first_row; 




I lfputs(" ",fi); 
row_tmp = row_tmp->next_item; 
int print_linked_list_seg(char headline[], char filename[], char file_access[], int segment_number) 
{ 
int num_of_rows=O; II for 3 qudits are 27 rows needed in the table 
int col_cnt=O; II col_cnt = same number as qudits 
int tabl_cnt=segment_number; II contains the number of tables which refers to the 
number of segments 
int row_cnt=O; II current row in a given table and column 
char tmp[25] = {O}; 
FILE *fi = fopen(filename,file_access); 
II Write Headline to file 
fputs("\n\n\n", fi); 
fputs(headline, fi);fputs("\n--------------------\n", fi); 
ROW *row_tmp; 
num_of_rows = pow(QUANTUM_TYPE,Number_of_qudits); 
llfor(tabl_cnt=O;tabl_cnt<Number_of_segments;tabl_cnt++) 
II{ 
fputs("\n\nTable: 11 ,fi); 
sprintf( tmp, 11 %d 11 ,segment_number ); 
fputs(tmp,fi); 
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row_tmp = circ->tbl[tabl_cnt]->col[col_cnt]->first_row; 
for(row _cnt=O;row _cnt<num_ of_rows; row _cnt ++) 
{ 
sprintf(tmp, "%d" ,row _tmp->content); 
fputs( tmp ,fi); 
//fputs(" ",fi); 
row_tmp = row_tmp->next_item; 
void print_gates_combination(GA TES_ COMB *ptr,int no_of_seg, int no_of_multi_permutation) 
{ 
//GATES_COMB *temp; 




for (int j=O;j<l O;j++) 
{ 
cout << ptr->content[j] << " "; 
sprintf(tmp,"o/od" ,ptr->content[j]); 
fputs(tmp,fi); 
cout << endl; 
fputs("\n" ,fi); 
ptr = ptr->next_gates_comb; 
} 
fclose(fi); 
void print_segment_combination( char seg_string[20]) 
{ 
FILE *fi = fopen("print_segment_combination.txt","a"); 
//cout << seg_string <<" "; 
//cout << endl; 
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sprintf(temp, "%d" ,i); 
fputs(temp,fi); 
fputs(" .\t\t" ,fi); 
fputs(Segment_permutation[i],fi); 
fputs("\n" ,fi); 
cout <<temp<< ".\t\t" << Segment_permutation[i] << endl; 
fclose(fi); 
fl END Print functions ---------------------------------------------------
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Appendix B 
This appendix will give more information about the results obtained with the 
genetic algorithm. First the detailed information regarding the 2-qudit SW AP gate 
implementation from Chapter 5, Figure 5.24 to Figure 5.27 are presented in B.1. More 
Experimental results with different parameter combination using the Genetic 
Algorithm are illustrated in B.2 and should give the user a better feeling, how the 
Genetic Algorithm react by changing the parameters. In the third part (B.3), the reader 
will find a more detailed pseudo code of the programmed genetic algorithm and in 
section B.4 the whole source code in C++ is printed. 
8.1. 2-qudit SWAP gate Realizations 
In Chapter 5 a genetic algorithm was presented. One of the results found by the GA, is 
the realization of the 2-qudit SW AP gate. Four out of all results of the SW AP gate are 
shown in Figure B.l to Figure B.4. For all four runs the same principle quantum gates 
were used. Thus, there are only once printed here to save paper. At the beginning of 
every Figure (B.1-B.4) the parameter of the GA is given. The population size was 
chosen to be 80 individuals. The mutation rate for example was stated to be 8% or 
12%. After the parameters, the truth tables of the principle quantum, their cost and 
number of in/output is written. Each principle gate is indicated with a unique capital 
letter, starting with "A" to """. Then the final gate truth table that was searched, here it 
is the SW AP gate is printed and the genotype, cost and fitness of the solution is given. 
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Figure B.1.: Information to the results of 2*2 SW AP in Figure 5.26. 
output file of synthesis 
size of the population 80 
mutation probability is 0.12 
mutation ratio (replacement:erasure:addition of segments) 2:2:2 
mutation of crossover is 0.85 
factor Alpha is 99 
factmB~~ 1 
estimated minimum cost of this circuit 10 
type of GA 0 - normal, 1 - Baldwinian 0 
type of mutation 0 - normal, 1 - bitwise 1 
type of crossover 0 - 1 point, 1 - 2point 0 
type of replication 0 - Roulette Wheel, 1 - Stochastic Universal Sampling 1 
type of fitness 0 - simplest, 3 - complex 1 
type of fitness calculation 0 - individual, 1 - grouped 0 
Pareto optimization 0 - no, 1 - yes 0 
Threshold replication 0 - no, other - threshold 0 
Elitism 0 - disabled, 1 - enabled 1 
Number of Tournament individuals 3 
best individual is 28 
Solution found 
There are 30 gates from the input file and synthesized. 
The gate number 0 is: 
And the gate representation is: A 
Number of inputs is: 1 
(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (1,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) 
The gate number 1 is: 
And the gate representation is: B 
Number of inputs is: 1 
(0,0) (1,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) 
( 1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
The gate number 2 is: 
And the gate representation is: C 
Number of inputs is: 1 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) 
(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (1,0) (0,0) 
The gate number 3 is: 
And the gate representation is: D 
Number of inputs is: 1 
(0,0) (1,0) (0,0) 
(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
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(0,0) (0,0) ( 1,0) 
The gate number 4 is: 
And the gate representation is: E 
Number of inputs is: 1 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) 
(0,0) (1,0) (0,0) 
( 1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
The gate number 5 is: 
And the gate representat~on is: F 
Number of inputs is: 1 
(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) 
(0,0) (1,0) (0,0) 
The gate number 6 is: 
And the gate representation is: G 
Number of inputs is: 2 
(0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) 
The gate number 7 is: 
And the gate representation is: H 
Number of inputs is: 2 
(1,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) (0,Q) (0,0) 
(0,0) (O,Q) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) 
(0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) (0,0) (O,Q) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,Q) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) (1,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) (0,Q) (0,0) ( 1,0) 
The gate number 8 is: 
And the gate representation is: I 
Number of inputs is: 2 
(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) 
(0,0) (1,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(O,Q) (O,Q) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (O,Q) 
(0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (1,0) (0,Q) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,Q) (0,0) 
(0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) (O,Q) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
The gate number 9 is: 
And the gate representation is: J 
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Number of inputs is: 2 
(0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) 
(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) 
The gate number 10 is: 
And the gate representation is: K 
Number of inputs is: 2 
(0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,Q) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
The gate number 11 is: 
And the gate representation is: L 
Number of inputs is: 2 
(1,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
The gate number 12 is: 
And the gate representation is: M 
Number of inputs is: 2 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(1,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) 
(0,0) ( 1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) 
(0,Q) (0,Q) (0,0) (O,Q) (l ,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) 
The gate number 13 is: 
And the gate representation is: N 
Number of inputs is: 2 
(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) 
(0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
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(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (O,Q) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) (1,0) (0,Q) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,Q) 
The gate number 14 is: 
And the gate representation is: 0 
Number of inputs is: 2 
(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) 
(0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) (O,Q) (0,Q) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) (1,0) (0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (1,0) (0,Q) 
The gate number 15 is: 
And the gate representation is: P 
Number of inputs is: 2 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) 
(0,0) ( 1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,Q) (O,Q) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) 
The gate number 16 is: 
And the gate representation is: Q 
Number of inputs is: 2 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) (O,Q) (0,0) (O,Q) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) (0,Q) 
(0,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) (1,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) (1,0) (0,0) 
The gate number 17 is: 
And the gate representation is: R 
Number of inputs is: 2 
(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (O,Q) 
(0,0) (1,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,Q) (1,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) (0,0) (O,Q) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,Q) (0,Q) 
(0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (1,0) (0,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,Q) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,Q) ( 1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
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(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) 
The gate number 18 is: 
And the gate representation is: S 
Number of inputs is: 2 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) 
The gate number 19 is: 
And the gate representation is: T 
Number of inputs is: 2 
(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) ( 1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) ( 1,0) 
The gate number 20 is: 
And the gate representation is: U 
Number of inputs is: 2 
(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
The gate number 21 is: 
And the gate representation is: V 
Number of inputs is: 2 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) ( 1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
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(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) 
The gate number 22 is: 
And the gate representation is: W 
Number of inputs is: 2 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) 
(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
The gate number 23 is: 
And the gate representation is: X 
Number of inputs is: 2 
(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
The gate number 24 is: 
And the gate representation is: Y 
Number of inputs is: 2 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) ( 1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) ( 1,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) 
The gate number 25 is: 
And the gate representation is: Z 
Number of inputs is: 2 
(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) 
The gate number 26 is: 
And the gate representation is: [ 
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Number of inputs is: 2 
(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) (0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (O,Q) (1,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,Q) 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (O,Q) (0,Q) (0,Q) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,Q) (0,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,Q) (0,0) (1,0) (0,Q) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (1,0) (0,Q) (0,0) (0,Q) 
The gate number 27 is: 
And the gate representation is: \ 
Number of inputs is: 2 
(0,0) (0,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) 
(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) (0,0) 
(0,Q) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(O,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) 
The gate number 28 is: 
And the gate representation is: ] 
Number of inputs is: 2 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,Q) (0,0) 
(0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) 
(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(O,Q) (0,Q) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,0) 
The gate number 29 is: 
And the gate representation is: /\ 
Number of inputs is: 2 
(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) 
Number of inputs is: 2 
The optimal gate is: 
(1,0) (0,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) ( 1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) ( 1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
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(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) 
End of run at 2194 
----- Best Individual -----
2 number of inputs 
0 ---- finalG Gate ----
(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) 
Circuit: pUpp[pp Wpp\ppFDppRppQppHppFCpp V pp ]p 
Cost: 19 
Fitness: 1 
The phenotype can be constructed out of the printed principle gates. For the run in B.2 
the same were used as in Figure 5.24 and are therefore not shown again. The mutation 
probability and mutation is different to the run in Figure B.1. The found genotype is 
given at the end of Figure B.2. 
Figure B.2.: Information to the results of 2*2 SWAP in Figure 5.27. 
output file of synthesis 
size of the population 80 
mutation probability is 0.08 
mutation ratio (replacement:erasure:addition of segments) 2: 1 :2 
mutation of crossover is 0.85 
factor Alpha is 99 
~~B~~ 1 
estimated minimum cost of this circuit 10 
type of GA 0 - normal, 1 - Baldwinian 0 
type of mutation 0 - normal, 1 - bitwise 1 
type of crossover 0 - 1 point, 1 - 2point 1 
type of replication 0 - Roulette Wheel, 1 - Stochastic Universal Sampling 1 
type of fitness 0 - simplest, 3 - complex 0 
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type of fitness calculation 0 - individual, 1 - grouped 0 
Pareto optimization 0 - no, 1 - yes 0 
Threshold replication 0 - no, other - threshold 0 
Elitism 0 - disabled, I - enabled 0 
Number of Tournament individuals 5 
best individual is 45 
Solution found 
Number of inputs is: 2 
The optimal gate is: 
(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) 
End of run at 1 
----- Best Individual -----
2 number of inputs 
0 ---- finalG Gate ----
(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 






In Figure B.3 the elitism feature was enabled, as in Figure B.1 and the mutation rate 
was decreased. 
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Figure B.3.: Information to the results of 2*2 SWAP in Figure 5.28. 
output file of synthesis 
size of the population 
mutation probability is 
mutation ratio (replacement:erasure:addition of segments) 
mutation of crossover is 
factor Alpha is 
factor Beta is 
estimated minimum cost of this circuit 
type of GA 0 - normal, 1 - Baldwinian 0 
type of mutation 0 - normal, 1 - bitwise 1 








type of replication 0 - Roulette Wheel, 1 - Stochastic Universal Sampling 1 
type of fitness 0 - simplest, 3 - complex 1 
type of fitness calculation 0 - individual, 1 - grouped 0 
Pareto optimization 0 - no, 1 - yes 0 
Threshold replication 0 - no, other - threshold 0 
Elitism 0 - disabled, 1 - enabled 1 
Number of Tournament individuals 3 
best individual is 77 
Solution found 
End of run at 48 
----- Best Individual -----
2 number of inputs 
0 ---- finalG Gate ----
(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (O,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,Q) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,Q) (0,Q) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,Q) (0,Q) (0,Q) 





At the run in Figure B.4 the mutation rate again was set to 12%. The resulted genotype 
is shown at the end of Figure B.4. 
Figure B.4.: Information to the results of 2*2 SW AP in Figure 5.29. 
output file of synthesis 
size of the population 80 
mutation probability is 0.12 
mutation ratio (replacement:erasure:addition of segments) 2:2:2 
mutation of crossover is 0.85 
factor Alpha is 99 
factor Beta is l 
estimated minimum cost of this circuit 10 
type of GA 0 - normal, 1 - Darwinian 0 
type of mutation 0 - normal, 1 - bitwise 1 
type of crossover 0 - 1 point, 1 - 2point 0 
type of replication 0 - Roulette Wheel, 1 - Stochastic Universal Sampling 1 
type of fitness 0 - simplest, 3 - complex 1 
type of fitness calculation 0 - individual, 1 - grouped 0 
Pareto optimization 0 - no, 1 - yes 0 
Threshold replication 0 - no, other - threshold 0 
Elitism 0 - disabled, 1 - enabled 1 
Number of Tournament individuals 3 
intialization done 
best individual is 24 
Solution found 
End of run at 1415 
----- Best Individual -----
2 number of inputs 
0 ---- finalG Gate ----
( 1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) ( 1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) 
(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) 




8.2. Experimental results 
The following data and graph were made using the Genetic algorithm introduced in 
chapter 5. The following parameters were subject of observation: 
• Average diversity of the individual of the population 
• Average length of the individuals 
• Best individual fitness of each population 
• Average fitness of all individuals 
Diversity is used in terms of how many different principle gates out of the given ones 
are contained within the population to construct a quantum gate. The string of an 
individual is checked through and if a principal gate, for example "B", is used within 
the string, the algorithm saves that "B" appears. The longer the individual length is the 
higher the diversity. A population having a high diversity delivers results with higher 
probability. If the diversity decreases, the algorithm reaches a local maximum (if the 
fitness value is a maximum, this is upon the definition of the fitness function). The 
second parameter observed is the length of the individual. It can be said that long 
individual (regarding their string) have lower fitness but usually a high diversity. Since 
one of the fitness functions includes the cost to compute the fitness, the string length 
of an individual gets less. Shorter individuals instead are always in danger to converge 
to fast. Parameter, length and diversity can be controlled using the mutation 
probability. Another interesting parameter is the fitness of the best individual this is 
watched as well. The last parameter represents the average fitness of all individuals. 
This can be used to check if an overall increase of the fitness throughout the 
population takes place. Table B.1 represents an extract of combinations that were tried 
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with the Genetic algorithm. The runs are indicated uniquely in the first column. Their 
corresponding graph can be viewed from Figure B.5 to Figure B.34. The graph in the 
upper left corner always shows the average individual length (X-Axis = Number of 
generations; Y-Axis =String length of the genotype). The second graph at the upper 
right corner shows the average fitness of all individuals (X-Axis = Number of 
generations; Y-Axis = average fitness of one generation). The graph in the lower left 
corner shows the average diversity of the population (X-Axis = Number of 
generations; Y-Axis = diversity in per cent). The last graph of each run in the lower 
right corner describes the development of the fitness of the best individual (X-Axis = 
Number of generations; Y-Axis =Fitness of best Individual of a population). 
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Table B.1.: Parameter combination for GA 
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::I·- 0 Ql 0 0 0 (/) ..c E c:: :2 -~ E ... (/) ro 3 Q) Q) o- Q) ..... ~ c :::J (/) ..c ro a. ·x Q) a: g- ~~ a. OJ Q) (/) (/) ..... > E Cl "S e a. 05 ro a. a. a. ..... Q) :E :::J ·- "5 :::J 0 >. ~ ~ ' ctS >. ' ro ..c ..... 0 "O 0 cc u::: ::;? () <r Cl) a_ ::;? I- ocn ~·c;; i;.... ..... a_ I- ..c w I- .c:: ::;? (.) 
1 8.5. 8 85 99 1 80 10 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 2:1:2 
2 8.6 8 85 99 1 80 10 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 2:1 :2 
3 8.7 8 85 99 1 80 10 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 - 2:1 :2 
4 8.8 8 85 99 1 80 10 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 2:2:2 
5 8.9 8 85 99 1 80 10 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 2:2:2 
6 8.10 8 85 99 1 80 10 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 - 2:2:2 
7 8.11 12 85 99 1 80 10 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 2:2:2 
8 8.12 12 85 99 1 80 10 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 2:2:2 
9 8.13 12 85 99 1 80 10 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 - 2:2:2 
10 8.14 8 85 99 1 80 10 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 3 2:2:2 
11 8.15 8 85 99 1 80 10 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 2:2:2 
12 8.16 8 85 99 1 80 10 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 - 2:2:2 
13 8.17 12 85 99 1 80 10 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 3 2:2:2 s. a. run 
14 8.18 12 85 99 1 80 10 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 2:2:2 7-9 
15 8.19 12 85 99 1 80 10 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 2:2:2 
elitism=1 -
16 8.20 8 85 99 1 80 10 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 3 2:1:2 c:: 
17 8.21 8 85 99 1 80 10 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2:1 :2 
0 
- ·u 
18 8.22 8 85 99 1 80 10 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2:1 :2 
c:: 
- .2 
19 8.23 8 85 99 1 80 10 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 3 2:2:2 (/) (/) 
Q) 
20 8.24 8 85 99 1 80 10 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 2:2:2 5 ;;:: 
21 8.25 8 85 99 1 80 10 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 - 2:2:2 c 
22 8.26 12 85 99 1 80 10 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 3 2:2:2 ~ & 
23 8.27 12 85 99 1 80 10 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 2:2:2 '6 
24 8.28 12 85 99 1 80 10 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2:2:2 "5 - .D 
25 8.29 8 85 99 1 80 10 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 1 3 2:2:2 LO ..... 
' 
26 8.30 8 85 99 1 80 10 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 2:2:2 
..... - c:: 
:::J 
27 8.31 8 85 99 1 80 10 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 - 2:2:2 ..... 
(/) 
28 8.32 12 85 99 1 80 10 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 1 3 2:2:2 ro Q) 
29 8.33 12 85 99 1 80 10 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 - 2:2:2 E ro 
30 8.34 12 85 99 1 80 10 0 1 
(/) 
0 1 1 0 0 0 1 - 2:2:2 
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The bold marked cells are the parameters that were changed compared to the one 
before. Not all combinations were tried. The interested reader may play around with 
various combinations. Each run is depicted with four graphs describing the average 
diversity of the individual of the population, the average length of the individuals, the 
best individual fitness and average fitness of all individuals. 
Figure B.5.: 1. Run of the genetic algorithm 
























Average !Hness of all individuals - Run 1 
1 B 15 22 29 36 43 50 57 64 71 78 BS 92 99 106 113 120 
Figure B.6: 2. Run of the genetic algorithm 
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Figure B. 7: 3. Run of the genetic algorithm 
Average lndlvk:lual length - Fl.in 3 Average fitness of all Individuals - Run 3 
• • •••~••an~•••g~••nn~••ao 
The Figure B.5- B.7 differ only in their selection method. In the run 1-3 the Individual length increases 
dramatically due to the mutation ratio 2: 1 :2 and the mutation rate of 8%. The average fitness is not 
increasing well enough. The diversity is always 100% which is good. The Fitness if the best individual 
gets stuck at a certain point. 
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Figure B.8: 4. Run of the genetic algorithm 
Average lndlvldual length - Run 4 Average fitness of all Individuals - Run 4 
Figure B.9: 5. Run of the genetic algorithm 
Average lndfvldual length - Run 5 Average fitness of all lndlvk:luals - Run 5 
Diversity of the population - Flm 5 Atness of Best lndlvk:lual - R.m 5 
•••••-=-=-mn•n•-·----- •••••-=-=rnmn•n•-------
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Figure B.10: 6. Run of the genetic algorithm 
Average lndMdual length - Run 6 Average fhness of all lndlviduals - Run 6 
•N•••-==m-mn••-••---~- •••••-==m-mn•n•••---~-
Individual length and diversity decreases over generations (due to ratio of mutation). Better average 
fitness of all individuals. All 3 graphs have approximately the same fitness of best individual over 
generations. 
Figure B.11: 7. Run of the genetic algorithm 
Average Individual length - Run 7 Average fitness of all lndlvlduals - Run 7 
oun••-•=m-mn•n•-·---~-
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Figure B.12: 8. Run of the genetic algorithm 
Average Individual length - Run B 
•••••--=m•mn-nm••--•w• 














Average Individual length - Run 9 
Average fitness of all lndfvlduals - Run 8 
•••••--=m-mn-nmm•---ffi• 









Individual length decreases over generations. Average fitness of all individuals stays the same as in B.8-
B 10. The Graphs have approximately the same fitness of best individual over generations as before. 
Diversity is between -60% - -95%. 
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Figure B.14: 10. Run of the genetic algorithm 







78 155 232 309 386 463 540 617 694 771 848 925 100: 






78 155 232 309 386 463 540 617 694 771 848 925 100: 













Average Individual length. Run 11 
78 155 232 309 386 463 540 617 694 771 848 925 100; 
































Average fitness of all Individuals· Run 10 
BO 159 238 317 396 475 554 633 712 791 870 949 
Fitness of Best Individual· Run 10 
78 155 232 309 386 463 540 617 694 771 848 925 100: 
Average fitness of all Individuals. Run 11 
80 159 238 317 396 475 554 633 712 791 870 949 
Fitness of Best Individual - Run 11 





















Average fitness of all individuals - Run 12 
78 155 232 309 386 463 540 617 694 771 848 925 100: 
To Figure B.14-B.16: Diversity is between 40-80%. The individual length converges to 1 segment. Low 
Fitness of best individual over generations. 
Figure B.17: 13. Run of the genetic algorithm 












Figure B.18: 14. Run of the genetic algorithm 












78 155 232 309 386 463 540 617 694 771 848 925 100: 
Figure B.19: 15. Run of the genetic algorithm 


























Average fitness of all individuals - Run 14 
78 155 232 309 386 463 540 617 694 771 848 925 100: 
Average fitness of all individuals - Run 15 
76 151 226 301 376 451 526 601 676 751 826 901 976 
To Figure B.17-B.19: Low Fitness of best individual over generations. Diversity is lower than 90%. The 
individual length converges to 1 segment again. 
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Average Individual length - Run 16 
1 10 19 28 37 46 55 64 73 82 91 100 109 118 127 
Diversity of the population • Run 16 
1 9 17 25 33 41 49 57 65 73 81 89 97 105113121129 















Average Individual length - Run 17 
1 5 9 13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41 45 49 53 57 61 65 69 73 77 81 85 
Diversity of the population - Run 17 


































Average fitness of all lndlvlduals - Run 16 
1 10 19 28 37 46 55 64 73 82 91 100 109 118 127 
Fitness of Best Individual - Run 16 
1 10 19 28 37 46 55 64 73 82 91 100 109 118 127 
Average fitness of all Individuals - Run 17 
1 5 9 13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41 45 49 53 57 61 65 69 73 77 81 85 
Fitness of Best Individual - Run 17 
1 5 9 13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41 45 49 53 57 61 65 69 73 77 81 85 
Figure B.22: 18. Run of the genetic algorithm 









1 5 9 13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41 45 49 53 57 61 65 69 1 5 9 13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41 45 49 53 57 61 65 69 
To Figure B.20-B.22: Length of individuals getting larger and larger over generations. Diversity is 
always 100% (due to high individual length). Highest Fitness of best individual over generations is 0.2 
also due to the length of the individuals. Average fitness of all individuals is really low. 
Figure B.23: 19. Run of the genetic algorithm 


























Average fitness of all individuals - Run 19 
80 159 238 317 396 475 554 633 712 791 870 949 
















Average Individual length • Run 20 
1 20 39 58 77 96 115134 153 172 191210229 248 267 286 305 
Figure B.25: 21. Run of the genetic algorithm 












1 15 29 43 57 71 85 99 113 127 141 155 169 183 197 211 






1 21 41 61 81 101 121 141 161 181 201 221 241 261 281 301 






1 15 29 43 57 71 85 99 113 127 141 155 169 183 197 211 
To Figure B.23-B.25: Difference between Tournament and SUS/Roulette Wheel observable. In B.23 
diversity goes down as well as the average individual fitness length. In B.24 and B.25 the length 
increases or at least stays the same. 
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Figure B.26: 22. Run of the genetic algorithm 






78 155 232 309 386 463 540 617 694 771 848 925 100: 






78 155 232 309 386 463 540 617 694 771 848 925 100 








Average Individual length - Run 23 








Diversity of the population - Run 23 




































Average fitness of all individuals - Run 22 
BO 159 238 317 396 475 554 633 712 791 870 949 
Fitness of Best Individual - Run 22 
80 159 238 317 396 475 554 633 712 791 870 949 
Average fitness of all Individuals - Run 23 
1 16 31 46 61 76 91 106121 136151166 181 196 211 226 
Fitness of Best Individual - Run 23 
1 16 31 46 61 76 91 106121 136 151 166 181 196 211 226 















Average fitness of all indlviduals - Run 24 
1 22 43 64 85 106 127 148 169 190 211 232 253 274 295 316 33 
To Figure B.26-B.28: Same character as in Figure B.23 - B.25. Only the mutation rate is changed. 
Figure B.29: 25. Run of the genetic algorithm 


























Average fitness of all indlviduals - Run 25 
80 159 238 317 396 475 554 633 712 791 870 949 
Fitness of Best Individual - Run 25 
80 159 238 317 396 475 554 633 712 791 870 949 
Figure B.30: 26. Run of the genetic algorithm 












80 159 238 317 396 475 554 633 712 791 870 949 BO 159 238 317 396 475 554 633 712 791 870 949 
Figure B.31: 27. Run of the genetic algorithm 











1 19 37 55 73 91 109127145163181199217235253271 1 19 37 55 73 91 109127 145 163 181 199 217 235 253 271 
In Figure B.30 and Figure B.31the diversity stays almost always at 100% but in Figure B.29 the 
diversity decreases (due to selection pressure).Fitness of best individuals is very low and the same 
applies to the average fitness values of all individuals. 
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Figure B.32: 28. Run of the genetic algorithm 


























Average Individual length - Run 29 
1 19 37 55 73 91 109127145163181199217235253271289 
































Average fitness of all individuals - Run 28 
80 159 238 317 396 475 554 633 712 791 870 949 
Fitness of Best Individual - Run 28 
80 159 238 317 396 475 554 633 712 791 870 949 
Average fitness of all individuals - Run 29 
Fitness of Best Individual - Run 29 
Figure B.34: 30. Run of the genetic algorithm 










80 159 238 317 396 475 554 633 712 791 870 949 80 159 238 317 396 475 554 633 712 791 870 949 
To Figure B.32 - Figure B.34: The individual length decreases in all 3 graphs and the fitness of the best 
individuals is very low, whereas the diversity is relatively high. 
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8.3. Detailed pseudo-code of the genetic algorithm presented in Chapter 5 
Figure B. l presents a more detailed pseudo code then it was shown in Figure 
5.1. The italic marked words are the functions that are called within the C++ source 
code. 
Figure B.35: Detailed pseudo code 
01: t ._ O; 
02: Initialization g.initializePop(); 
03: File read-in initializeGates(); 
saving gates from file into the data structure 
setStringArray(); 
Create individuals with randon string 
makeindvString(i); 
03: Evaluation of all individuals 
g.individualMatrix(a,false); 
or g.groupMatrix(a, false); 
04: while (not(Number of generation I I Results found) do 
05: t ._ t + 1; /*entering the life cycle*/ 
06: Selection of individual (Roulette Wheel, SUS or 
Tournament); g.applyReplication(); 
07: Recombination (1 or 2-point crossover) 
g.applyReplication(); 
08: Mutation (Replacing, Erasing or Adding a segment) 
g.applyMutation(a); 
09: Repairing of fault inserted by the mutation 
g.repairCircuit(a); 
10: Evaluation of all individuals 
g.individualMatrix(a,false); 
or g.groupMatrix(a, false); 
11: Create statistics, if enabled 
12: Check termination condition 
g.setTerminatingCondition(generationCondition); 
13: end while 
14: Print solutions g.output_end(generationCondition); 
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8.4. Source code of the Genetic Algorithm (C++) 
StdAfx.h 











const int MAXNUMBER = 10000; II max number of individuals 
const int GROUPSIZE = 15; //size of the group for group fitnes evaluation 
const int MAXGEN = 1000000; II max number generations allowed 
const float CONSTRAINT= 0.5; II 50% of the wheel has fitness of 1 
const int MAXNUMOFGATES = 81; //max number of gates used 
const int MAXGATEDEM = 81; II 3 to the n power, here set n = 4, so 3"4 = 81. also max number of 
individual matrix size 
const int MAXINDVWIRENUM = 5; II max number of wires for input of an individual is 
MAXINDIWIRENUM 
const int MAXSEGNUM = 40; II max number of segments per individual is MAXSEGNUM 
const int MAXSTRING = 150; II max number of chars in an individual string 
const int MAXGATEINPUT = 5; 11 max number of input for any single gate 
TemaryGA.cpp 
11 ternaryGA.cpp : Begin of the consol application 
II 
#include "stdafx.h" 
using namespace std; 
typedef complex<double> dComp; 





list of the gates can be used 
} ; 
II structure holding the quantum gates 
struct qGate 
{ 
II number of gates in this category 
II for a particular number of input and output, the 
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char representation, parentA, parentB; //using a character to represent it, 
int numIO; II number of input wires 
int Cost; II cost of this gate 
dComp gateMatrixl[MAXGATEDEM][MAXGATEDEM]; //matrix representing this qGate 
}; 











II number of wires of this individual 
II number of segments at the creation, used only for initialization 
II circuit representation as string 
II fitness value 
II Cost of the circuit 
II Error of the circuit 
II for share fitness calculation 
II rank of the individual 
} ; 






dCompl; II complex variable// both here below fields will 
Individual *population[MAXNUMBER]; 










///////////////I I//////////// I I///////////// I I//////////// 
///////////////ll////////////l//////////////ll//////////// 
llllllll/lllll/lll/lllllllllll/llllllllllll/l///llllllll/I 
II parameters for the GA 
II population (array of object Individual) 
II population of individuals used for replication 
II allagtes are stored in here 
II number of gates to be use MAXNUMOFGATES 
II best Individual from the run 
II input file stream 
II output file stream 
II output file stream 
II output file stream 
II size of the population< MAXNUMOFGATES 
int populationNumber; 
II probabilities of mutation and crossover 
double proba_Mutation; 
double proba_Crossover; 
II scaling for the complex fitness function 




//scaling fo the pareto replication 
//default alphal = 1, betal = 1 
float alphal; 
float betal; 
II estimated minimum of cost for a given circuit 
int divider; 
int Ga; 
II type of GA Baldwinian or normal 
110 - normal, 1 - baldwinian 
//setting different types of mutation 
110 - normal, 1 - bitwise 
int mutation; 
//setting different types of crossover 
/JO - lpoint, 1 - 2point 
int crossover; 
//different types of selection 
110 - RW, 1- SUS, 1- Tournament 
int replicator; 
II type of fitness function 
110 - simpleO, 1 - simplel, 2 - complexO, 3 - complex! 
int fitness; 
//method of fitness application 
110 - normal, 1 - groupped shared 
bool grouped; 
//indicator of pareto replication 
110 - no, 1 - yes 
bool pareto; 
//Threshold for replication 
110 - no threshold otherwise must be smaller than 1 
double threshold; 
II elitism; copy the best individual of the parent generation to next one, if the fitness of the best 
offspring individual is lower 
110 - disabled, 1 - enabled 
bool elitism; 
II For Tournament selection, indicate how many individuals are chosen randomly and the 
individual 
II with the best fitness is selected. (large k_ -> high selection pressure; more and more 
superindividuals, low k_ low selection pressure -> random search ) 
int t_individuals; 
II mutationl, .. 2 and mutation3 indicate the ratio between replacing, erasing and adding a 
segment to the individual string 
II 40:20:40; 2: 1 :2 







void applylCrossover(int, int); 
into 2 new child 
void apply2Crossover(int, int); 
into 2 new child 
void applyMutation(int); 
normal or bitwise 
II initialize the population 
II With a 1 point crossover probability recombine 2 parents 
II With a 2 point crossover probability recombine 2 parents 
II With a mutation probability mutate individual either 
void applyReplication(); //Replication of the selected individuals either SUS or RW 
void applyParetoReplication(); //Replication for pareto optimal GA 
void makeFitness(lndividual*, qGate*, double, double); //according to the input it calculates 
different fitness values based on the error and the cost 
void check_for_inoutput_errors(); II checks if every segment of every individual has the same 




void individualMatrix(int, bool); 
each individual 








the allover best 
Individual setlndv(lndividual); 






II some method setting final criteria 
II some method returning if the final conditions were 
II calculation of the individual matrix representation for 
II calculating matrix and also sharing fitness 
II clear everything in one individual 
II method minimizing circuit ... not used always 
II method repairing circuit after mutation 
II method close streams to files 
II writes down the result of the run 
II writes down the best individual from one generation or 
II copy one Individual and output it 
//copy two individual by their addresses 
II returns the char-representation of the gate at the int index 
II nullGate - wire 
II gate/circuit we are looking for 
tempT stringArray[MAXINDVWIRENUM]; 
int resultnurn; 
II sorted by input wires in ascending order 





qGate tensorProduct(qGate*, qGate*); 






II termination criterian 
II some boolean condition 
II tensor product of gate A and gate B 
II matrix product of gate A and gate B 
II reduce the total length of the circuit 
II reads the gates from a file and set them in an 
II creates string representation for each individual 
II set an array used only for initialization 
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bool getFitness(); 
//for minimizer of quantum circuits 
qGate copyGate(qGate*); 
int compareGate( q Gate*); 
bool compareGate(qGate, qGate); 
void removeRedund(lndividual*); 
basic_string<char> synthSegment(int, int); 
//looks for the best individual with fitness 1 
II makes a copy of a quantum gate 
II compares one quantum gate to all available 
II compare two gates 
II remove redundant segments in the circuit 
II creates a new segment of gates in string 
representation 
void mergeSegs(Individual*, int, int); II merge two equivalent or equal segments 
}; 
II############################################################################# 
II # Main Program # 
//############################################################################# 
int main(int argc, char* argv[]) 
{ 
used. 
srand( time(NULL) ); //initialize the randomization, rand()%X is later 
int generationCondition = O; 
//ignition 
GAg; 
II Initialization of: 
II - used gates 
II - gates label 




float init_fitness =0; 
for (int a= O;a<g.populationNumber;a++) 
{ 
II calculates the fitness 
if (lg.grouped) { 
g.individualMatrix( a, false); //false=no output for debugging; 
true=output 
//g.tmp_stream << "\n\n"; 
else g.groupMatrix(a, false); 
II determines the best Individual and saves it 
if(a==O) 
else 
init_fitness = g.population[a]->fitness; 
if(init_fitness < g.population[a]->fitness) { 




g.tmp_stream << "#############################################" << endl; 
cout<<"lnitialization completely done"<<endl; 
int counter= O; 
N#################################################################### 




cout<<" current generation is "<<generationCondition<< endl; //"\t Fitness of best Individual:" 
<< g.bestlndv.fitness <<" "<< g.bestlndv.my_string << endl; 
if (!g.pareto) 
g.applyReplication(); //Selection and Crossing over ( 1- or 2-point) 
else g.applyParetoReplication(); 
for (a= O;a<g.populationNumber;a++) 
{ 
g.applyMutation(a); 
g.population[a]->fitness = O; 
g.repairCircuit(a); 
if (lg.grouped) 
g.individualMatrix( a,false ); 
else g.groupMatrix(a, false); 
II Evaluation of fitness and Error 
if (counter == I 00) //checking if I 00 iterations reached, then print out of best individual 
{ . 
cout<< generationCondition <<"\t selecting the best individual ... " << "\t Fitness of 
best Individual: "<< g.bestlndv.fitness <<" "<< g.bestlndv.my_string << endl; 
g.outputBest(generationCondition); 
counter= O; 
for (a= O;a<g.populationNumber;a++) { 
g.tmp_stream <<a<<"."<< g.population[a]->my_string << endl; 




cout<<"selecting the best individual DONE "<<endl; 
II Statistics (activateable only for programmer) 
if(l) { 
float temp_ave_length=O; II temporary variable to calculate the average individual 
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float ave_indi_length=O; //average individual length 
float ave_diversity=O; If average diversity w.r.t. the used principle gates 
float ave_fitness=O; If average of the individual within the population 
float temp_diversity _array[MAXNUMOFGATES]; 
float temp_diversity=O; 
g.stat_stream << generationCondition << ";"; 
for (a= O;a<g.populationNumber;a++) { 
for (int c = O;c<g.numofgates;c++) temp_diversity_array[c] = O; 
If calculate average length of all individuals 
temp_ave_length=O; 
temp_diversity=O; 
for(int b = O;b<g.population[a]->my _string.length();b++) { 
if(g.getGate(g.population[ a ]->my _string.at(b)) == 4 7) 
temp_ave_length++; 
else 
temp_ diversity _array[g. getGate(g. population[ a]-




!/calculate average diversity for one individual 
for ( c = O;c<g.numofgates;c++) 
temp_diversity +=temp_diversity_array[c]; 
ave_diversity += temp_diversity; /l(temp_diversity/temp_ave_length); 
!/calculate average fitness 
ave_fitness += g.population[a]->fitness; 
ave _indi_lengthf=g. populationN umber; 
ave_fitness /=g.populationNumber; 
ave_diversity /= g.numofgates; 
I! Output to statistic file, accessable with ms-excel 
g.stat_stream << ave_indi_length << ";" << ave_fitness << ";" << ave_diversity << ";" 
<< g.bestlndv.fitness<< ";" << endl; 
} 
generationCondition++; 










calculation of individual fitness 
and of individual matrix representation 
setting the fitness for each individual also 
because each individual stores only a representation 
string not the whole circuit 
void GA::individualMatrix(int i, bool display) 
{ 
//temporary storage values 
float Error=O, Cost=O; 
int Time=O, a, b, j; 
//four free gates for operations 
qGate *tempo, *templ, *temp2, *finalG; 
Individual *I= population[i]; 
if (l->ioNumber <= 1) 
{ 
j =0; 
//setting the first gate 
for (a= O;a<= numofgates;a++) 
j++; 





while (j<=l->my _string.length()-1) 
{ 
//setting the next gate 
for (a= O;a<= numofgates;a++) 
if (gateArray[a]->representation == I->my_string.at(j)) 
{ 
temp2 = gateArray[a]; 
Cost+= gateArray[a]->Cost; 
break; 
//making matrix product on the location of the first gate 
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} 
//recursive calculation of the circuit 
tempO = &matrixProduct(tempO, temp2); 
j++; 
finalG = tempO; 
} else //for more than one wire circuit 
{ 
int begin = 0; 
int end= I->my_string.find("p", begin+ l); 
while( end > 0) 
{ 
if ((end - begin)> 1) 
{ 
tempO= gateArray[getGate(I->my _string.at(begin+ 1 ))] ; //getGate(I->my _string.at(begin+ 1 )); 
begin++; 
Cost+= tempO->Cost; 
/*for (a= O;a<= numofgates;a++) { 
}*/ 
if (gateArray[a]->representation == I->my_string.at(begin+ 1)) 
{ 
tempO= gateArray[a]; 
begin++; Cost+= gateArray[a]->Cost; 
break; 
for (b = begin+ 1 ;b<end;b++) 
{ 
temp 1 = gateArray[getGate(l->my _string.at(b))]; //getGate(I-
>my_string.at(begin+ 1 )); 
} 
Cost+= templ->Cost; 
/*for (a= O;a<= numofgates;a++) { 
*I 





tempO = &tensorProduct(tempO, tempi); 
if (Time == 0) 
{ 
else 




finalG = &matrixProduct(finalG, tempO); 
Time++; 
begin= 1->my_string.find("p", end); 
end= l->my_string.find("p11 , begin+l); 
finalG->numIO = 1->ioNumber; 
//direct correspondence between number of wires in the goal and current individual 





for (int a= O; a<(int(pow(3,finalG->numIO)));a++) 
{ 
for (int b = 0; b<(int(pow(3,finalG->numIO)));b++) 
{ 
//simple comparison - cell by cell and if unequal add one error 
if (finalGate.gateMatrixl [a][b] != finalG->gateMatrixl [a][b]) 
Error++; 
//Calculate simple Fitness for current individual 
makeFitness(I, finalG, Error, Cost); 
//DEBUG- Do only enable ifneeded 
if (1) 
{ 
//tmp_stream << i << 11 output begin " <<endl; 
/*for(int tml=O; tm1<27;tml ++) { 
for(int tm2=0; tm2<27;tm2++) { 
tmp_stream << finalG->gateMatrixl[tml][tm2]; 
tmp_stream << "\n"; 
tmp_stream << "\n"; 
*I 
//tmp_stream << "\nCircuit: "<< 1->my_string << "\nCost: "<< 1->Cost << 11\nFitness: 11 << !-
>fitness<< "\nError: 11 << 729*1->Error << endl; 
//tmp_stream << i <<11 output end " <<endl; 






out_stream <<" "<< i << "---- finalG Gate----" <<endl; 
for (int a= O; a<(int(pow(3,finalG->numIO)));a++) 
{ 
for (int b = 0; b<(int(pow(3,finalG->numIO)));b++) 
out_stream<< finalG->gateMatrixl[a][b] <<" "; 
out_stream << endl; 
out_stream << "\nCircuit: "<< 1->my_string << "\nCost: "<< 1->Cost << "\nFitness: "<< !-
>fitness << endl; 
} 
void GA::groupMatrix(int i, bool display) 
{ //temporary storage values 
float Error = O; 
int Time= 0; 
float Cost = O; 
int probal; 
//three free gates for operations 
//finalG is the matrix represenation for fitness evaluation 
qGate *tempo, *tempi, *temp2, *finalG; 
Individual *I= population[i]; 
basic_string<char> tempStr; 
for (int b = O;b<GROUPSIZE;b++) 
{ 
tempStr = 1->my_string; 
do { 
probal = (rand()%(populationNumber)); 
} while (1->ioNumber != population[probal]->ioNumber); 
tempStr.append(population[probal]->my_string); 
if (1->ioNumber <= 1) 
{ 
intj = 0; 
for (int a= O;a<= MAXNUMOFGATES;a++) 
j++; 





while (j<=tempStr .length()-1) 
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} 
for (a= O;a<= MAXNUMOFGATES;a++) 
if (gateArray[a]->representation == tempStr.atG)) 
{ 
temp2 = gateArray[a]; 
Cost+= gateArray[a]->Cost; 
break; 
//making matrix product on the location of the first gate 
//recursive calculation of the circuit 
tempo = &matrixProduct(tempO, temp2); 
j++; 
finalG = tempO; 
} else //for more than one wire circuit 
{ 
int begin = O; 
int end = tempStr.find("p", begin+ 1 ); 
while( end> 0) 
{ 
if ((end - begin)> 1) 
{ 
for (int a= O;a<= MAXNUMOFGATES;a++) 









for (int b = begin+ 1 ;b<end;b++) 
{ 





tempo= &tensorProduct(tempO, templ); 
} 






finalG = tempO; 
Time++; 
finalG = &matrixProduct(finalG, tempO); 
Time++; 
begin= tempStr.find("p", end); 
end= tempStr.find("p", begin+ l); 
finalG->numIO = 1->ioNumber; 
//direct correspondence between number of wires in the goal and current individual 




for (int a= O; a<(int(pow(3,finalG->numIO)));a++) 
for (int b = 0; b<(int(pow(3,finalG->numIO)));b++) 
{ 
//simple comparison 
if (finalGate.gateMatrixl [a][b] != finalG-
>gateMatrix 1 [a] [b]) 
} 
Error++; 
makeFitness(I, finalG, Error, Cost); 
1->my_string = tempStr; 
if (display) 
{ 
out_stream << " -------- " <<endl; 
for (int a= O; a<(int(pow(3,finalG->numIO)));a++) 
{ 
for (int b = O; b<(int(pow(3,finalG->numIO)));b++) 
out_stream << finalG->gateMatrixl[a][b] <<" "; 
out_stream << endl; 
if (i == populationNumber-1) 
for (int o = O;o<populationNumber;o++) 
{ 





for (intj = O;j < MAXGATEINPUT;j++) 
{ 
count[j] = 0; 
for (inti = O; i < numofgates; i++) 
{ 
Q = gateArray[i]; 
if (Q->numIO == (j+ 1)) 
{ 
stringArray[j].nameGate[count[j]] = Q->representation; 
count[j]++; 
stringArray[j].numberGates = count[j]; 
void GA::makelndvString(int i) 
{ 
int tempNumber,tempNumber2, tempGate, counter, temporyhold; 
char gate; 
Individual *I= population[i]; 
counter= O; 
for (int j = O; j < 1->segmentNumber; j++) //for each segment of this individual 
{ 
if (1->ioNumber > MAXGATEINPUT) JI if the input has more than 
MAXGATEINPUT (4) 
tempGate = MAXGATEINPUT; 11 max gate to use 
else 
tempGate = 1->ioNumber; 
tempNumber = 1->ioNumber; //the number of inputs 
do 
{ 
tempNumber2 = int(tempGate*rand()/((double)RAND_MAX+l.O)); 
//rand()%tempGate; //which gate to use 
}while (stringArray[tempNumber2].numberGates == O); 
if (1->ioNumber > 1) //if not only one input 
{ 
1->my_string += 'p'; 
counter++; 






gate= stringArray[ tempNumber2].nameGate[temporyhold]; 
1->my_string +=gate; 
counter++; 
tempNumber = tempNumber - (tempNumber2+ 1); 








tempNumber2 = rand()%(tempGate); 





}while (stringArray[tempNumber2].numberGates == O); 
temporyhold = 
int(stringArray[ tempNumber2] .numberGates *rand()/( (double )RAND_MAX + 1.0) ); 
//rand()%stringArray[tempNumber2].numberGates; 
gate= stringArray[tempNumber2].nameGate[temporyhold]; //when only can choose 




if (1->ioNumber > 1) 
{ 
1->my_string += 'p'; 
counter++; 
//tmp_stream << i << ". "<< population[i]->my_string << endl; 
II This function is called at the very end 
fl to print out the best individual 
fl no calculation is done, only print out! 
void GA::output_end(int generationCondition) 
{ 
qGate *qG; 
out_stream <<"There are"<< numofgates <<"gates from the input file and synthesized.\n"; 
for (int i = O; i < numofgates; i++) 
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qG = gateArray[i]; 
out_stream << "The gate number " << i << " is: " << endl; 
out_stream <<"And the gate representation is: "<< gateArray[i]->representation << endl; 
out_stream << "Number of inputs is: " << qG->numIO << endl; 
out_stream << "Parent A is: " << qG->parentA << endl; 
out_stream << "Parent B is: " << qG->parentB << endl; 
for (int j = O; j < (int(pow(3,qG->numIO))); j++) 
{ 
for (int k = O; k < (int(pow(3,qG->numIO))); k++) 
{ 
out_stream<< qG->gateMatrixl[j][k] <<" "; 
out_stream << endl; 
out_stream << "Number of inputs is: " << finalGate.numIO << endl; 
out_stream <<"The optimal gate is: \n"; 
for (int m = 0; m < (int(pow(3,resultnum))); m++) 
{ 
for (int n = O; n < (int(pow(3,resultnum))); n++) 
{ 
out_stream << finalGate.gateMatrixl[n][m] <<" "; 
out_stream << endl; 
out_stream << "---------------------------" << endl; 
out_stream << " End of run at " <<generationCondition<< endl; 
out_stream << "---------------------------" << endl; 
out_stream << "----- Best Individual -----" << endl; 
out_stream << bestlndv.ioNumber<<" number of inputs "<<endl; 
setlndv(population[ O], &bestlndv ); 
individualMatrix(O, true); 
out_stream<<endl; 
out_stream<< bestlndv.my_string<<" representation "<<endl; 
out_stream<< bestlndv.fitness<<" fitness "<<endl; 










for (int a= O;a<populationNumber;a++) 
{ 





init_fitness = population[a]->fitness; 
if(init_fitness > population[a]->fitness) { 
found =a; 
setlndv(population[found], &bestlndv); 
setlndv(population[populationN umber], &bestlndv); 
found = populationNumber; 
individualMatrix(found, false); 
I* 
out_ stream<< "---------------------------" << endl; 
out_stream << " End of run at " <<generationCondition<< endl; 
out_stream << "---------------------------" << endl; 
out_stream <<"-----Best Individual-----"<< endl; 
out_stream << bestlndv.ioNumber<<" number of inputs "<<endl; 
out_stream<<endl; 
out_stream<< bestlndv.my_string<<" representation "<<endl; 
out_stream<< bestlndv.fitness<<" fitness "<<endl; 
out_stream<< bestlndv.Error<<" error "<<end!; 
out_stream<< bestlndv.Cost<<" Cost "<<end!; 
*I 
II Restrictions: 
II 1. no fan out - ex, 5 inputs has to have 5 outputs 




char outFile[ 100]; 
condition= false; 
int random_number=O; 
II Open input and output files. 
cout <<"Please input the source file"<< endl; 
strcpy(inFile,"INPUT_ternary_SW AP _new.txt"); 
cout << inFile << endl; 






cout <<"Input file opening failed.\n"; 
exit(l); 
cout << "\nPlease input the output file" << endl; 
strcpy( outFile, "OUTPUT _ternary _SW AP _new. txt" ); 
cout << outFile << endl; 
//cin >> outFile; 
out_stream.open( outFile ); 
if ( out_stream.fail()) 
{ 
} 





cout <<"Output stat. file opening failed.\n"; 
exit (l); 
stat_stream << "Generation;Average Individual Length;Average Fitness;Average 




cout <<"Output temp file opening failed.\n"; 
exit (l); 
initializeGates(); 
setStringArray(); II add letter to every gate 
for (inti= 0; i < populationNumber; i++) 
{ 
//generate first population 
population[i] =new Individual; 
new_population[i] =new Individual; 
population[i]->ioNumber = finalGate.numIO; 
random_number = 
1 +int(MAXSEGNUM*rand()/(( double )RAND _MAX+ 1.0));//(rand()o/oMAXSEGNUM)+ 1; 
population[i]->segmentNumber = random_number; 
makelndvString(i); 
//create components of the current individual 
i=i; 
JI For elitism generate an additional individual which is not subject to replication 
II only for storage, nothing else 
population[populationNumber] =new Individual; 
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out_stream << "\nintialization done" << endl; 
void GA::check_for_inoutput_errors() { 
int begin, counter; 
bool condition; 
Individual *I; 
condition = false; 
begin= O; 
for(int a=O; a<populationNumber;a++) { 






//end = 1->my _string.find("p", begin+ 1 ); 
do { 
begin++; 
} while(l->my _string.at(begin)=='p'); 





} while(l->my _string.at(begin) !='p'); 
/* 
for (int n = begin;n<end;n++) { 
>my_string.at(n))]).numIO; 
*I 
if (1->my_string.at(n) != 'p') 
{ 
counter += (*gateArray[getGate(I-
if (counter< finalGate.numIO II finalGate.numIO <counter) 
{ 
cout << "ALARM INPUT/OUTPUT extended size" << endl; 
} 
//begin = 1->my _string.find("p" ,end+ 1 ); 
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if(begin+ 1 ==!->my _string.size()) 
break; 
int GA::getGate(char b) 
{ 
int a= static_cast<int>(b); 
a-=65; 
return a; 
II B == 66 -> 66-65 = 1 with in the gateArray[l] 
II Restrictions: 
111. mutate one gate to another with same number of I/O 
II 2. mutate 2 or more parallel connections between them 
113. mutate any gate with n I/Oto any gates or gate with same n I/O 
void GA::applyMutation(int indv) 
{ 
qGate temp, tempi, old; 
char /*replaceGate, */gate; 
int proba2, length; 
float proba; 
Individual *I= population[indv]; 
l!!llllllllll! I I !lllll I 
//setting mutation for either normal (full length) or bitwise 




l!!l II II I !I II/ I I!! II Ill 
I!! II II II Ill! I/ I //I II I I 
II cout << "## " << indv << " apply mutation##" << endl; 
for (int A = 0; A<length;A++) 
{ 
proba = 1-(double(l.O*rand()/((double)RAND_MAX+l.O))); 
if (proba <= proba_Mutation) 
{ 
//proba2 = rand()%(*1).my_string.length(); 
//proba2 = 
double( (*l).my _string.length()*rand()/( (double )RAND _MAX+ 1.0) ); 
//gate= I->my_string.at(proba2); 
proba = 1-(double(l.O*rand()/((double)RAND_MAX+l.O))); 
//proba = 0.27; II just to force the first mutation type 
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II Replace segment by a random generated segment 
if (proba <mutation I) //0.33) 
{ 
//cout <<"MUTATION"<< endl; 
do { 
proba2 = 
double( (*l).my _string.length()*rand()/( (double )RAND _MAX+ 1.0) ); //(rand()%1->my _string.length())-
1; 
place 
if (proba2 < 0) proba2 = O; 
gate= l->my_string.at(proba2); 
}while(gate != 'p' II proba2>(1->my_string.length() -3)); 
if (l->my_string.at(proba2+ 1) == 'p') 
proba2++; 
int proba3=1->my_string.find("p", proba2+1); 
//cut off one segment 
l->my _string.erase(proba2, (proba3-proba2+ 1 )); 
II create new segment randomly and insert it into the old segments 
basic_string<char> tempS; 
int V = 0; 
do { 
temp= 




if (temp.numIO <= (1->ioNumber-V) && temp.numIO > 0) 
{ 
} 
V += temp.nurnlO; 
tempS.insert(tempS.length(), 1, 
}while(V != 1->ioNumber); 
tempS.insert(O, "p"); 
tempS.insert(tempS.length(), "p"); 
l->my _string.insert(proba2, tempS); 
if (proba >=mutation I && proba < mutation2) //(proba >= 0.33 && proba < 
//erase one segment 
//cout <<"MUTATION --- CUT"<< endl; 
if (1->my_string.length() > (l->ioNumber*3)) 
{ 
if (1->ioNumber <= 1) 
{ 
proba2 = (rand()%1->my_string.length())-l; 












if (proba2 < 0) proba2 = 0; 
gate= l->my_string.at(proba2); 
}while(gate != 'p' II proba2>(1->my_string.length() 
if (l->my_string.at(proba2+ 1) == 'p') proba2++; 
int proba3=1->my_string.find("p", proba2+1); 
l->my _string.erase(proba2, (proba3-proba2+ 1) ); 
//add segment to the end of the circuit 
//cout «"MUTATION --- --- ADD"<< endl; 
basic_string<char> tempS; 
int V = 0; 
do { 
temp= 
*gateArray[int( numofgates *rand()/( (double )RAND _MAX+ 1.0) )] ; //rand()%numofgates]; 
temp.representation); 
void GA::repairCircuit(int a) 
{ 
int begin, end, counter; 
if (temp.numIO <= (1->ioNumber-V) && temp.numIO > 0) 
{ 
} 
V += temp.numlO; 
tempS.insert(tempS.length(), 1, 
}while(V != 1->ioNumber); 
tempS.insert(O, "p"); 
tempS.insert(tempS.length(), "p"); 
1->my _string.insert(l->my _string.length(), tempS); 
boo] condition, erased; 
Individual *I= population[ a]; 
condition = false; 
begin= O; 
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//formal formed circuits --- very malformed 
if (l->my_string.size{)<3) 
{ 
1->ioNumber = finalGate.numlO; 
1->segmentNumber = rand()%MAXSEGNUM+ 1; II number of segments in series, 
between 1 and MAXSEGNUM 
makelndvString(a); II create an string for each individual in the population 




erased = false; 
end= 1->my_string.find("p", begin+ 1); 
if (end> 1->my_string.size() II end< 0) 
break; 
if (1->my_string.at(O) != 'p' II l->my_string.at(l->my_string.size()-1) != 'p') 
{ 
1->ioNumber = finalGate.numIO; 
1->segmentNumber = rand()%MAXSEGNUM+ 1; II number of segments in 
series, between 1 and MAXSEGNUM 
makelndvString(a); II create an string for each individual in the population 
condition = true; 
break; 
for (int n = begin;n<end;n++) 
if (1->my_string.at(n) != 'p') 
{ 
counter += (*gateArray[getGate(l->my _string.at(n))]).numlO; 
if (counter< 1->ioNumber) 
{ 
1->my _string.erase(begin, (end-begin+ 1) ); 
erased= true; 
if(finalGate.numIO <counter) { 
cout <<"ALARM INPUT/OUTPUT extended size"<< endl; 






I->ioNumber = finalGate.numIO; 
I->segmentNumber = rand()%MAXSEGNUM+l; II number of 
segments in series, between 1 and MAXSEGNUM 
makeindvString(a); //create an string for each individual in the 
population 
condition = true; 
} else 
{ 
if (end< I->my_string.length()-2) 
begin= I->my_string.find("p",end+ l); 
else condition = true; 
II Restrictions: 
II 1. replace gate with same number of 1/0 
II 2. replace one gate with n 1/0 with any combination of smaller gates with 
II same number ofl/O 
II 3. conserve strict correspondence of connections 
void GA::applylCrossover(int indl, int incl2) 
{ 
II apply rules and make crossover 
int probal, proba2; 
Individual *I= new_population[indl]; 
Individual *J = new_population[ind2]; 
if (I->ioNumber == J->ioNumber) 
{ 
do { 
proba 1 = double(l->my _string.length()*rand()/( (double )RAND _MAX+ 1.0) ); 
II (rand()o/o(l->my_string.length())); 
}while(probal >= I->my_string.length() II probal ==0); 
do { 
proba2 = double(J->my_string.length()*rand()/(( double )RAND_MAX+ 1.0)); 
JI (rand()o/o(J->my_string.length())); 
}while(proba2 >= J->my_string.length() II proba2 ==0); 
basic_string<char> temp 1; 
basic_string<char> temp2; 
//cout <<"I-Point Crossover probal:" << probal <<" proba2:" << proba2 << endl; 












if (probal == 0) 
else 
{ 
temp 1 = 1->my _string.substr(probal ); 
if ((1->my_string.at(probal)) == 'p') 
if ((l->my_string.at(probal-1)) == 'p') 
probal-=2; 
else probal--; 
while((l->my _string.at(proba 1 )) != 'p') 
probal--; 
templ = 1->my_string.substr(probal); 
if (proba2 == 0) 
else 
{ 
temp2 = J->my_string.substr(proba2); 
if ((J->my_string.at(proba2)) == 'p') 
if ((J->my_string.at(proba2-l)) == 'p') 
proba2-=2; 
else proba2--; 
while((J->my_string.at(proba2)) != 'p') 
proba2--; 
temp2 = J->my_string.substr(proba2); 
if (temp I.length() >=3 && temp2.length() >= 3) //3 =minimum circuit 
1->my_string.replace(probal, templ.length(), temp2, 0, 
J->my_string.replace(proba2, temp2.length(), tempi, 0, 
tempi = 1->my_string.substr(probal); 
temp2 = J->my_string.substr(proba2); 
if (templ.length() > i && temp2.length() > i) 
{ 
1->my _string.replace(probai, 1->my _string.length(), temp2, 0, 
J->my_string.replace(proba2, J->my_string.length(), tempi, 0, 
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II DEBUGGING 
II out_stream << indl <<" "<< 1->my_string << "\n" << ind2 <<" "<< J->my_string << 
"\n\n"; 
II DEBUGGING END 
void GA::apply2Crossover(int indl, int ind2) 
void GA::apply2Crossover(int indl, int ind2) 
{ 
II apply rules and make crossover 
int proba[ 4], a=O; 
Individual *I= new_population[indl]; 
Individual *J = new_population[ind2]; 




>my_string.length()*rand()/((double)RAND_MAX+ l.O)); II 
}while(proba[O] >= (1->my_string.length())/2); 
do { 
proba[l] = (rand()%(1->my _string.length()));//double(I-
>my_string.length()*rand()/( (double )RAND _MAX+ 1.0) ); II 
if(proba[l] <= proba[O]) 
proba[l] = 1->my_string.length(); 
}while(proba[l] >= 1->my_string.length()); II && proba[l] <= proba[O]); 
do { 
proba[2] = (rand()%(J->my_string.length())); //double(J-
>my_string.length()*rand()/((double)RAND_MAX+ 1.0)); 
II --- ins by norm 
//if (proba[2] >= (1->my_string.length())) 
II proba[2] = J->my_string.length(); 
II ---
} while(proba[2] >= (J->my _string.length())/2); 
do { 
proba[3] = (rand()%(J->my_string.length())); //double(J-
>my_string.length()*rand()/((double)RAND_MAX+ 1.0)); 
if(proba[3] <= proba[2]) 
proba[3] = J->my_string.length(); 
}while((proba[3] >= J->my_string.length())); II && proba[3] <= proba[2]) /*II 
(proba[3] >= 1->my_string.length())*/); 
basic_string<char> temp 1; 
basic_string<char> temp2; 
//----
if ((1->my_string.at(proba[O])) == 'p' && proba[O] !=0) 




while((l->my_string.at(proba[O])) != 'p') 
proba[O]--; 
if ((1->my_string.at(proba[l])) == 'p' && proba[l]!=O) 
if((l->my_string.at(proba[l]-1)) == 'p') 
proba[ I ]-=2; 
else proba[l]--; 
while((l->my_string.at(proba[l])) != 'p') 
proba[l]--; 
if ((J->my_string.at(proba[2])) == 'p' && proba[2] !=0) 
if ((J->my_string.at(proba[2]-l)) == 'p') 
proba[2]-=2; 
else proba[2]--; 
while((J->my_string.at(proba[2])) != 'p') 
proba[2]--; 
if ((J->my_string.at(proba[3])) == 'p' && proba[3]!=0) 
if ((J->my_string.at(proba[3]-l)) == 'p') 
proba[3]-=2; 
else proba[3]--; 
while((J->my_string.at(proba[3])) != 'p') 
proba[3]--; 
if (1->ioNumber > 1) 
{ 
tempi= 1->my_string.substr(proba[O], proba[l]-proba[O]); //tempi= 1-
>my_string.substr(proba[O], proba[ l]-proba[O]+ I); 
temp2 = J->my_string.substr(proba[2], proba[3]-proba[2]); //temp2 = J-
>my_string.substr(proba[2], proba[3]-proba[2]+ I); 
temp2.length()); 
temp I.length()); 




1->my_string.replace(proba[O], temp I.length(), temp2, 0, 
J->my_string.replace(proba[2], temp2.length(), tempi, 0, 









tempi = 1->my_string.substr(proba[O], proba[l]); 
temp2 = J->my_string.substr(proba[2], proba[3]); 
if (temp I.length()> l && temp2.length() > 1) 
{ 
1->my _string.replace(proba[O], 1->my _string.length(), temp2, 0, 
J->my_string.replace(proba[2], J->my_string.length(), tempi, 0, 
void GA::applyReplication() 
{ 
float fitnessSum = O; 
float first, second, tempsum, proba; 
int indvl, indv2; //added =0 =0 to prevent error, maybe needs to be removed and to work 
around 
int i,c=O,d=O; 
for (i = O; i < populationNumber; i++) fitnessSum += population[i]->fitness; 
//out_stream << "fitnessSum: "<< fitnessSum << "\n"; 
int counter = O; 
bool condition = false; 
while (!condition) 
{ 
if (replicator== 0) 
{ 
//roulette wheel 
if (threshold> 0) 
do{ 
indv 1 = rand()%(populationNumber-1 ); 
indv2 = rand()%(populationNumber-1 ); 
} while(population[indvl]->fitness >threshold && 
population[indv2]->fitness > threshold); 
else{ 
//do{ 
first = double(l.O*rand()/((double)RAND_MAX+ 1.0)); 
first = first*fitnessSum; 
second= double(l.O*rand()/((double)RAND_MAX+l.0)); 




II OLD but only random choice without any direction 
//indvl = rand()%(populationNumber-1); 
//indv2 = rand()%(populationNumber-l); 
//} while(indvl == indv2); 
if (threshold == 0) 
{ 
tempsum= O; 
for (c = O;c<populationNumber;c++) 
{ 
tempsum += population[c]->fitness; 
if (tempsum >=first) 
{ 
indvl = c; 
break; 
tempsum= O; 
for (d = O;d<populationNumber;d++) 
{ 
tempsum += population[d]->fitness; 
if (tempsum >=second) 
{ 
indv2 = d; 
break; 
else if(replicator == 1) 
{ 
//stochastic universal sampling 





double(populationNumber*rand()/(( double )RAND_MAX+ 1.0)); II rand()%(populationNumber-1 ); 
} while(indvl >threshold && indv2 >threshold); 
else 
first = ((1-
( double( l .O*rand()/(( double )RAND_MAX+ l .O))))*fitnessSum)/2; 
second = fitnessSum - first; 
if (threshold== 0) 
{ 
tempsum= O; 
for (c = O;c<populationNumber;c++) 
{ 




if (tempsum >=first) 
{ 
indvl = c; 
break; 
tempsum= O; 
for (d = O;d<populationNumber;d++) 
{ 
tempsum += population[d)->fitness; 




indv2 = d; 
break; 
for(int c=O;c<t_individuals;c++) { 
temp_indv = 
int(populationNumber*rand()/(( double)RAND_MAX+ 1.0)); 
if(c==O) 




indvl = temp_indv; 








indv2 = temp_indv; 






setlndv(new _population[ counter], population[indv 1 ]); 
counter++; 
setlndv(new _population[ counter], population[indv 1 ]); 
setlndv( new _population[ counter+ 1], population[indv2]); 
proba = 1-(double(l.O*rand()/((double)RAND_MAX+l.0))); 
if (proba < proba_Crossover && indvl != indv2) 
{ 
II DEBUGGING 
II out_stream << "indvl: "<< indvl << "\n" << "indv2: "<< indv2 
II DEBUGGING END 
if (crossover == 0) 
applyl Crossover( counter, counter+ 1 ); 
else apply2Crossover(counter, counter+ l); 
counter+= 2; 
if (counter>= populationNumber-1) condition= true; 
//Generational GA - replacing of all parents with the new offspring generation 
for (i = O;i<populationNumber;i++) 
{ 
II DEBUGGING 
II out_stream << i <<" "<< population[i]->my_string << "\n"; 
II DEBUGGING END 




int indvl, indv2, tempsum, fitnessSum, first, second; 
int counter = O; 
boo! condition = false; 
for (inti = O; i < populationNumber; i++) population[i]->Rank = -1; 
int temp_rank; 
for (i = O; i < populationNumber; i++) 
temp_rank = O; 
for (int j = O; j < populationNumber; j++) 
{ 
if (population[i]->Rank <= -1) 
{ 
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if ((alphal *population[i]->Error) <= population[j]->Error && 
(betal *population[i]->Cost) <= population[j]->Cost) 
temp_rank++; 
} 
population[i]->Rank = temp_rank; 
fitnessSum = O; 
for (i = O; i < populationNumber; i++) 
fitnessSum += population[i]->Rank; 
while (!condition) 
{ 
if (replicator == 0) 
{ 
//roulette wheel 
if (threshold> 0) 
do{ 
indvl = rand()%(populationNumber-1); 
indv2 = rand()%(populationNumber-l); 
} while(population[indvl]->fitness >threshold && 
population[indv2]->fitness > threshold); 
else 
first = (1-
( double(l .O*rand()/((double )RAND_MAX+ l .O))))*fitnessSum; 
second = (1-
( double( 1.0*rand()/(( double )RAND _MAX+ l .O))))*fitnessSum; 
} 
else 
//stochastic universal sampling 
if (threshold> 0) 
else 
do{ 
indv 1 = rand()%(populationNumber-1 ); 
indv2 = rand()%(populationNumber-l); 
} while(indvl >threshold && indv2 >threshold); 
first = ((1-
( double( 1.0*rand()/(( double )RAND_MAX + 1.0))))*fitnessSum)/2; 
second = fitnessSum - first; 
if (threshold== 0) 
{ 
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tempsum = O; 
for (int c = O;c<populationNumber;c++) 
{ 
tempsum += population[c]->Rank; 
if ( tempsum >= first) 
{ 
indvl = c; 
break; 
tempsum = 0; 
for (int d = O;d<populationNumber;d++) 
{ 
tempsum += population[d]->Rank; 
if (tempsum >=second) 
{ 
indv2 = d; 
break; 
if( counter== populationNumber-1 ){ 
} else 
{ 
setlndv(new _population[ counter], population[indv 1 ]); 
counter++; 
setlndv(new _population[ counter], population[indv 1 ]); 
setlndv(new _population[ counter+ l], population[indv2]); 
proba = 1-(double(l.O*rand()/((double)RAND_MAX+l.0))); 
if (proba < proba_Crossover && indvl != indv2) 
if (crossover == 1) 
apply 1 Crossover( counter, counter+ 1 ); 
else apply2Crossover( counter, counter+ 1 ); 
counter+= 2; 
if (counter >= populationNumber-1) condition = true; 
for (i = O;i<populationNumber;i++) 
setlndv(population[i], new _population[i]); 
void GA::setlndv(lndividual *indvl, Individual *indv2) 
{ 
indvl->fitness = indv2->fitness; 
indvl->ioNumber = indv2->ioNumber; 
indvl->segmentNumber = indv2->segmentNumber; 
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indvl->Cost = indv2->Cost; 
indvl->Error = indv2->Error; 
indvl->my_string = indv2->my_string; 
void GA::reduceSegNumber(int a) 
{ 
int counter, n; 
counter= O; 
n=O; 
if (population[a]->ioNumber > 1) 
{ 
while(n < population[a]->my_string.length()) 
{ 
>my _string.length()); 
if (population[a]->my_string.at(n) == 'p') 
counter++; 
if (counter >= 200) 
{ 
population[ a ]->my _string.erase(n, population[ a]-
break; 
n++; 




if (Error != 0) 
{ 
//normalizing error for different matrix sizes 
I->Error =(Error I pow(3,(finalG->numI0*2))); 
//cost 
//setting real cost of minimized circuit 
I->Cost =Cost; 
//Baldwinian or not 
if (Ga!= 0) 
Cost= minimizeCirc(I); 
//calculating cost of the circuit 
Cost= exp(-pow((divider-Cost),2)); 









//simple fitness (linear) (current error divided by maximum possible 
!->fitness= -Error/(2*(pow(3,finalG->numlO)))+l; 
if (fitness == 1) 
{ 
else 
//simple fitness -square 
!->fitness= l/(Error+l); 
if (fitness == 2) 
{ 
//scaled complex fitness! 
!->fitness= alpha*(l-Error) + beta*Cost; 
else 
{ 
//scaled complex fitness2 
1->fitness = alpha*(l/(Error+l)) + beta*Cost; 
1->Cost =Cost; 
1->Error = O; 
I-> fitness= 1 ;// - result/population[i].my_string.length(); 
if (Error != 0) 
{ 
//normalizing error 
1->Error =(Error I pow(3,(finalG->nurnl0*2))); 
//setting real cost of minimized circuit 
1->Cost =Cost; 
//Baldwinian or not 
if (Ga!= 0) 
Cost= minimizeCirc(I); 
//calculating cost of the circuit 
Cost= exp(-pow((divider-Cost),2)); 












//simple fitness I 
!->fitness= l/(Error+ 1); 
if (fitness == 2) 
{ 
//scaled complex fitness I 
!->fitness= alpha*( I-Error)+ beta*Cost; 
else 
{ 
//scaled complex fitness2 
!->fitness= alpha*(l/(Error+l)) + beta*Cost; 
//pow(2,finalG.numlnput); 
1->Cost =Cost; 
1->Error = O; 
!->fitness= 1;// - result/population[i].my_string.length(); 
bool GA: :terminatingCondition() 
{ 
return condition; 
void GA: :setTerminatingCondition(int counter) 
{ 
if (counter>= MAXGEN) 
{ 
out_stream<<" generation max reached "<<endl<<endl<<endl; 
condition = true; 
else if (getFitness()) 
bool GA::getFitness() 
{ 
out_stream<<" Solution found "<<endl<<endl<<endl; 
condition = true; 
else condition = false; 
int found=O,init_fitness=O; 
for (int a= O;a<populationNumber;a++) 
{ 
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if (population[a]->Error <= 0) 
{ 




if (population[a]->fitness >= bestlndv.fitness) 
{ 
else 
setlndv( &bestlndv, population [a]); 
found =l; 
if (population[a]->Error <= bestlndv.Error) { 
setlndv( &bestlndv, population[ a]); 
found =1; 
II If "Elitism" is enabled, saving the best individual into the next generation; 
II first find out the lowest fitness and replace witht the best individual 
if (found==O && elitism) { 
for (int a= O;a<populationNumber;a++) 
{ 
if(a==O) 
init_fitness = population[a]->fitness; 
else 
if(init_fitness > population[a]->fitness) { 
found =a; 




I= dComp (0., 1.); // Declare complex double variables 
double x, y; 
int counter= O; 
string temp; 
char temp_char; 
//reading the input file 
//first parameters 
while(temp_char !=':') 
in_stream >> temp_char; 
temp_char='a'; 
in_stream >> proba_Mutation; //double 
proba_Mutation = proba_Mutation/100; 
while(temp_char !=':') 
in_stream >> temp_char; 
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temp_char='a'; 
in_stream >> proba_Crossover; //double 
proba_Crossover = proba_Crossover/100; 
while(temp_char !=':') 
in_stream >> temp_char; 
temp_char='a'; 
in_stream >> alpha; 
while(temp_char !=':') 
in_stream >> temp_char; 
temp_char='a'; 
in_stream >> beta; 
//in_stream >> alphal; 
//in_stream >> betal; 
while(temp_char !=':') 
in_stream >> temp_char; 
temp_char='a'; 
in_stream >> populationNumber; 
while(temp_char !=':') 
in_stream >> temp_char; 
temp_char='a'; 
in_stream >> divider;//,"%\n"; 
//reading file divider 
//in_stream >>temp; 
while(temp_char !=':') 
in_stream >> temp_char; 
temp_char='a'; 
in_stream >> Ga; 
while(temp_char !=':') 
in_stream >> temp_char; 
temp_char='a'; 
in_stream >> mutation; 
while(temp_char !=':') 
in_stream >> temp_char; 
temp_char='a'; 
in_stream >> crossover; 
while(temp_char !=':') 








in_stream >> temp_char; 
temp_char='a'; 
in_stream >> grouped; 
while(temp_char !=':') 
in_stream >> temp_char; 
temp_char='a'; 







//float //not used now 
//float //not used now 







in_stream >> temp_char; 
temp_char='a'; 
in_stream >> threshold; 
while(temp_char !=':') 
in_stream >> temp_char; 
temp_char='a'; 
in_stream >> elitism; 
while(temp_char !=':') 
in_stream >> temp_char; 
temp_char='a'; 
in_stream >> t_individuals; 
//reading file divider 
//in_stream >>temp; 
while(temp_char !=':') 




in_stream >> temp_char; 
temp_char='a'; 
in_stream >> mutation2; 
while(temp_char !=':') 
in_stream >> temp_char; 
temp_char='a'; 
in_stream >> mutation3; 
out_stream<<" output file of synthesis "<<endl; 
out_stream<< " size of the population 
"<<populationNumber<<endl; 








out_stream<< " mutation ratio (replacement:erasure:addition of segments) 
mutation I << ":" << mutation2 << ":" <<mutation3 << endl; 
out_stream<< " mutation of crossover is 
"<<prob a_ Crossover< <endl; 
out_stream<< " factor Alpha is 
"<<alpha<<endl; 
out_stream<< " factor Beta is 
"<<beta<<endl; 
//out_stream<< "factor Alpha I is 
"<<alphal<<endl; 
//out_stream<< " factor Betal is 
"<<beta I< <endl; 
out_stream<< " estimated minimum cost of this circuit 
"<<divider< <endl; 
"<< 
out_stream<< " ------------------------------------------------------------------------- "<<endl; 
out_stream<< " type of GA 0 - normal, I - Darwinian "<<Ga<<endl; 
out_stream<< " type of mutation 0 - normal, I - bitwise 
"<<mutation<<endl; 
out_stream<<" type of crossover 0 - lpoint, I - 2point 
"<<crossover< <endl; 
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out_stream<< " type of replication 0 - Roulette Wheel, 1 - Stochastic Universal Sampling 
"<<replicator<<endl; 
out_stream<< " type of fitness 0 - simplest, 3 - complex 
out_stream<< " type of fitness calculation 0 - individual, 1 - grouped 
"<<grouped<<endl; 
out_stream<< " Pareto optimization 0 - no, 1 - yes 
out_stream<< " Threshold replication 0 - no, other - threshold 
"<<threshold<<endl; 
<<endl; 
out_stream<< " Elitism 0 - disabled, 1 - enabled 
out_stream<< " Number of Tournament individuals 





//beginning reading the gates 
in_stream >> numofgates; 
numofgates++; 
II insert wire "gate" 
nullGate.numlO = 1; 
nullGate.representation = 'A'; 
nullGate.gateMatrixl[O][O] = 1; 
nullGate.gateMatrixl[O][l] = 0; 
nullGate.gateMatrix 1 [0][2] = O; 
nullGate.gateMatrixl[l][O] = 0; 
nullGate.gateMatrixl[l][l] = 1; 
nul1Gate.gateMatrix1[1][2] = O; 
nu11Gate.gateMatrix1[2][0] = 0; 
nul1Gate.gateMatrix1[2][1] = O; 
nul1Gate.gateMatrix1[2][2] = 1; 
nullGate.Cost = O; 
gateArray[O] = &nullGate; 
out_stream<< gateArray[O]->representation <<endl; 
out_stream<<" Cost of the gate "<< gateArray[O]->Cost <<endl; 
out_stream<<" IO of the gate "<< gateArray[O]->numIO <<endl; 
for (int j = O; j < (int(pow(3,gateArray[O]->numl0))); j++) 
{ 
for (int k = 0; k < (int(pow(3,gateArray[O]->numl0))); k++) 
{ 
out_ stream<< gateArray[O]->gateMatrix 1 [j] [k]<<' '; 
out_stream<< endl; 
11 get first gate 
for (int a = I; a < numofgates; a++) 
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"<<fitness<<endl; 
"<<pare to< <endl; 
"<<elitism <<endl; 
"<<t_individuals 
gateArray[a] =new qGate; 
llcout<<gateArray[a]<<endl; 
in_stream >> gateArray[a]->numIO; 
gateArray[a]->representation = char(a+65); II starting from B 
while(temp_char !=':') 
in_stream >> temp_char; 11,"%\n"; 
temp_char='a'; 
in_stream >> gateArray[a]->Cost; 
out_stream<< gateArray[a]->representation <<endl; 
out_stream<<" Cost of the gate "<< gateArray[a]->Cost <<endl; 
out_stream<<" IO of the gate "<< gateArray[a]->numlO <<endl; 
for (int j = 0; j < (int(pow(3,gateArray[a]->numIO))); j++) 
{ 
for (int k = O; k < (int(pow(3,gateArray[a]->numIO))); k++) 
{ 
in_stream >> x; 
out_stream<< x <<' '; 
if (x == 2) 
gateArray[a]->gateMatrixl[j][k] =I; 
else if (x == -2) 
gateArray[a)->gateMatrixl [j][k] =-I; 
else if (x == 4) 
gateArray[a]->gateMatrixl[j][k] = 
exp( complex<double>(O, (3.141614 ))); 
0.5); 
0.5); 
else if (x == 5) 
gateArray[a]->gateMatrixl[j][k] = complex<double>(0.5, 
else if (x == -5) 
gateArray[a]->gateMatrixl [j][k] = complex<double>(0.5, -
else gateArray[a]->gateMatrixl[j][k] = x; 
out_stream< < gateArray[ a]-> gateMatrix 1 [j] [k] < <' '; 
out_stream<< endl; 
counter++; 
II get the expected result matrix from the file 
in_stream >> resultnum; 
finalGate.numlO = resultnum; 
out_stream<< "final gate "<<endl; 
for (int m = O; m < (int(pow(3,finalGate.numIO))); m++) 
{ 
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for (int n = O; n < (int(pow(3,fina1Gate.numl0))); n++) 
{ 
in_stream >> y; 
if (y == 2) 
finalGate.gateMatrixl [m][n] =I; 
else if (y == -2) 
finalGate.gateMatrixl [m)[n] =-I; 
else finalGate.gateMatrixl[m)[n] = y; 
out_ stream<< final Gate. gateMatrix 1 [ m] [ n]; 
out_stream< <endl; 
out_ stream<< "------------------------------------------"<<endl; 
qGate GA::tensorProduct(qGate *A, qGate *B) 
{ 
qGate pGate; 
for (inti= O; i < (int(pow(3,A->nurn10))); i++) 
{ 
for (int j = O; j < (int(pow(3,A->numl0))); j++) 
{ 
for (int k = O; k < (int(pow(3,B->nurnl0))); k++) 
{ 
for (int 1=O;1 < (int(pow(3,B->numl0))); l++) 
{ 
pGate.gateMatrixl [i *(int(pow(3,B-
>nurn10)))+k][j *(int(pow(3,B->nurnl0)))+1] = A->gateMatrixl[i][j] * B->gateMatrixl[k][l]; 
} 
pGate.nurnIO = (A->nurnIO + B->nurnIO); 
return pGate; 
qGate GA::matrixProduct(qGate *A, qGate *B) 
{ 
qGate pGate; 
//rows of the first gate 
for (inti= (int(pow(3,A->nurnl0))-l);i>=0; i--) 
{ //colums of the second gate 
for (intj = O;j < (int(pow(3,B->numlO)));j++) 
{ //colums of the first matrix 
int 1 = (int(pow(3,A->nurn10))); 
for (int k = O; k < (int(pow(3,A->nurnl0))); k++) 
{ //rows of the second 
pGate.gateMatrixlUJ[i] = pGate.gateMatrixl[j][i] +A-
>gateMatrixl [k][i] * B->gateMatrixl [j][k]; 
1--; 
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//out_stream << pGate.gateMatrixl[j][i]; 
//out_stream << "\n"; 
//out_stream << "\n"; 











II methods of the minimizer -- yet all in one class 
II no time for improvements 
//////////////////////II//////////////////////////// 
qGate GA::copyGate(qGate *Circ) 
{ 
qGate Circf; 
Circf = *Circ; 
Circf.numlO = Circ->numlO; 
for (inti= O; i < (int(pow{3,Circ->numl0))); i++) 
for (int j = O; j < (int(pow(3,Circ->numl0))); j++) 
Circf.gateMatrix 1 [ i ]Li] = Circ->gateMatrix 1 [i] [j]; 
Circf.Cost = Circ->Cost; 
Circf.representation= Circ->representation; 
return Circf; 
int GA::compareGate(qGate *A) 
{ 
int a= 0; 
bool matrixTest; 
int result= -1; 
while (a<numofgates) 
{ 
out_stream<< a<<" "<<numofgates<<endl; 
matrixTest = true; 





for (inti= 0; i < (int(pow(3,A->numIO))); i++) 
for (intj = O;j < (int(pow(3,A->numIO)));j++) 
if (A->gateMatrix 1 [i] [j] != gateArray[a]->gateMatrixl [i][j]) 
matrixTest = false; 
if (matrixTest) 
result= a; 
else result = -1; 
if (result != -1) break; 
else a++; 
return result; 
bool GA::compareGate(qGate A, qGate B) 
{ 




for (inti= O; i < (int(pow(3,A.numIO))); i++) 
return true; 
for (int j = O; j < (int(pow(3,B.numIO))); j++) 
if (A.gateMatrixl [i][j] != B.gateMatrixl [i][j]) 
return false; 
II the super-method intializing the circuit minimization 
II now the minimzation is done here only virtually 
int GA::minimizeCirc(lndividual *qC) 
{ 
int beginO, beginl, endO, endl; 
bool equal; 
int a, b; 
int result = O; 
if (qC->ioNumber > 1) 
{ 
beginO = 0; 
endO = qC->my _string.find("p", beginO+ 1)+1; 
begin l = endO; 
endl = qC->my_string.find("p", beginl+l)+l; 
b=O; 





if ((qC->my_string.substr(beginO, (endO-beginO))).length() == (qC-
>my_string.substr(begin 1, (end 1-begin 1)) ).length() ) 
{ 
while( a<= (endO-begin0-2)) 
{ 
if ( (qC->my_string.at(beginO+a)) != 'p') 
{ 
if (gateArray[getGate(qC-








equal = false; 
break; 
if (a>= endO-begin0-2) 
{ 
equal= true; 
for (int a= 1 ;a<( endO-begin0-1 );a++) 
{ 




beginO = beginl; 
endO = qC->my _string.find("p", beginO+ 1)+1; 
beginl = endO; 
endl = qC->my_string.find("p", beginl+l)+l; 
for (a= l;a<(endO-beginO-l);a++) 
{ 
result+= gateArray[getGate(qC->my_string.at(beginO+a))]->Cost; 
qC->Cost = result; 
return result; 
//removes physically redundant segments in the concerned circuit 
void GA::removeRedund(lndividual *C) 
{ 
int beginO, beginl, endO, endl; 
bool equal, erased; 
int a, b; 
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if (C->ioNumber > 1) 
{ 
beginO = O; 
endO = C->my_string.find("p", beginO+l)+l; 
beginl = endO; 
endl = C->my_string.find("p", beginl+l)+l; 
b=O; 
while (endO<C->my_string.length()-3 II endO < 0) 
{ 
equal = false; 
erased= false; 
a=O; 
if (C->my_string.substr(beginO, (endO-beginO)) == C-
>my_string.substr(beginl, (end I -begin 1))) 
{ 










beginO = 0; 
endO = C->my_string.find("p", beginO+l)+l; 
beginl = endO; 
endl = C->my_string.find("p", beginl+l)+l; 
beginl = endO; 
endl = C->my_string.find("p", beginl+l)+l; 
erased = false; 
beginO = beginl; 
endO = C->my_string.find("p", beginO+l)+l; 
if (endO < C->my_string.length()-3) 
{ 
beginl = endO; 
endl = C->my_string.find("p", beginl+l)+l; 
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//physically modyfies the circuit for lamarckian learning 
void GA::mergeSegs(lndividual *Circ, int first, int second) 
{ 
basic_string<char> tempStr; 
qGate *temp, *fGate, *sGate; 
int gateCount; 
int endfrsSg = Circ->my _string.find("p", first+ 1)+1; 
int endscdSg = Circ->my _string.find("p", second+ 1)+ 1; 
tempStr.append(l, 'p'); 
for (int a= O;a<(endfrsSg-first-l);a++) 
{ 
if (Circ->my_string.at(first+a) != 'p') 
{ 
fGate = gateArray[getGate(Circ->my _string.at(first+a))]; 
sGate = gateArray[getGate(Circ->my _string.at( second+a))]; 
temp= &matrixProduct(fGate, sGate); 
gateCount = compareGate(temp); 
if (gateCount != -1) 
{ 
else 
tempStr.append( 1, gateArray[gateCount]->representation); 
gateArray[numofgates] =new qGate; 
(*gateArray[numofgates]) = copyGate(temp); 
if (gateArray[numofgates-1]->representation == 'o') 
gateArray[ numofgates ]->representation = 
gateArray[ numof gates-1 ]->representation+char(2); 
else if (gateArray[ numofgates-1 ]->representation == char(264)) 
gateArray[ numofgates ]->representation = 
gateArray[ numof gates- I ]->representation+char( 6); 
else gateArray[numofgates]->representation = 
gateArray[ numofgates-1]->representation+char(1 ); 
} 
tempStr.append(l, 'p'); 
gateArray[numofgates]->Cost = fGate->Cost; 
gateArray[numofgates]->parentA = fGate->representation; 
gateArray[numofgates]->parentB = fGate->representation; 
tempStr.append(l, gateArray[numofgates]->representation); 
numofgates++; 
Circ->my _string.erase( first, ( endscdS g-first)); 
Circ-> my _string.insert( first, tempStr); 
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